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Disinformation 

As A Truth-Obscuring Weapon 

Depends On Both 

Deception AND Ignorance 

Readers, this particular issue of CONTACT will 
address a long series of events which have culminated 
in a massive diginformation smear campaign. BUT 
YOU DO NOT NEED TO TAKE OUR WORD FOR IT. 
What we are offering here is the chain-of-events which 
led to a series of letters and articles by several individu- 
als. You will be able to walk through the original 
information as presented and responded to, and you 
may then REACH YOUR OWN CONCLUSIONS. 

In reference to Gunther Russbacher, what Dr. Ede 
Koenig and Gunther’s wife, Rayelan, seem to have 
forgotten is that has not denied Gunther’s 
incredible “I-SPY” accomplishments over many years 
while with the CIA. In fact, you may or may not recall, 
it was the staff of who provided the editorial 
assistance to Rodney Stich and then assisted in the 
publication of his book which 
details the specifics of one, Gunther Russbacher. 

It is only when a series of shenanagans began 
taking place followina his release from the Missouri 
prison that began to question the veracity of 
certain specific activities. Dr. Koenig 

would have the world 
believe that somehow we have denied that Gunther ever 
worked for the CIA or ever accomplished anything. 
THAT, PLAINLY SPEAKING, IS A LIE. We have 
continually provided information in the 
about how to obtain 

p.411 so that you may read all about the 
CIA and Mr. Russbacher’s extensive and impressive 
accomplishments therein. To deny Russbacher’s 
technical expertise at financial manipulations within 
Operation Cyclops would be foolish. But it was in this 
very operation that Gunther became so incredibly adept 
within the arena of financial transactions. 

It was during his tenure of clandestine operations, 
in addition to numerous “sheep-dippings” cloaking his 
true identity an 

that he 
also became known as “Gunsel” or “Gunslinger”. 

I will tell you, however, that 
publisher and journalist Harry Martin insists to this 
very day that Gunther Russbacher could not have flown 
George Bush on the SR-7 1 during October Surprise. I 
have received the fame story from K&n Vardon of the 
former American Patriot Fax Network. Now, some- 
how, there is the assumption that to dispute whether or 
not Gunther actually flew the SR-71 with then-trice- 
President Bush as a passenger in what is now known as 
the October Surprise, i.e., Operation Eurovan (EV), is 
tc lend discredit to an entire career of clandestine 
activity. Wrong! What’s REALLY going on here?! 

What you readers must come to realize is that in the 
arena of CIA and other “spook” activities, THE 
PUBLIC MAY NEVER KNOW THE TRUTH OF 
WHAT ACTUALLY TOOK PLACE BECAUSE THAT 
1s THE VERY NATURE OF THOSE ACTIVITIES. 

We, as a responsible Press, will provide you with 
the information that we are privy to and which has been 
presented by others. The webs of information and 
&information can get to be so intermeshed “out there” 
that it often becomes very difficult to know who to 
listen to and who to believe. It is for this reason that we 
present all of the information here so that you may 
come to your own conclusions. 

As an additional reminder, it was without question 
the fantastic and on-going letter, fax, and telephone 
efforts of you wonderful readers THAT 
GOT GUNTHER RUSSBACHER OUT OF JAIL IN 
THE FIRST PLACE! ! ! TWICE! ! ! Further, Gunther 

and Rayelan Russbacher were kindly and generously 
given financial assistance-from rent to phone bills- 
for months and months! Are Rayelan and Dr. Koenig’s 
memories really that short? 

Let’s take some space to walk through the specific 
items following directly after this editorial in this issue 
of so you have an overview of what you are 
about to read:. 

#I, in retrospect, seems to be what reallv 
started heating things up. We present it here as it 
originally appeared in the 9/14/93 issue of 

It is interesting to see how, literally out-of- 
the-blue, journalist Harry Martin starts mentioning 
large sums of money which allegedly were diverted by 
Gunther-having really nothing to do with the subject 
in point. But this sure did stir the pot and it finally got 
Rayelan Russbacher so excited, from the lingering 
questions, that she fired-off message after message 
which eventually solidified into the statement, which 
appears as #2, to a wide number qf contacts. 

Because of the nature of the incredulous blarney 
spewed forth in #2, Doris Ekker (Dharma) 
tierself immediately responded to Rayelan with the 
letter which annears as #3. 

#4 
is the first in a series of articles by Dr. Ede 

Koenig which appeared in 
about Gunther Russbacher. 

Then, #5 is a letter of response by me to Dr. 
Koenig countering her first article. Not only had no- 
one from harassed Rayelan, but rather, she 
received nothing but help and assistance from me, 
personally, and from others, with regard to helping her 
husband while in prison both in Missouri, and then 
later, the first time in Austria. 

It was only after his Austrian release that things 
really began to unravel for her through her own choices. 
I, as a member of the Press, faxed letters to Kurt 
Waldheim asking for his intervention on Gunther’s 
behalf, and reminding him that the eyes of the Interna- 
tional Press were upon him. I even assisted in getting 
Rayelan’s communication through 
Nowhere, of course, is this mentioned or recognized in 
any article or communication by either Rayelan or Dr. 
Koenig! A curious world view, don’t you think? 

And? with regard to Amnesty International and the 
ACLU, It was through MY cover letter and packet of 
information about Gunther’s case that they became 
apprised of his situation, finally resulting in some 
constructive action being initiated on their part. HOW- 
EVER-it must auickiv be emohasized that what 
REALLY ereased the gears in all that machinerv was 
the extraoydinary pressure created by the 
readership who so diligently “bombed” the appropriate 
offices with letters of concern. These were acts of 
kindness and support of the highest order. 

Enclosed in the package I sent to Dr. Koenig was a 
set of documents, one inch thick to substantiate our --3 
statements. Has reading just gone out of style...or? 

#6 is Part II of Ede Koenig’s article in 

# 7 is Part III of Koenig’s series. 
At this point in time, sadly, a hurting soul is sucked 

into the swamp. This was a person who had 
honored highly with visibility and respect, and upon 
whom the name “Grandma” was fondly bestowed. 

#8 is a writing which was a private corre- 
spondence to “Grandma”-V.K. Durham. On February 
9, or 10, I received an urgent phone call from Vina. She 
said, “Rick, I must speak with Commander Hatonn.” 
She then went on to explain sDecificallv what her 
planned ipproach was to get some initial capital from 
the COSMOS SEAFOOD ENERGY MARKETING, 
LTD. (now known as CSEML), gold certificate. She 
mentioned the specific bank that she was going to use 
and asked me in a very direct and urgent manner, 
“Rick, I want Commander’s opinion on this approach; 
please get back to me.” 

I assured her that I would immediately meet with 
Doris and EJ and discuss her plan and get back to her 
with feedback. I drove to Doris and EJ’s home, inter- 
rupted Doris, who was in the middle of another writing 
for Hatonn, and requested a sit-down meeting to dis- 
cuss the gold certificate and “possibilities”. After an 

hour of brainstorming and discussion, a 
I did so. 

Immediately upon phoning Vina back to provide 
the input that she had urgently insisted I get for her, she 
cut me off and told me what she planned to do: She 
didn’t want to hear anything other than the plan she 
had her mind made up to do. Later that or early the 
next day a fax came to me which was also faxed to 
Vina--ITEM #8. Commander Hatonn had decided to 
take the time to specifically answer Vina’s direct and 
urgent petition. 

Vina then called me, very upset. I initiated a 
conference call between myself, Vina and EJ. Vina 
immediately started by saying something to the effect 
that, “I just got this fax in here allegedly by Hatonn, but 
I have to tell you that I doubt it is from Commander.” 
To which EJ immediately broke in and said, “I know 
damn well that it k from Commander! Dharma is my 
wife and I sent you that fax.” Meanwhile, I likewise 
confirmed the facts to Vina. Vina then went on to make 
excuses why his suggestions wouldn’t work and she 
was going to do things her way, period! To which EJ 
responded very firmly, “God has taken the time to write 
you a three-page letter. I suggest you give it very 
serious consideration!” It’s also important to point out 
here that not one red cent has been seen from that gold 
certificate yet by ANYONE 

Since this conversation took place, Hatonn, EJ, 
myself, and have received nothing but in- 
sults from V.K. Durham. Perhaps there is no recogni- 
tion of &+ Hatonn may be. Or perhaps there had just 
been a decision by Vina that she will do a given thing, 
but, she’ll do it her way-and that’s that! 

Vina has not received anything but support and 
assistance from me, personally, and from 
even to financial help with paying her very rent! But I 
will go on record to say that I have had enough of her 
insults and LIES. What she is spreading on the fax 
network about us IS FALSE! IT NEVER HAPPENED! 

Now, a month or so before this issue got Grandma’s 

writings, which were flooding at the rate of 
sometimes 2 or 3 faxes a day, often overly redundant, 
lengthy, poorly written and peppered with vulgarities 

weren’t being 
treated with proper reverence. So, on January 14,1995, 
Vina announced she “would no longer send 
any articles or anything to print.” We accepted that. 
But, by practically the next day, again started the 
same, continual barrage of faxed commentary from 
Grandma. And yes, it makes no sense to us, either! 

#9 is a writing from Hatonn responding to 
the growing number of absurd allegations flying around 
the fax circuit. 

#ZO is a fax scsnt to Ronn Jackson by V.K. 
Durham blasting the “Spaceship” and its “crew”. Why 
would she be sending this fax to Ronn Jackson? Her 
delusional reference to a letter is that of #8. 

In #I 1 Hatonn again comments on these 
annoyingly absurd accusations from Grandma. 

#12 is more Grandma commentary blasting 
the so-called “spaceship gang”. 

In #13 Grandma again misinterprets 
#8 in her delusional first paragraph and then proceeds 
to try to crawl under Ronn Jackson’s blanket. This is 
the same Grandma who, after her first conference call 
with Ronn through me, way back, said she never wanted 
to speak to Ronn again! Let me make it clear that, from 
here, there are muattacks” on Ronn Jackson, paranoid 
or otherwise so let’s not be duped 
into allowing her to imply that there are. 

In #I4 we shift back to the Russbacher/ 
Koenig harangue, this time with Commander Hatonn’s 
lively comments inserted fresh from a recent meeting. 

And, finally, #15 is an official listing of 
proposed Phoenix Institute projects which we include 
here for Koenig is advertising that 
list (for $2) in conjunction with her #14 tirade. 

So-sit back, get comfortable, and put on your 
juror’s hat. We have NOTHING to hide-and you have 
more than enough intelligence to perfectly well 
arrive at your own conclusions. Amen! 
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CIA-proprietary company. tailing his accounts. 

a 

He is a cutout for the October 
a Surprise, working for military intelligence. 

The real pilot was an Air Force 
Colonel that Gunther is protecting. He only raised the 
October Surprise premise as a way of keeping alive 

DO when the CIA was after him for the missing money. 

30 
a a 

#3 

a 

GUNTHER RUSSBACHER 
PLEASE STAND UP lie 

Strange things are happening, my friends, and I am goes on:] Many of these securities are now being 
just about to the end of my ‘being pleasant” line. What negotiated and it is doubtful Gunther will be released or 
is coming down here-you supposedly “goodly patri- out oftrouble until the money is returned. It was money 
ots”-you ones such as Honegger (Barbara) and oth- laundered in the Iran-Contra scandal. 

ers-would shock even you good readers. Someones in 
the information business DO NOT WANT THIS MAN 

WHY?? 
I AM GOING TO RESPOND TO THIS 

LETTER BY HARRY V. MARTIN. I HAVE 
RESPECTED 
TENT-BUT THIS IS “MUCH” IN TOTAL FABRICA- 

HAS It is important 

BEEN ESTABLISHED NOW BY THIS WRITING OF 
TOM VALENTINE, BARBARA HONEGGER 

AL., AND NOW ONES WHO HAVE EITHER a 
Honegar for standing by Gunther all this time. 

“REASONS” ARE “CHANGED” OR THE WHOLE Harry Martin 
THING IS Publisher 
POWER THAN IS IMAGINED AT FIRST GLANCE. 

I ask that everyone take stock of what is going on 
and “who” and “why” it may be that “decisions” are 
reinterpreted. You have reached a new LOW in judicial a “woman 
injustice IF INDEED the NAPA letter be truth-which 9 a 

I figure into the loop be so at this very writing. 

From: 

American Patriot Network 
Date: Sept. 7, 1993 

a 

Though Judge Brown vacated Gunther’s sentence, 
that does not guarantee freedom. 

a 

40 

According to direct interviews with Judge Brown, the ? such ac- 
vacating order allows the Prosecuting Attorney THIRTY 

in which to determine whether or not try the 
case again. The ruling, though broaching the Statutes 
of Limitation, does not vacate the sentence on those 
grounds, as much as the fact that Gunther had inad- 
equate counsel. 

Gunther and I were on the Tom Valentine “$15 a 

last night. Both Tom and I explained the circum- 

stances to Gunther. We have a copy of the Judge’s 
order. Tom can verify this. He can reached him at 
612:222-0796. 19 

and go 

And if the Prosecutors office decides to try Gunther a 

again, they can hold him pending the new trial. 
17 

Gunther’s basic problem does not stem from him 
being the pilot in the October Surprise-which he was 
not-but from skimming $15 million off the top of a Our newspaper was the “creator” of Gunther, de- 



Just what might be the intent here? To do as with 
Demjanjuk in Israel-just go find something on which 
to base non-release? You a 

into gutter of justice, my friends. If you 
can’t hold a man on the sentence charged-then hold 
him until you make up some charge! Indeed, I also 
feel very sorry for this Judge in point-for he is more 

“HAD” than you can imagine as average “citizens” 
in a corrupt and orchestrated system. 

As I am writing here, I am brought a copy of a letter 
which seems to respond to the above message for the 
FAX hot-line-from Rayelan. 

[QUOTING:] 

September 7, 1993 

Re: Release to the Ameriean 
Patriot Fax Network of 9-7-93, RE: Gunther Russbacher. 

Now that Gunther Russbacher is going to be re- 
leased it appears that very strong forces are trying to 
destroy his credibility and his influence in the Patriot 
Community. It is a very sad note that Harry Martin 
either knowingly or with consent is being used by these 
forces to try to bring Gunther down. 

The facts contained in Harry Martin’s fax are 
incorrect. As for the information just out by Tom 
Valentine regarding the vacating of the sentence, Tom 
is also in error. Gunther spoke with Judge Michael 
Brown and we will shortly follow up on that conversa- 
tion. 

[H: I have also 

a 
a 

sponsibilities 
THING WHICH HE MORE 

As for Harry’s assertion that the SR71 was piloted 
by an Air Force Colonel, please be advised that when 
Gunther was training to fly the SR71 at Beale AFB in 
Marysville, CA, 

Isn’t it a coincidence 
that Gunther flew an SR7 1 as an Air Force Colonel and 
Harry Martin 

A massive discrediting campaign can only be ex- 

pected. I am just sorry that the first blow in this 
campaign had to be struck by our friend, Harry Martin. 

Rayelan Russbacher 

[END OF QUOTING] 

I am sorely tested myself as these days of atrocity 
continue. Citizens, if you cannot see that which is 
happening about you-you cannot survive for there is 
no freedom and, there but for the Grace of God-GO 
YOU! How so? Because every one of you who have 
served the Government beast has broken the Laws of 
God AND MAN. You do what you do-and yet, when 
you can no longer depend on the truth of justice in the 
courts of law-you are THROUGH! AND, THUSLY, 
AS I PERCEIVE IT-YOU ARE THROUGH!! GOD 
HAVE MERCY ON YOU ALL! 

I will again, however, warn the adversary-that 
what you are about to do is going to merit you conse- 
quences of great retribution. 

on 18 

up of intent for that service, SHALL BE PROTECTED BY 
GOD’S HOSTS SENT FOR THE PURPOSE! 

play God to the circumstances of another to hide or 
appease his own ego structuring. Who has sold out to 

I suggest that you who have perpetrated this injus- 

the “devil” this time, readers? Gunther Russbacher or 
tice-get it cleared up right away or names, places and 
documented FACT will be the next order of the day! I 

those who have MUCH TO HIDE AND WOULD MUR- 
DER RATHER THAN BE SEEN FOR THE LIARS 

salute you for your wisdom in action regarding this 

AND THIEVES WHICH THEY ARE-SOME ARE 
matter. At this point it is through greedy, personal 

EVEN MURDERERS! SO BE IT. 
garbage that this goes on as it is going-but you are 

Yes, indeed, PUT THIS ON THE CONTACTTELE- 
going to incite to arms the waiting giant, my friends- 

PHONE HOT-LINE AND THE AMERICAN PATRIOT 
and I don’t mean “space” command. I CAN promise 

FAX NETWORK. IF I AM WORTHY OF “PAYING 
you one thing-Gunther Russbacher (by any name he 

BILLS” FOR SAME-l EXPECT TRUTH TO BE A 
might have been using) has MET ME and very well 

PART OF THE NETWORKING! 
KNOWS me-and does NOT call me a “crocodile rep- 
tile”. 

Do I discount Harry Martin7 No, I honor Harry 
It would behoove several of you “brothers” to 

Martin-for that which he has already given to you as 
consider your attitudes and make proper adjustments 

blind lambs unable to get Truth from media and press. 
lest one or two of you bring the Government itself down 
on the whole of you. 

I do ask that he consider carefully what is taking place 
I suggest you little “busy bodies” 

get busy undoing that which you have done-like NOW! 
HERE AND NOW. Thank you. And you who would incite that prison to riot-shall 

surely reap such rewards of return penalties as to be 
#2 most disconcerting for it will NOT BE COVERED NOR 

HIDDEN! 
GUNTHER RUSSBACHER Are these “threats” from some unseen Bee-hopper? 

Indeed not-l am stating facts of cause and effect- 
Since this is the topic of the day around here, I shall 

address it right at the top of our list of “things to do 
send and return. You who have broken your oaths to 

immediately”. 
brothers-are not trusted by ANYONE and shall reap 
that reward in time and action-for if you are guilty 

I hereby go on record as making a PROMISE to the once-you are suspect always! May insight be the word 
ones who are churning this miscarriage of all justice of “truth” for this day-followed by “right” action. 
and LAW in this matter of holding a man after a judge Thank you. 
vacates a sentence-on 

#l 

This message is to the crew who monitor this 

computer and myself, and to those who check with the 
telephone hotline and are causing this dis- 

graceful conduct against “your own working brother”- 
YOU KNOW WHO YOU ARE! 

The facts are that ones doing this are FEARFUL OF 

ATTENTION 
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN 

HAVING GUNTHER RUSSBACHER IN FREEDOM. 
THEY ARE SO GUILTY OF CRIMES WHICH WILL 
CATCH THEM WITHIN THE TRAP IF THE MAN IS 
RELEASED. 

a 

We of the Command are making ourselves a mas- 
sive nuisance in the New Mexico-Arizona skies [see 

on 1, 2 and 13 9114193 
CONTACT1 and you will be flooded with inquiries and 
military surveillance. I do not want you to be in panic 
but you must understand the importance of these en- 
counters going on RIGHT NOW AS WE WRITE. 

Yes indeed, the same ones have betrayed me and 
mine-and perhaps there would have been better ways 
of handling them prior to this moment of “truth” but 
God always chooses the non-violent and gentle lessons 
before leaving the perpetrators to the destiny of their 
own consequences within the retribution of MAN’S 
choices of actions. 

The military chain of command is efforting to 
COVER the activities from all directions and the cover- 
ups will increase. Agreements with our Command and 
over some of our people are being broken and it is 
unacceptable on all counts. Ones who didn’t believe we 
were more than a figment of imaginings and some 
goofy woman’s fantasies are going to find out differ- 
ently-right now. 

I do not ask what you ones “think” or your observa- 
tions on “how could this be?” The facts are that this 
“sighting” business is going to get “out of hand” right 
soon if the “big boys” don’t LET MY PEOPLE GO! 
WOULD WE HAVE A “FIT” OVER JUST ONE LlTI’LE 
CREW MEMBER IN YOUR CLUTCHES? YES INDEED!! 

It would be a “wild guess” on MY PART, but I 
assume that the CIA would not REALLY like what Sir 
Russbacher would present in a courtroom if charged AS 
YOU ONES ARE INDICATING RECENT MORE Dl- 
RECT REASONS FOR HOLDING AGAINST THE 
LAW, MR. RUSSBACHER. IF, HOWEVER, THE 
CLANDESTINE FORCES, INCLUDING THE CIA, 
WANT THEIR GENERAL AND SPECIFIC ACTIVI- 
TIES MADE VERY, VERY PUBLIC IN MYRIADS OF 
ACTIVITIES UNSEEN BY THE PUBLIC-THEN 
CONTINUE YOUR BADGERING AND BLACKMAIL 
TO COVER YOUR OWN DIRTY ASSETS. 

I SUGGEST THE “BIG BOYS” CONSIDER CON- 
SEQUENCES VERY, VERY CAREFULLY OF THIS 
ILLEGAL HOLDING OF ONE CALLED 
RUSSBACHER! HE IS NO THREAT TO ANY OF 
YOU OR YOURS-EXCEPT THAT HE HAS TRUTH 
IN HIS BRAIN-AND YOU HARM ONE HAIR ON 
HIS SWEET LITTLE HEAD AND WE SHALL SEE 
SOME VERY INTERESTING THINGS TAKE PLACE. 

Why would “I” be involved? Because THIS IS A 
PRIME EXAMPLE OF THE NEW AGE ORDER AND 
NEW WORLD ORDER METHODS OF INJUSTICE 
BY FORCE AND FRAUD AGAINST YOUR 

AND RIGHTS UNDER SUCH LAW. Until 
this kind of miscarriage of justice is made right-there 
is NO HOPE OF BRINGING YOUR COUNTRY INTO 
FREEDOM RIGHT. THIS is the entire purpose of 

How did a Special Forces Austrian-born individual 
get on MY team? You would be very surprised at WHO 
is on my direct team. Moreover, in most instances it is 
only recently or ‘now” that the player himself-herself 

even knows they are on MY TEAM. 
Would I do this for, say, Bo Gritz? No-not until 

he thoroughly UNDERSTANDS that I am NOT A 
CROCODILE REPTILE! We are not going to interfere 
in anything of your business. But by the same token- 
agreements made with my Command WILL BE HON- 
ORED OR THERE SHALL BE CONSEQUENCES. 
You will be hearing about those consequences. 

Craft from my fleet are in your viewing now, day 2 of 9114193 of my mission to your rather dubiously gifted planet. 

Page 4 

CONTACT, a Further, one who makes a commitment to God in truth and night. “Weather balloons” just won’t cut it, big 
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boys. Neither will cone-shaped photon craft from 
White Sands “cut the mustard”. You HAVE SPACE 
COMMAND in your skies and we will cover this nation 
if necessary to make a point. 

In the efforts to cover a 200-mile trek in which the 
craft was by tlrousands yesterday in New 
Mexico-we have PUT A CRAFT DOWN AND THAT 
WILL BRING INTO FOCUS THE REALITY OF THE 
MISSION FOR ONES WILL STREAM INTO THE 
AREA OF THE CRAFT 

The “object” in your view this day in the area of the 
Navajo Reservation of New Mexico TODAY-ain’t 
goin’ anywhere, is it? And brothers, we are HIGH so we 
are BIG! You have your high-altitude trackers out here 
and we have some of your own craft in “tractor tow”. 
Tit for tat-you let MY PEOPLE GO-and I will 
release yours! 

It would be nice now, Dharma, if you get this to the 
ones to put onto the TELEPHONE HOTLINE and scat- 

ter Faxes everywhere anyone is interested. I suggest 
that Rick transcribe other incoming inquiries and in- 
formation for immediate distribution [again, see that 

on 2 

CONTACT]. 
The “stuff is in the fan-and I need to write this on 

THIS COMPUTER because of the major monitoring by 
your ground-side “intelligence” forces. This is NOT a 
game or a test. I suggest you be magnificently aware 
that THIS IS NOT A TEST-THIS IS THE REAL 
THING, GOOD BUDDIES. I EXPECT GUNTHER 

RUSSBACHER TO BE RELEASED POST-HASTE! 
God bless all you wonderful brothers and sisters of 

the Lighted Hosts-for the “miracles” are about to be 

observed. I MEAN BUSINESS! 
I am not HERE for the fun of being in your chaotic 

energy fields and the bastardizing destruction of a 
magnificent Creation of God as you ones have perpe- 
trated. Agreements are to be kept and contracts hon- 
ored for when YOU break the contract-you have taken 
on a most awesome enemy! I suggest you let “the 
Captain” go and you may be around to enjoy your games 

another day! If you choose not to do so-then MAKE 
MY DAY! 

When ones come within my protection-they 
SHALL be protected and you of the hounds of Hell will 
keep your distance. 

allow these outside thrusts of per- 
sonal nature to get to you, child. The whining excuse- 
makers are doing exactly THAT-whining and casting 
blame on you for their own KNOWING disastrous 
actions. These are TRIVIAL distractions and we will 
not bow to such antics from the greed-mongers. If this 
sets badly upon the digestive systems and ones say, 
“God’s people wouldn’t act this or that way”-forget it 

for NO ONE KNOWS WHAT GOD OR GOD’S PEOPLE 
WOULD OR WOULD NOT DO! GOD DOES EX- 
ACTLY WHAT HE WANTS TO DO AND THAT GIVES 
US A MAGNIFICENT LATITUDE TO DO LIKEWISE. 
YOU ARE PEOPLE “OF THE LIE” AND THE RULES 
ARE BEING SOLD TO YOU TO CAPTURE THE 
VERY ESSENCE OF YOURSELF-YOUR SOUL RE- 
ALITY. IF YOU ARE SO BLIND AND CARELESS AS 
TO NOT COME TO SEE AS MUCH-THEN GO 
AHEAD AND LIVE IN SHOCKED DISBELIEF AS 
TRUTH DUMPS ALL OVER YOU! SO BE IT. 

HATrlNN OUT. 

#2 
. 

Persontri Message From: 
RAYELAN RUSSBACKER 

October 1, 1994 

Wmc They Pirst Appear To Bs 

Many years ago. one of my teachers taught 
me tire value I;eeping an open mind end 
net juLmg a sitmtion until I saw all the 
uAf;tdi;q facts. Sha Uumfnated and 
illustratsd her pofi?t by telling the following 

story : 

The 
the mjddls rgts, in the 

knaw as Eastern a farmer. his wife 
aid their only bon ettugglud to make a 

meager living from their farm. One day 

their only horse ran The neighbors 
carno by to frst and sympathize. 
together they w&d; “How horrible, how 
larribla, how cruel that God hers Doria thir 
tu you.” The who wa6 3s wi66 am ha 

wti padent, replied, “We must wait and s(nl, 
because wt never know if good ur bad 

until Cud gc~s though with it.” 

next day the farmor’s horse 
r:!urned bringin a mart with him. The 

neighbors cmx by p&se th? farmer on 
his good luck, but the rqlicd, “We 
must wait and 9eo you never know 
If good OT bltd God g+zts through 
4th 

Ssvrral months btcr the horce and 
mare both rM away. The neighbor& fretted 

their 3ympathetfc cries, but the 
farmer patiently replied. “Lcr UP and 

act, becaup you never it’s good or 
bad until God gctr through with it.” 

the horse and 
r.?are returned lath a born foal. 
ceighbors prtlbd the farmer’s good 
fxtune, but tha humr stolciy replied, ‘YOU 

or 
geta through with 

As the fold grew, the 
Lan begm to ay to break it and it urad 
to a r&I.le. One day Ihe foJ threw the son 

he broke both his lega. The 
rMhbora by to offer their sympathy. 
but the old farmtr simuly tcplted. “You 
never it’s good or bad tiI Cod get& 
through with it.” 

As the farmer’8 

to walk. the Kina of ihc country stnc 
hi3 gcncrals to recruit all of the youtlg 

army. 
war on’ his neighbor end nut&d M arm) 
of cxpcndabit soldiers to throw at‘. the 

cntmy kin&a castle. In those days. wher: 
your son was “drafted” you knew that 1,: 
ws the lost time you would ever see him. 
ti the sons from 1111 the neighbora marchco 

thclr homea. The 

who wag left was the son of the poor 

whose had brought home * mare 

which bore a foal, 
broke hfn !eg~. This prevented the 60t1 
from walkfng. which prevented him from 
being drafted intc the King’s zrmy. 
farmer knew his acn would eventutiy bed 

he &o knew that God wag “throug!~ 
with it”. al appeared tv be .I 
mixed blcouir.:$ ~u,d thrfl appaatcd tu be bat1 

fortune, had. in the end, turned ‘out to be ‘I 
red blwsin$. 

.I... 

When you operate 3x1 the petiphcry. or 111 
the mic! level Gf IntcLllgtncc Communir~/ 

you quickly learn that everythmg is not JS If 

stems LO be. arld you leer11 LO put ytiu: 
judgement on the. s!&f and simply 
things unfold. 
written &out my husband Gunthe.- 

in recent days. ~11 cf tr\esc things have I 
shred of truth ir, them, but wht:, they V? 
taken cf conctx; and sequence an-i 
presented ad the One and My Truth, ther 
it tecumc~ time for peo$e & back nn.1 

watch as the continues to Thir 

letter Is only to frlcnde. And I 

know that most of you aircady know wh J 
Gunther and I arc and you don’t need 3 

rrxplanatlon which tries to prove thct 
chcra we two sides to aLl stories. Thir ator 
Is still unfoldins. I have r,o idea how it is 
going to end. Gunther Is back 
jail in very poor health. OOWBS che~re art 

those within the IntcUigtnct Communi~j 
tell me that he isn’t in Ausuicr. 

cover 

of the biggest covet 
operations in Who knowpt~~ & - . - - - _1-, . .- _- --_ _- 

ask is that uy to be a~ patient as the 
farmer rmmbn his wgrds, *You 

nsver know if bad until God 

gets through with it.” 
true: God it fulrrhed with this 

scenario, therefor:: none of ua can know “If 

h’s good or bad.” 

7’he story 1 am g&g to tdl ia complicated. 

1 will try 10 ltll is simply and yet in&~dc &U 
tincnt parts. Bccaure ib Ier,gthy 

and complicattd. it easy for others to 
take things of context jump 

an 
readhq this, it i6 becaufc you art a ftimd 
of Gunther and mine, and I wzmt you to 
how it and lived 

it. 1 atI1 not daylng that my it the 
I’inrJ vtrslon, bllt I am raying that Lhe 
fohAng unfolding drama told T 
:saw it. 1 havt nc:ytr lied or 
;iny I have written about 

Gunther and 1 hc;vc endured. Wht YOU will 
read I hrve seen. What 
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seen it. You wiIl find, LVI 
you ftlt *err. true in 

fsbruary, I h\ivt &scovcred wtx only cover 

stories and disinformation. As read 
this, plcaoc kcc;, in mind that as we aU 

dlscovcr more i>,uut this slory, we reatlze 
that we arc following ti c;ovcrt operhtion that 

is one of the t,iggcst io histot-y. And as 
much mtiinfornation and 

disinformatton has bacn out. Gunther 

don’t 
what is goiny 01, Lo eriCanger the oueration 
or mypelf. 1 do know enough to know 

that a lot of lies are being spread around 
cbout Gun iher and me, and 1 would 
act the stralghc: ,. for 

-moo* 

Lfack8tound 

now. 

aJIltfra’l 21 year sentence was 
vacated, and he WIU releaecd from prison in 

M~srourl ln Occcmber of 1993. He had 
undergone guinxple bypass sugary. Md 

he was very vueuk autd 
unsure of himself. He cried easily. Our 
ordeal had larrted a half yeur. We 
had both fad &at& many times. LIiz tt;uo 
camt from the fain 0,’ our forcad tcparati~n 

joy he feIt being with me 
after four a and 
years. Everyday we were together he !zrtw 
in strength jnd energy until ha was back to 
being the man 1 married. The of 
Janu~ty was truly the honeymooi, we harl 

never had. 

At the of January, he told m-t 
that he wes being promoLed was flyin;t 
to Sara Diego that day with hir barn, a four 
etar Admird. When be came back thr: 
night. hi6 duet eagles had been replaced 0~1 
hia flight suit with three silver 

joy was short lived, beuuau within three 

days hs wes told that he had been picked c3 
lead a mission Into Cambodia to bring oLt 
30 Navy pilots who had been 
the end of the Viet ?tam war. This rtcc~ 

mission needed to octur before Ron Browr:, 
the Secrct~~ry of Commerce, formally opened 
trade with Vict IVam. tt was fait by those in 
the in kllietcncl community who advstd 
Gunther, thnt all the remaining POW’s 
would be killed when rel;itionl; with Vil:t 
Nam wert tr~rmalized. Because Gunther hl:d 
bear: a POW he knew he had to ga, even if 

It metit losing his own life I objected 
viohtly CO the missicn. I WIY drdld tha: 

many men would .ba k&d in this ~COCIIC 

attempt, and I ,&!n’t want Gur:thcr to Ix 

of I had lived for four and a h:rLr 
years never knowinp if Gunther wac dead 
alirc. and I didn’t want to live that w-\y 
anymore. me up, I ~3.6 put on 3 
plmc and sent back CO CAforni;l from 
Missouri . 

Three days later 1 saw Gunther lie 
off a plane in San Frulci~. WC hid 

been dr!nking. the first timc 1 hxl 
ever setn him falling down Jrur.k. lit 

seemed happy, md so I assumed the missim 

must have gone well. On the wy home !x 

made me stop lrnd him 6 bottle. I dstl:st 

hard liquor and alchoholicn. Going in ttrat 
liquor store and buyinn 

disrasrcful to me as walking through a 
sewer. But 1 did it because he io nc 

condition to get out 01 the cnr. 1 hoped ht 
would be better in the morning. But he 
wasn’t. He started drinking the monen: he 
~ojte up and within twenty minutes he U*JS 
drunk again.. We clung to hi6 bottle like a 
sccurlty bl&cct. When it LVESJ empty, 
went inta fear. terror and tcus unti: 1 
bought another one for him. 
the way that he spent the rest of Februxy 

an4 Mar&. 
Little by lit& he began to tell me 

happened to hLm while he WIU in 
Cambodia. He said that it 

Khmer for them. He 
II helicopter with told me that 
he had carried auf POW’S on his .end 
this while he wars :ltili recovering 

open heart eurge.rj...hls ribs hadn’t even 
bed time to heal. He showed me hia btoken 
birr toes which were biack 
said he had been in hand to hand cAmbat. 
He aIto came back with a broken finger on 
hia right hand. He told me he had been 
wearing kevlar and he had taken a shat from 

in his upper right chest. The shot 
left M Impression in MS skin that was sf3l.l 

there when our doctor X-rayed it and 

discovered rn~e cracked ribs. 
After sever-al more days heavy 

drinking, he told me the rest of what had 
happened. His best went on the 
mieeion with him. These were men who 
were also exiled from Europe after WWTI. 
Their fathers haJ been part of the German 
intelligence comn?onlty just Gunther’s 
had been. They h;ld grown up toOether and 
had trained togtzker. Both were navy pilots 
and officers, just: like @anther. Wie best 
fxlid and cousin, tarry Paulcy, shot in 
t5c checrt. Gunther cradled him in his 
lrlp, Larry took 41 head shot, and 
v/au splsttercd with the brains of his dostst 
friend. The wrl:nching agony he went 
through as he told me this story was more 
painful than I ccluld handle, but I had to 

handle it, becaucle there wa8 more. His other 
friend Garrett Anderson, was also shot in 
the head. Gunthz saw it;8 head explode. 
‘rheaa men were not just buddies he had met 
In the Navy. He had known them since he 
‘was a child. The]- were distant relatives and 
.:hc three of :hr:rn had been raised together 
.3s brothers. He said that alchohol 

nelpcd him for:g!:t, and so he continued to 
drink. 

*LB*. 

The E4eginnin.g of the Current Operation 
Around the first weclc 

meetin& arranged between 
remxmx.ative 02: the PhiUipine govcrnmmt 
and Gunther. Gunther wa6 told that the 
Phillipints bed a large quantity of that 
they wanted to sell to Ati.srria. He was asked 
if he could arrange it. Gunther was able 
to pull when he needed tn. 
and so he made the necessary C&3 

hm-ia, and the Phi&pine 

repreatntativc that Austria wolrid the 
gold. It then necessary fOrmd 

papers to dravm UP and so Gunther sent 
his representatives to the Philiipines to take 

care of the ncuasary papenuork. While 
Gunther’s rnmdatcd signator)- was in the 
Phillipincs getting the necessary paperwork 
signed by those who really controlled the 
goid, Gunther received 3 cclephone caU from 
CIA headquarters. He was told to get out of 
the house because the Monsad had 
dispatched six agents to kiI! him. ir, order tc 

stop the gald deal. 

Gunther told my mcthc; and 1 thar 
we had to leave. thrct of us 

the house and got L? :hc car. I was the 
driver, and at first 1 hsd no idea where tc 
go. t could tell that wt escorts with u$. 
because the same cars. with official :ooking 
government tcnnas, followed ut: 
everwhere, the circuitous route that : 
was traveiing while I was trying :o decide: 
where Finally for- 
the Naval Postgraduate School in ,Montac!r 
because I felt we would be 3ro:ccted there. 
The stretch road which led to Montcrel 
iS a narrow two !ane road. w: 
approached the hali way point, we saw that 
traffic WEB stopped. I pulled off the road, 
by B little store. In the dismcc we coull 

act that t!!e reason for t.+t :raffic jam was 

that a was fire I chouyht it was 

strange that all the emergency v:hiciet wtrt 
being kept from getting to the burning elf 
by the ststc highway patrol. The ambulana:. 
the fire trucks and :he county sheiiffs W~I c 
all waiting and watching the car burn. I 
didn’t have time to give it ~nuch thought 

Gunther gone over to one of the 
that had been following us and briefLy 
with the driver. When he returned he sall, 
“Ail dear, we $6 

home, 
trafficc jm Another car was 

burning. Again the fire truck not 

putting out the fire. I exited the frewty 
onto a aidbroad which took us right by the 
ffaminf car. I saw Circe people were still ir: 
the car. When we arrived home, Gunther 

called and was 
were was $EO told to pick up a 

York read the articlc on 
Kurt The day WOB Sunday, Mad 
13 th, 1994. The ~amc dsy that 

dbpetchsd six ag~:tns to Gunther in 
order to stop t)u: gold deal, the lareali 
propaganda machlnc bad hunched another 

attack against Waidhtfm; 
preoidant and the man who had 
kept Gunther alive when Gaotge Bush was 
wring very hard tc, kiit him. 

On March 15th. received, vie my 
fax the ‘Firm Offer to Sell’ lhat 
Gunther had gent tt6 mandated cignxiory eo 
the Phillipines to iget. The signatory, I 

- and his P=tY I returned 
immediately. Upon returning we were told 

thet immedjadey after getting the paper 

sillned, they dccidtd it ww best if they left 
rillht Shortly after they left the hote!. 
they learned that it was surrounded and 
Eearched by 200 armed inen. It W&S not. 
known tf the mtn were IookinJ for Mike arid 
his group, or Is txy wcrc looking fur tire 
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dclzcne azcnts who thcrc 
trylna to slop m &xi hi3 tc8m. 

Several dnl.8 after m UII~ 

returned to CaM&nia. 
-- 

we were told that 
Tel Aviv had dispatched seven more agents 

to kill Gunther and to stop the gold deal. 
Thfa time we wtrt taken into hi&g and put 

into a a& houe~:. After one WXL, rsly 
IrtDthcr and I wcrc told it luu~ Y& fur UI to 
80 hontt, but it -Hasn’t safe for- Gunther. 
Three tncn 84xon1paG3.l him to Austria 
where he tntarad the country on an expired 
Austrian document. He was arrested at the 
d:pCIrt. He had a major heart atlad and 
W,IC taken to e horpital by helicopter. Mike 

the two ath~l:s had their passports 
stamped persons non gram. jnd went told 

told me all of this whe 
returned to Callfamis from Austria. dii 
h&s many friends who have deep 
into the lnteCigenl;e Community. After his 

Auolricl, he pur OUL fat&3 trYin Lb 
find out what rcklly had h#pcxd at the 
ui:por f . Why WYU c3uxtlwr artrutrd’l War he 
redly in ? 0:: was in protective 

cc;btody’l Was he in a jaU? Or whb he in a 
eofe houst? casting his net hc 

buck with many pouaibiliti-, ‘but no 
conmete dam- He wag told Kurt 

Ph@ints shortly after Gunther+ arrrr~ in 
Vienna. Other informanrs lo!d Ilit0 clrut 
Gunther was back ia Austria under ward in 
a safe house. In an different area, Mike told 

me ti he had been told that 
been a drug by the CIA ton#tin~c in 

Jjnuary of February. The drtrg is called 
trichtomine it was given to Gunther to 
destroy his kidneys, pancreas. arid 
to eventually bring on a naturaI tooking 
death. One of it’s tide effects is instant 
alchohofism. 1 put the recent iniornlstioi; 

m had given what I 

had obrervtd and 1 understood why he had 
come back Cambodia as a full flcdgcd 

alcboholic. After going ov(t:’ the things 

G.ucrthcr had tofd me after he returned 
from his Cambodia mission, I Igut& that 
he rtmat hare: hecn given the drug while he 

Wlis in W&t&n through the 

J&nefing. When I wrote to the Pretldent 
of Aurtria rcquerdng 

was I also included the 
information abcut the drug: trichtomme j 
faxed co& of the letter to Kurt WaJdlxint 
dS0. 

For almosl six week3 1 Jidn’t hear 
anything from Gunther. Tbcn I heard that 

he was in jail wqitlllg fur a trid date. I 
lound out the clwycs he was being 

aobut $20,000 in’ unpaid raid k:e 

knew nothing about any of I[. 1 wondered 

why no one fron Auxria had told ut 
mything about these charges in Lhc thrc~ 

years that WC bed bcctl dcrrlirtg with them. 
We had letters from Waldheim. when 
he was president, WC had icttero from the 
Lx-rent president. Klestil. I spcke 

with the consul General In ChIcago weekly, 
aa did Cunrhcr, and nal one of chcts;r metr 

hrd ever rold either of UY anytllilry ahut 

criminal chacges *ami Ou111lie1.. 
AflCP wailjllg Cm* his lawyet. tu get 

back fl onr vacation, LIICII for his 
bdr;k fxutn vacaliu~;, arrd fill&y 

getting a court date in August, Gunther 
went *.o I was there al 
Ed clcaty who is friend of .,,:ti 
has been put of the 
ycw3. PBther Ed i~ also utl thr Board uf the 
Phoenix Institute which is coaqectcd to the 

Contact The trfd took about 
seven :ad mast of the trial 
consieted 
prosecutor. was released. The l-asal 
manucvcr that WM; pcrtormcd by the judge 
~8 something that &nericr doesn’t have. 

wasn’t found either guilty or innocent, the 
charges weren’t dismissed, the judge simply 
made everything disappear as though it had 
never happtntd. 

Compltting Tha Bald Transfer Part I 
We ail knt:w that our project 

involved matting Gunther’s citizenship 
restored 80 that ha could compla:e the 
tronaoctiona. Gunther had been told by the 
Prasjdtnt Acatria that everything had 
Baer~ cleared him and there would be no 

p.robltm. We rentcd a car jnd drove to 
S.&burg bccausc that WBB where Gunther 
h.sd been txxn and we had to get his bicth 
crsrtifhtt. A process that should hirve been 
simple B~OII btamt bogged down in the 
worst kind of petty buttaucraey. One office 
would tell us that we needed 

which wns milea The 
second office to!d us ttlat. GuII~.~Q-'Y 
WIB an emped war criminal who htrd taer~ 
Living in the United States for forty years. 

They charged Gur.thtr with harbaring a war 
criminal ~ld to!rj him lhat they nccdcd two 

or thrte months to do 3 complete 
irrvertigation. The official records and death 
certlflcates show that Gunther’s father died 

of in 1943. The bureaucratic 

red @PC (ST the Salzburg Maglstrat was 
\%satcl?ing to hold up the concludon of 
gold ~ronsfer. Gurlther became ao that 
he begun havtjg cheat palnrr. I pulled him 

cut the office md WC to telephone 

4crc I cdlcd the president’s off& and told 
them what t!x S&burg M&stretc woe 
rutting us throu:jh. The preai&nL’e dice 
told us tu go back 
tomorrou. 

We went lome, LO Lhc lodge where 
vtt YIX staying, alrd Gunther had tha of 

four heart The first the worst 

one, he died in Father arms. ‘zhc 
paruncdlo brounht ~~JII 3 

nig!xt in iIltcn$i*rc he checked hlmaelf 
out of the hoapit;ll and we went back to the 
raak of getting his citizenship ret&x&. 

We returned t4 the slllzburg 
MPOitvat same Jewish looking 
wom;uI who had told us that Cunrher’s 
father was a war criminal, now told UB that 

couldn’t his citizenship because 
he wee an Admird in the United Statca 
Navy. called the Preside&a office, 
again we told to come back the next 

day. Again went home 
had haart attack and 
paramedics to the hospital. the hospital 

doctor me how much Gunther had 
bctn drinking. I said he had only had about 

an ounce of Cognac day. The doctor role 

that his blood alchohol level was four 
times normal. Ht was clinically drunk. I fait 

it couldn’t becauec 1 had hin 
atl Gay and I knew he hadn’t been drinking 
After another test the doctor 
appeared OS if Gunther’s pancrws WY. 
shutting down he was no longer 

alchahol 

recovering in the intensive cart unit 

Gunther checked hlmgelf cut and we *en: 
home to prepare far snother day ot fight& 
with the Mwistrat. 

U71cn WC wcclt in the lrcri day. Il\l: 
protlern uf hi& bclng a Naval offk:r half 
&apyaarcd jugt like lhc problun of hiI 
father beiw a war tcrirtrirA held diuappeared 
But now mother‘ problem cropped up 

Gunthe,- couldn’t become sn Austrian cicizelr 

until they had checked with the Ufl:itcll 
States as to why he had been dcportcd. 

Gunther had never bnn dcpor:ed. *y.: 

catled the President’s office WC were :CJII~ 
to call back half an hour. that time N? 
were totd to wsit until four in the aftcrnoo.1 

back to see the woman. Who:1 
we walked ln four o’clock. she ws JS 

nice as she could be. There WCC *no r’llor: 
and we wcrc told CD retur 1 
pick up 

We out that the Ptcsrdent hrj 
c&d the governor tf Z&burg and he haj 
ullcd clx woman’s boss. 

However, the stress was not 
Gunther. Over the weekend, he had inother 

heart attnck 3nd ended the hocpbl 

anin. By Tucadey ht had recovered enough 
for us to begin our quest once ~GJ Thill 

time wt were successful. picked u? 
cvcrything we needed from the Magistrilt 
arld K&I ali lhe dacumcn\e lo polltc 

whcrc the ciriccnahip daeumen! 5 

ore issued. thought 
everything \ut n&cd to get thr paptrs 

it 

seve~.I days to crcata the document. 

We running out of money, and so 
Gunther talked with the police &ef b 
S&burg and oekr,d him if he wojd csll &t 

Yationrrl md iet 

of hi6 
dth~dtip papers Ln evtn didn’t 

have them with him. The chief agreed 
to do this, and WC. left S&burg to go back 
to Vienna. 

Gunther h:rd c&d and mode an 
rppolntmrnt director of the 
Austrian Nationill ‘bjnk for five o’clock that 
afttrnoon. Wa drove hotel at 

a littit five. Gunther want into the 
hotel to dl the bank. One hour later, Ire 

returned with a document titled, “Cerficatc 

0; hudn. WC said that of the 
Pwk involved in the gold desl eou!d 
~CC&C their commissions. 

He told US that the Director OI the 
Aurrtriut &nk had told ti to 
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cileck into the IrnFerid Hotci because It had 

a ,&Cccl&y floor. 1: asked Gunther how we 
wsuld pay For ir, and he said that the 

of the AND told him she 
rr,akr hotel’3 

bank. When WC chwked in. %c hotel needed 

The next dl,y I became ill and ended 

w in the hospM. It wan my wxre old 
problem. I was hemurrhuing from my 

uterus. The pain relt like I was going into 
cbiildbirth. The doctur studied the medical 

I hag brought with me 
Cu!ifornia, and he quickly decided what I 
madud. He me three shots in the 
rtomech and a triple of morphine. 1 
WE horns t.2 absp and told that I 
would be 

The next morning I slept in. When I 
awoke, I heard 4ccs arrcutis. f went out 
into Lhe Iiuirly ~OOW of our three 
red ditcoverd Gcnther’r cxwifc and two 
cons. I knew him tzxwife was m PBL agent, 

wd in my drugged state I was sure that ohc 
had sent OYCI.- co kill Gunther. I ceIled 
she 9rCUidCAt’b office and toId them that 
they had 6 tlnired S~ltau government apant 

who wa6 ogerrting in thuir country without 
being rcgiotertd Evidently they must have 
b&vcd me because hey sent over the 
Auotrlan Security police .who cooflscatcd 
ewryonctg poscport mlnc. Gunther 
WIS r&cod if he k-ted her arrearcrf. He a&d 
no bccaulc she waa leaving the next 

morning. Gunther had changed. He was 
acting even irrational than before. 
Even his sons noticed it. while his cxwife 

Hi8 
dtinking increased. Ilis rationality 

There PTU no w&y either 

commuaicak with him. seemed as if 
hie cxwtie had east some kind of spell on 
him. I hare since been told thal 
probably a doimmt program ill 

him to bcc~ him from completing the gold 

d&. Whattqrcr she d:d, it was permarxnt. 
The h&and I knew ML urrd never returned 

after the uncx?ccteti vi& from his urwife. 

rhcre art mw unanswered 
qUCStiGIk3 regarding this visit from Peggy 
and the boys The question ts how i6 a 
~ortw~ who iti always hbcut nor 
having enougS mclrcy lo dothe 411d feed the 
bays. able tu buy ;thhrtc round .tnp tickets to 
Ewopc and cob England, t’tence and 

Austria, look%6 Gunther? And the next 

question is, how did she know whet-t tu find 

us? 
Peyyy remained in the room with 
she left- to go back to the Utlilcti 

States. At we point I wr so that 1 
told Gunther to choose bet-ten L~IC twu of 
us. Elticr she left or I lef;. He toid me to 
do what 1 bad to do. So I left. It was 
obvious to rz Ihal & wn% In complete 
control of him. I w&z aruuui :hc 

street lryklp cc decide 1 
tried calling !k buss, but the 

opcrntar that the number was a restricted 
government number which wuld not be 

reached from a phone booth. I uked her il 
there vat anyway I it. She told 
me to go through L’SA Direct md have an 
ATT me. 1 did and 
hlr boss I told him what lust 
happened and he told me to get back to \he 
hotel and -make sure nothing 
Gunther. I told 
matter what h\s exwife leg) t.&. 
country. I did this. and 

Gunther rurvived physic@. Mentaily ad 
emotionally not the SW. He 

edge 
the int:nt slchohol and 

programming was to mcnt&y inapacitate 
Gunther Ln keep him from 
completing the sold code 

Whltc Robe, 
be working. Gun&r was no langw able to 
act or think for himself lot’@ 

enough tu comp!ctc anything, a 

trima4Ktion deripltd to 
countries, LAudtill the United Stntea, to a 
gold standard. It L that bcforc he 

fell into his pcr60nJ he wae 
rational enough to turn cvcrything over 

and from White 
Robe. 

Completing t:x Gold Tran&actJon 

Part Two 
Contact 

The rnlu~aw of Ihe Imperial Hotel called UC 
more 

on the credit card and WC ne&d to arrange 
another method of prrymedt. I was 6tter6ed 
br:yond my limit al. that time. 
going TV jti fur dcfraudlng an innkeper 
filled my muid. I was stUI from my 
emergency visit tu the hospirti from the 
rc.orpMne I had ar,d continued to take 

rented a room 

Plsggy and thr, this had 
prtipitatcd the call trom the rn~agtr. 
Gwther w71p out cuatr.01, FaLher 
thrown up his h.mdr in diuyufl and was 
p1qlaGng to leltue. If I hadn’t pro-ed 
Ounthcr’s boss that I wouldn’t lcavc him 
alone wfth Peggy I 
Palher Bd, 

0unthe.f went domsUir6 to har:Jk;: 
the problem. He <‘dmc back up and told nn 
that since the CM wa8 getting a large 

gold transfer, 
they would pay for the room, 1 asked him 
why the bank not trarrsferrtd the money 
into hotel‘s account. He dI&‘c an6wcr. 

Gunther called and asked for 
the uric of a uedt cud. His boss told hitn 

EJ E1rkc.f From the Contact 
hi6 card. 

born I.hac the American 

card that EJ be using wa in fact a 

card that and it had no 

limit. 

For t.he part two and 8 hakf ye?:g. 
bogs, whc- is a major contributor 

to Contact and co the Phaenin Institute has 
told Cun&u that the Phoenix Liberator. 
anmt newspapers had been started as a 

Navy InteUigenee operation designed IS a 
vchiclc for getting out the truth to the 

Am&m people. The papers were dra 
used ae a for communicating 

who are out in the 

orders. This explains why come 

the wording make6 no sense. It written in 

code. and the hidden messnepc can only Iw 
deciphered by someone who understands the 

Gun&r ~86 ploo told that the 

Phoenix Institute was up 
retired miiitnry 

persod who used the lattitute 

for khtit retirement funds. 
When Gunther’s boss him that 

EJ’s credit card belonged to the CIA. 
Gunther took it at face Aut md called EJ. 

arranged for the 
ralnllitlder of the bill to go on his credit 
card. EJ and the Contact/Phoenix Inttitutc 

dhare cf 
White R&r; cornmieeioas tot&g in the ten? 

of millions. if not more, to I am sure that 
EJ had no hesitations abmt Ict~&~ Cunthcr 
use the zard. 

thir I not 
the Contact ia a optriH.ion, or d 
it is exactly 
newspaper thar bawsr itself on the writing1 

information 
Hatonn. extrac.er:crttitl op;rceshir 

God. 
When you are de&g with tkc 

Inrclligencc Community, nothing ir as i* 
appear8 10 be and the witder 

more it is to be an IntcUigtrm 
Operation. From I hrrve seen in the 
years that I have been 
it is e-y fur me LO believe that u ia ;I 

Intelligence operative. Whethe:* 

I believe that the Contact ncwapt~cr is I1 
Nwy Intelligence operation mrtlcr 
Gunther bdlevea that it believed tb: 

nat anl:r 
by others, including his 

own SEALS whcl aiao believe the 
Cdntrct is an opetution conducted 
(Offica Navy If aunther end 

hia 
in 

Gdvernmaot bciiev~~ thio. 
Pleame undwstand this.. . 

nb*a no longer matters what 
truth is. people in government, 

for whatever raasl)n. have ir be known 
that Contact is a Intelligence 
Operation. :t this is true no 
longn 2ttatt.M R!!! 

I bdabor point. because of the 
incident at Wlw. Thd people who 
murdered at WRCO were 68t UP by the 
government, and it now appears that the 

same government burned 17 innocent 

Children, itr now turni?g attention on 

Contact. 

The govtrnlntnt people ordered 
the Weco compound attacked and destroyed 
had been told that David Koresh ma8 a CIA 

who wer in thargc of control 
hccordittg to W&her Report. 

.wldch was preprued by 
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Wilchcr ehortiy btfore he wan murdered; 
the Davidian co,rnpound had been an 

in CrcaLina “sleepera.’ 

term for “programmed’ people who will 

Out thti prcqjrarruning when sctivetcc!. 
programming: cuu.X lx mything from 

of maw nuder, 
Co&i Luiltilg or releasing biologi& 

into a rwjor city. The activation 
CO& soqutma:. which will 

could corn8 
withk the person. 

a\‘tr tit television, the 
telepha or in 13 ntwepapcr. 

Contact. 
According ‘:a the kfotmlrtion that 

Pad Wilcha h& ret&cd from Gunther, 

Lany Pauley ant. other SEALS. 
Korcsh and the 3ividianr had a biological 
device thrt would kill an entire town the GZC 
01 Hou~tcrn. Whcth+,r or not this true. the 
men women who gnve rhc: or&ru for 
the destruction of the W$co 

NatUrdly thib kind of inforrnatian 
calld rched public 
of eta&q ma68 panic. Tie public would 
riahdy the would 

trejte one mind control caperimcr;~, then 
stop ti*rta from 

government from using 
the SBn;c of “sleepers wM...and 

dcrtroy milliurrr 

b&f of Othtrs that the Tcltachapi operation 
of the Contuct newspaper Is being set up to 
bc the Waco. 

reasons 1 

believe this to be ~uut. The most important 
being that Gunther and many others bcijcve 
that Faction Two, the: arxi-Buti. anti- 
Council Rdatioa, anti-New 
world the Intelligence 
community, i& Lhe puwer &hind the 
tlews$u5per. Tf this is commonly held 
b&f in the cCmWit), then 
Faction One. Ihe New World G&r [artion 

yrobkm destroying a Faction 
iu their my. 

Faction is 
CCOK~C Budh and for U&g in the 
currry letion Operation White ibbe the 
Of.%rrrion which is 

Rcxcrvc. Faction One ts finan& bb 

The second reason I kiitve that 
Al be farpLed is that most 

cheer on the 

~u~tgncxrt if the 
. chat 

tiw extratcrrcstlal 
~yrce ship Commander who ir the spiritusl 
voice behind 

rishc new IS 
whether or not Conracl 

ib important is, how can 

the at Contact, if they at 
CivUianc, UII~ not government cmpIoyce~, 

protect thcmKdvc~? 1 

Accurding to the 
only scwxx of the Branch Davldians were 
sovtrnmnt agents Aad yet over 30 
murdered, including 17 little children. 

Right at the I~O~IICII~, Gunther and 

m-9 involved in a 
optratlon ~vhich, if 

IncernaLiorltrl Srmk which gained control of 
States’s mor,ey In 1913. 

While Gunther was Ln prison he wrote two 

pampitts on the creation the -Federal 

Reswvt arid the Thirtk Tanks that its 
spawned The Fed hnd lte nnonymoue 
owner& rtmy &ink 

as the Council tad the 
Commission. ‘Ilust tbbk tanL 

influence and control bueinesccr, 
the entertainment industry, medla moguls, 
publishers. annotmcers, reporters and on 

and on. 
At prcactx, the Fed knowa that its 

axistanct irr Lhrcaktncd. The Fed also .knows 

that Contact lrav helped and supported 
Ounthcr ~cl tht Guntier is OT,C of the key 
morn in the movtxnent to destroy the Pcd 

und give control of money back to the 
IJnittd States Trcatury, if to 
individual &tales themselves. 

To kctp the Contact from further 
supperdfq C3unthtr, the 
controlled government agencies, etch aa the 

well as 
Interpol, could clrsily have taaryeted 

Contact. These agwciea ~0~13 have let key 

pc~le at Contact know they WC~C rarseted 

cooperate. 

While Con.tuct IML a histcrry of 

bulkilng up hero6 only to cut tiem du*m, 
the attacks on Gunthu have Lctn some of 
the most vltrioltc vile attacks that 

has ever launched at anyone. Ttl$ 
wblic ittack agd:lst Gunther ume out of 
nl3 where caused many Contact 
rf:aders to qucoWn the truthfulness 
the information pnntcd in Contact. Many 

readerr 

quer:loning tile 
bar Inullched cln 
George Green urr!d Gricz. A ttlI&iJlg 
Chmhtr wat net in lhe best interesta 
Cvr~~act. Why would Contact 
launch a barrewe uf defaming 

against 13gend they hclvtd create? 
The auacks Gunther IWC said more 
about Contact than 

that haa 

now painted him be. then why did they 
ask their reader8 to write letttxr md help 
him? TIwt hrrr LO be for the 

newspaper. 
told 
they didn’t Jo ttir ? Or were they lied LO 
and intu rhi6 out 
deceit and of anatr and btuiyd? 

Whether 0r ir a 
oper&on. they do have many 

SOVWnmCnt leaking infofmrtlnrr tc 
~TJ. ‘hae government pcoplc could etiy 
he warned EJ 

operation. BJ could hrvc 
saccrif;&d Cunthcr 

But here ir 

tutntd againat Gunther. It it possible that 

Cmact has by i&ltrxtcd fed 

disinformation. In haht of the complicated 
end dangerous Gunther is 
undertaking, it would be cary to dittort and 

misrepresent what has happened to him. 

I to admit, after his cxwife, 
an FBI operative, arrived irt Visnnr, 
Ounthsr was not the same. Nothing 

made sense, except for turnir.g everything 
over Kurt Waldheim. This 
move which was ordered by Commander 

XXWI~ wceka before 
had choxm mt to publicly involve Waidhcim 
at that point. But Gunther coon discovered 
that by himself, he couid not tht 
lrw3oction. He help af tht 

Austrian government to 3vercome the 
Jewish Austrian National Bank 

Since it is the Jewish dommteti bmnking 
Industry that wLl IX 1~1.t the modt if White 

Robe is successful. it is my feat 
Contact could inf;ltrsted by 
oPerativea who are eichtr working for the 
Moasad or Faction One. The alJ guarc‘ 
in Tehachaui should pay special sttentton tc. 

who came into the arclup k abou 
August 

I hsvs been’ rcld by me formel. 
intelligence operative, 
:hat Contact forced 

3 corner where he could do nathlng fo!- 
and HAD to turn over the 

opcratim to Waldheim hnd the Au&art 
government It iooks thot to me too. 

rcvclrtiona re.mov~s th+ 

that and many others, b&eve Ihrt th? 
operation ia targeted to ba the next 

Waco, ot if not the next, one of chc Wacor 
I prcdkt there wi?l roon...dl 
rlround the world Al I ask ir thrt tht 
imloccnt people involved ia th$ 
Contact opcra6on have 
said in Ught of 

interests ar wc!l 06 lntereotr tf 
z free and informed America. 

The De&c nnd PaU of CKR 

eswife mad sons stayed 
with uo 
Gunther wu the Jetieh-controlled. 
AusWian National had to do 
to get out of the AN8 and into 
private aCCOwltn W8 fax in the 
in8uuctionr for wire transfers. After I 
heard thhio, T suddenly wrderrtood 
exhtife had &owed when ahc did. She 
came to get her did she know 
about the Gold? Gunther bed never told 
her enything about it. The only way 

known about it was through the 
FBI. Gun&m made tha tranfcra. Ten million 
wen transferred to t.hs exwifc. Forty million 
wan urntfcrrcd into EJ’r account, 
anether ninety million wan tranfcrred to 

South &rt Atria to pay the commbioaa LO 
the Filipinos who were involved in the 
Lremactima. WC couldn’t Uansfer any 

money to oursclveo beczcae we didn’t have 

an account in Austria and it *as LJIC 
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weuktnd. ao there wan no wsy we could 
open an account for oursclvee 

Father Ed, thb cxwife and sons all 
left on Saturday. On Sunday, Gunther had 
anotl-et heart att(lc.k. and on Monday we 

thought 
that all our business in Viinna was finished. 
WC had planned ta open a account in 
Salzburo an4 huvc the ANB transfer our 
9hti.t cf :he comtissione. 

Wa tried to go back to lodge 
where we had before, but it wag full. 
So 121c driver the Limo chat Gunther h&d 

:sntd, against ny loud and vocd 

objections, took us t3 his favorltc hotel. We 

later found out Ihal. IX j;3t a 
from all &ntu he rricrred totk hotel. We 
went ~uotcd the yrice for c 

room, buL were subsequently chNged 
%78(>.00 a night for the room. 

We stayed :n this hotel for stvcral 
lhnt tilcle, we opened we 

opened an account md had the ANB transfer 

money into it. We were told chat it wouM 
take three &ys to 110 M in awltry bank 
transfer. So we wlitcd our rno:~ey to 
Appear. Then we rccefved x tclehpnc call 

EJ. told Hate1 
hi Mkd bi.s UC&L card for far more than 

have been. WC 

bcul about five 
dollars. Even 

thun I thought it Ehould Frye ban. but 
Gunther wax& too worried about it btcau~c 
the Dirtctor of the AN?3 had told bun the 
sold and 
hrc wax 30 billion doUars in conurriysiur~s 
to be pilid Out to those who wtxe involved I 

Gu11thw war 

wmDartd tc 30 billion dollars. five thousand 
doesn’t seem hkc 

amcared ht the bpaial double or 
even triple ehfuged us. The biIl wasn’t five 
thoushnd dollua. it was thirteen thousand 
dollars, (Al5 13O.ooO AT.5 for 
Austrian 
ad reported the Impulal. The p&e looked 
over the bill and then filed fraud charats 
ugtixt the hotd. By tia~ ti~rlr, EJ had 

cakd Amerial E~M~YS and put the card 
into dispute. Americii Express immediately 

shut down the card which tnez~~ that WC 

c&d not use 
EJ &kd n&n. Gunther put the 

telephone on j;peuker. EJ toid Gunrhcr that 
Commrndcr Harow M told him 
Gunther to vflraufer zil 30 billion to EJ. 

tur;t over ell money co EJ he will 
off all fu11diI1g. 

q&zr phone 
r tywas hatening on Lht 

Gun tbcr Mt roof. The 
share the golil uxlafer was 

agreed upon 100 million do!ltr; Y. That was 
all the Commander s&id he needed for his 
projects. Gunther always assumed that 
MS 130 tnilh~~n wgb the shue that was 
going to the U.S. Community 

for the help they gave lhis 
d4. When I3J du-nanded alI 30 Lillicst~. 
Gunther f&t EJ was for 

himd, mt fs the Commandtfa md 
definitely not for the :ntelligc:lct 
Guntier was prctiispocscd to feeling that EJ 
was a uvuk, because several months btfo~c. 
hh bosu. a mm that he trusts 
told BJ UIQ IYlurr~ 11aJ ntolcn 
htdn& of t.h~u)~~ds uf dollars from the 
PhatnLE Institute tied had ttrlsfcrred it out 

the country.. 

Gunther 
things about Doris md EJ, and in his anger 

511 01 this cut on the He 
told that ehc and that the 

only wey she codd channel the Commander 
WRS ho@ the lmplanta in kr teeth. 

Gunther was told, by 
ten yeare Doris had in for 

work. Without knowledge, her 
had vrith receiving 

dtviceo. This is a technology that” Gunther 
knew cxirted, so he the 

his him. Gunther 

told beliuves the in 
ccmrnunication wit1 8 

N&Jsss to say, EU and Doris were 
not exactly thr&cf have Gunther accuse 
them of being a :hieves and a frauds. ES 
nor only rcfuacd t3 Ict Gunther 
ux :hc American card, but 
Doris immsdiatdy wrote the uitck thar 
acqxved in t.bs Ccn:act nawspapv. 

The hotel we were in thratcncd co 
call the and have UG xrtstcd. 1 

cc acMt that I fcil apart complttiy. I called 

one of my girlfriandr and beg(rtd her to 

Mp. She has bca, my main support. both 
f%~cially and ernt~tionally for all the years 

&at Gunther was incarcerated. Gunt%r 
pr-oniirlcd that we c:ould pay her within a few 

wax xure that his 
L?~C bill through ‘incidental accounts” that 
IW SEALS contioI!ed. I 
b&eved Currthcr, sd so did my friend who 
mve us the USC Of her to keep us from 
going to Id. Our bill at 
thouemd dollars, !/or four 

believe it 3r understand how it got to ‘be co 

high. But the 21ut.4 did something even 

wilder. Insread of char&j the credit card 
fur rix thou&and dollars, Lhey chuged it 

When we objected, we were 
t:Jld that they couldn’t crtc!il it baclr. we had 
c3 stay there ur til it was a!l used up. 
NctdlcYY tlJ Yay, ‘we bolh hit the roof. We 
left and fflcd clxq~cs against this hoecl also. 

fhcy cvcntually ire&d 

say, the monty from the SEALS 
control number 

for the asvh 
pick-41 at hhfericrui Rxprsrv. turfrat! uul Lu 
& and my friends haa not ban 
r cprid 

We went back to the 
we had betn staying. Gunther wax cwc that 

aU of ther trvlders which WI had m&a in 

Vienna would soon be up in the 

who 
geld 

transaction. But the money nCver appeared. 
We told by the AMI Ihat it 

would take Then we were told 

FinsHy we were almost 
and no money 

made pn 
appointnxnt with the Director of the 
Austrian NJ&XI~ Bad. The c&icgt rhe 

We 

the 
apfiointment wd Gunther c&d OKI Monday 
to confinn. It like everything 

our and boarded 
the trrrin for Vienna. Iktlf wc\y to Vienna 

suddenly 
For some reason he ncz longer 

crusted the Director of tht AM. He saiit 
that we needed to talk with Waldheim and 
enlist his help. 

We went strtight to Waldheim’: 
off’& at Lhc Leagti of the United Nations. 
When we arrived he was in me&q 

the King of one Etiropeans countries 

While we were waiting, I walked uver :o the 

look out. The strte: was vcrs’ 

not more &an twenty-five feel 
wide. At the window dlractly oppasita us, I 

luukin~ ac us- I called Gunther over 
. right. 

across from here.’ 

EM came up, pulled out o amera yte. 
aev=al Gunther 

agted wit)l me. 
AL lhe wunc moment. 

opened and hf: 
cacortcd visitor uut. 
meetlnp short in order to see us. Gunther 
discuraed the trouble we were having 

gold tremaction. from 
Out of no told 
that he his entire cornmissIon 
to the League of the United Nations. Dr. 

both 
turned to 

eaid, “Is this your wish also?” At that 
moment a 
contract with a producer, so I felt wt 
wouldn’t riced any money from White Robe 

ourselves, I also knew *that both 
Gather and I hi! wanted to uxc the money 
to rake care of the orph;ms of the world. 
This was the ntipuletion that Gunther put on 
the funde whan he to the 
lti~uc of the Uni:ed Natior!s. 

Waldheim t&l Gunther to cdl one of 
t!x ministers; in th.5 Pareian Ministry. the 

m,de him the next Jay 

to give him the information he needed to 

co:mplete the Whirs Robe transaction 
The Ministnr met u8 O&i& of the 

Hofburg in thr Iht I 
thought tbia wa38 very unusual, but the 
moment apoke, 1 understood he 
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dons this. He said l:ha Moraad ha6 his office 
bupgsd every way po66iblt, so that anything 
said in his office had to be with caution. HE 
gelitursd around him At first I didn’t 

con&t 
MOssad, but later I realized that Gunther 
and I were bthg photogrmphcd anad 
videotaped went. Esp~ldly 

at the Horbutg. 
The Minjstel- led ua up to the floor 

where !% office \~a$. The floor had been 
clsucd. He down the hall opening 
ach chl:cking out sxh offlcc. 
Finally he choec a room and mctioned 

into it. 

first the !\Ai.niotcr wemed to la~ow 

nothing about tbs transfer. I later 

rea!ized 5+t hc wna juat fishing for 

~vcrything wt ~IUIC~H. We told hi?r about 
how hard it had been to gt: Gutxhcr’a 
citiz6nohip rcutorcd, impossible it 

has btsn to get ths moqcy out of the ANB. 
He nodded hle head and said the1 

such things UC 10 tic expected when dealing 
with the .Uoesad. It ‘was then that I first 

gold, which made u;, the 
White Robe transa,:tion, ~amc from. ‘I’hr: 

gold was Hitier’s Gunther rtplied, ‘It 
has swastikas on it. Also it’s 

personal symbol M.” 
1 ~66 speechless Now I understood 

wily the Mossad had tried and 
they were snapuing Pictures us. Up unti1 
rhcn 1 had thought the gold was Yamashita’s 

sold. 
Gunther continued, “This gold is 

the gold Hit!er out of the Austrian 
treasury when hc invaded in 1941. It’s not 
Jewish gold.” The minister shook his head 
and uid, “It doesn’t matter where gofd 
came from. If it’s Hitltr’e 
even intelligent and rational OTM, believe i: 
came Irum the teeth of their 
The otlly way I can set to get the 
accept the shipment is 

jewish officers to be agents of the 

and exile thn. or to give half of the gold 
lo the Mussad. And it wii! be a cask to 

for part 

Tlxt way they will let iL go through .. 

Gunther nodded his head In 
agreement and stid, Yblf ic better than 
nothing .” 

The minister then 

mount is CJXJ large to bring into Austria ail 

at once Thert Is 0rJy. orte country that 

could do it.” He then named the country. He 
made copies of aU our paperwork, end then 

we Mt. 

dcsperatc!y luw un funds. We bid not 
the Cantacf Newapapcr had published = 

artkk telling all’ of our fritnds and 
supporters that we were “rlpping them 
We called 4 friend and ti he could 
send $500. He ~315 us about the article in 

the Contact. We tried to exp!ain our side, 

but it did no good. He bclicvcd the Contxt. 
We C&XI another friend who also had read 

IlIe article but !KXW there muat by 

sfde to the story and so &he said 

she would -XI Y 3il.03~ 
One mart: week passed. spoke 

with the Foreign mirtister almost everyday. 

We also but 

cumtry that chc foreign minispxr had 
named. We figured that he was workmg on 
completing the transaction. 

We were running vtry low on 
money, and Gunther had been waiting 

Dr. Waldheim to retum. Wt lurtw Dr. 

Wddheim would give him a pcrwd lam 
But we never had the oppotttity to uik 

The hotel whore 
dsmandcd ail the money we awed tham. We 
were $100.00 ehort. At ten o’dock at night 
we were thrown out on the otrc&. We hxi 
tnough monry to take the train back into 

tltpt on marble rtepe 
of a theater until Gunther decided to c& the 

and ask !f they had help 
for stranded American tourists. ~a a&d to 
talk to the military MB&. When he hung 

up he raid he had ‘xtn told to check into a 

hotel and call this number to arrange 
payment ehowcd mc a 
number he had wri.:tcn down. 

WC checked into a holcl. Hc c&xl 
the Embssay -ain to 
wcuId bc picked up. The t&pho~~e wa6 a 
wcakcr phont, md 60 I pushed the Gpcakcr 
button. Gunther ~6 told that the plYle 
would &rive at X1P.M. the night. 
WEB now or sia in the mar@. We 
dtcidad co sleep for a few hours. 

I cold lhat I refused w 
treyd buck to a government jet. 

married we’ used a 
government anct; he spent 20 montha in 
Fcdwal prison fo: misuse a government 
airplulc. I about to let the 

set him up agryn. I u6ed the 

portion oi my roundtrip hckct and 
lcfr al nine PM the following night. C~nlhcr~ 

was to be picksJ up two hours later Md 

flown Son DicSrj. He said he would WC 
ma whm I got 5omr. Then he 8tarted 
drinkhru, md Ha paid 
It would k his :aot day ol freedom for 
dmuut Y year. I dd him what he meant. 
He told me thr II&i crisis would put him on 
active duty for up to a year. Then he 
kcme emotIonal end told me 
would be the lest I& I ever LOW him. At 
the the, I thought it was the &hobo1 
taking, now 1 think he knew murc th;in he 
wait saying. 

wrivud hours 
IaLer. 1 immediaLely called had a 

why he hadn’t been picked up. He said 
he didn’t know. still w&kg. He said 

he was bleeding and was going to 
the hospital. The next thing I heard, he had 

been arrested for paying hia hotel biU. 

Gunther had been told by a 

representative af the United States 
government to check Into hotel and call a 
nurnkr which vay 
should have only 

drank. pa6aed out, woke up 

lawr, 
hospital. No one from the United 
government ~3me to pick him 

from the United govcmmmt phid his 
bill. When the hotel c&d not collect the 

monsy from Gunthr. he wa6 arrreted. 

me, it lookcJ like Gunther had been Lcl up 

1 now real& that if I had stayed. rnurc than 
flkely the government plane would have 
picked m both up, and we both would have 
hf3~ ~rewd for mirusinn government 
property. If f had not had the roundYip 
return would be in ia dS0. 

vvw*w 

Euilc)@Jc: 
Trying to Figu~z Out What’s 

Going On 
I called a few of my contacts and told 

&em I felt Qunthtt had bttn set up. 
Someons had him he wu reectivetcd. 
~cxneone had told him to check into a hotel. 
Sxlneone had told him to hc was 

picked up. But who had act him. up? 
One of the t&phones calls Gunther made 

after he had beun reactivated, WQ~ the 
Foreign Ministry . He told the Mister he 
hald been reactivrltcd and was afraid he 
would -haul to give up his Austrian 
citizcnahip. The mid. *Whatever 

do, don’t give up that pi&m of 
he ddn’t think Austria would 

allow him lo in the Am&can Navy 
and still keep hi6 Au&an dtizenahip. The 

told him that if the U.S. ctMn’t 

n&her would 
I mentioned all of thrs to my friend 

who had been in IntcNgencc. but ~66 
now retired and Involved io the Patriot 
movament. He &It etd that ic ~oundcd like 
someone had set up, but he 
murc it wa6 tha American government. Itc 
stid it Bounded more like the 

hln going back to the U.S. 
I then received a cdl from another 

“former” rj~y ~ntti~snca officer who I 

wasn’t rrtirctd. I quickly ran down 

had trmspireL I dldn’~ w&t& what I 
a&d, bemire Gunther had tolli IIW that 1 
didn’t know any&o bcit the whole 

intelligence world didn’t already know. 
I rsld 1 

opsrativs that Cllnthtr never wunt 
Cambodia in February. The man q&My 
replied, “Yeah, I that. UC to the 
Farm .R The “FIUITI” was s Cln instrlfation in 

Virgtia where brilangs, debriefings, 
programming other top secret 
operations were eollduc:cd. I huJ been rold 

this by my first ccntact. had been 
programmed at the Farm to b&eve he had 
btcn in Cambotiir. Gunther stiu brlisvus 
went to Cambodia *nd saw his two b86t 
fric:ndB killed* 

said, “They c~pl 
do anything at the If rhey needed a 
firt$iht, they coelL have aLaged Either 
red or in the th:atcr. With tbc drugs, 
hypnosis an.0 ebrodas ix1 his brain. they 

“What abuut his two Do 
you chink they arc alive, or do y@u think 
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to make him 

btltcw programming?” i asked. 

“It ducsn’t make sense that they 
would kti two highly vaJncd officers. dare 

than likely they moved ~htrrc into loops that 

never uxx~e?ct with Gunther. Of caur~c they 
could I~uv~ killed .thtm. Nothing is out of 

the question for these 
I then chwged the sub]tct and 

aakcd him why hc thu~ghc Cut;txt had 

Gunther. He answered 
quickly, witkout 6.3 hesitation, “They **ere 

told to. ” 

“By wham?” t asked. 

“Well if I wiurted CO know, I’d look 

at the ardtrs.” 

I knew he meanL 

The a conrribu~or 1~ the 
PhoeI:ix Ttltititute. I had already. bcrtn told 

cha “ihc Buns” had been feeeing Doris and 
&!J miskfor~lriatial ubout Gumher. axd it 

now seemed LhaL lit might have been fee&q 
Gunther ;rrld me &siofornation about El 

and Doris. 
tO~hy WWAI IX want to turn the 

Contact agtixt Gulxtar?” 1 asked. 

*There arc I lot of reasons. He 

could want Quitthcr- in I~II keep hnn alive. 
He cauld have ~:irli wt. to the Monnad 
could have sent GurrUlcr QII a misston. and 
id using the jail as d ~uvcr.” 

I hd drcndy been told by my 

Phiiljpinc that and Kurt 
W&iheim wcrr, in the Phillipines. 

.m**b 

Corxhdir-ig Thoughts 
I have prucnttxl the it 
1 iL is cor?aliratrd. and it doesn’t have 

the neat rcsolutiun that novel8 have. The 

scary is ubll unfolding The ati reason I 
rook the time to write 

thctc is going on tha0 ir 

b&g reported. 
I know Quntim is working 

While Robe. Ir 

8 

rtan.&rd for ttn new European 
as wcLl ir* the Uruted States 

Federal scheme”. not 
only 1x1 the United States, but around the 
wwld . 

I also know that another, even 
is 8oin.g on Chat Will chaz~gc the 

fact of the wor*ld But I have 
idea what this operation ia. I do know that 
rhe Haiti crisis ia totally contrived by those 
who needed a “cover”, a ~CLWOR to put the 
United States military 

9f rf;c crisis, military 

and anywhere in 
the U.S. or the world, wing the covet of 
the cribis. 

Contncr help us, tJlat they would avantuaUy 

turn against us lika they had againat Gcoqt 

yfhh~,;. Bo Gritt, Ross ?crat nnd severd 

In Janu4ry ! began 

from Commander fax. I 
was told thut I W&3 mIsilrg chlnthtr coo 
mariy problems. Another fax told mb I 
st:ould grow up Md stop comptaininp a&out 
things ihat I dldn t understand. I was told 
tc shut up of 

While Gur.:tAcr was awaiting h1s ulal, 

Ekker me to go to Auatriu. I 

zallcd Gtinther’s b#>ss and asked his advice. 

I+: :uld mc IU dc what my husband Ad. 
G,mchcr cold ma t.1) conx to Auet.rio. 

1 have IVJ idea why EJ, Doris, and 

Cunthu 
arld me could b+ one of Commmrdcr’e 

lessona in diacernnxnt. IL couid alro bc thar 
Gtinthcr has sened his ptil’t and ia no 

longer needed. 1 the reamI rn~rf 

I know that no or,? ah knows either. 
66 

c(rlflt back from Crmbodia one. He 

better when he was rclwsed in from 
4.e Auetrian prism. but ufter four heart 

attacks he busan drinking to 
11 

&came totally dependent tin ntmonor. nc 
most hi6 

exwife showed up, jnd hc WIM never the 

sm. one of our friends taught me s@mC 
*uigg& word& which I could use to being 

him back to and keep him on 
track until we were finished with work. 
But even these “trigger” words 

and he sjnk deeper and deeper into 
his programmed world* In the days 
before I Austria. he was conscioz of 
his about one hour a day. the 

rcet of the time he juor moved through the 

motions as if in a 

I do not know has happened 
to Gunther. I don’t he will ever be 
the same. But I do how that he is not a 

criminrj &Id he have my intention to 

defraud anyone. My husband has bztn used 

ad discarded by the United 

govarnment for his entire !ife. It IS my 
b&f thnt he hx. baun used X&L arrJ now 
that his part of the mission ia complctc, he 

is discarded. I know of no 
uuffctcd. Ami I do 

not uxdaretsnd how J compassionate God 

cm con&UC LO allow this CO go on? hr.d I 

especially don’t undetcterd how 4 

repreecntativc of Gcd, as Commander 

Hatonn calls hlmsttf, can view this 
;Illd thm publish the lies UU! diuturtiurrv 1htiL 

the prjblivhad. I be very 
i~~tcr~sttxl t.u see how the 

this one. : 
Gunther lives Iang enough to explain for 
himself what happened. He is t!le any 
OX who knows, md I can only pray chat his 

mind will SC rcvtorcd once tic and 

drug rrichtomine is of i:iu rytitem. 
The above v&on i& crCe to the 

btat of my knowledge. I don’t have a 
newspaper liks EJ md Uort6 have.- I can’r 

continue to dtfend WI 3nd cxpltil 0x1s 
actrJck8. I need tn devote my Lime to 
raising $810.00 to pay Gur!ther’s bill 

ao he can bc r’eAxsed. I also need S2,ooO to 
keep my phone tun~J on. [ dent’ have the 
time or the money to corrtimx 

you bc BB patient ae &a farmet., and 
wait untii God gets througS with it before 
you judge us. YOU have my pcrmieoion 
zapy this and distribute it. 

keeping an open mind. 

I ah0 knmv that WC will soon sea 

mmy more from 
cabinet, until Clixlton’~ admiaisuation is no 

longer recognizable. 
Why do I think 

attacked us? I 3oxl’t know. I told Gunther 

over two ago rhat if WC agreed 

S 
Y 

WHY 
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#3 
Dearest Suzy, Laurie, Rodney, Bob (P.), Bob W., 

Rayelan, Gunther, Ronn Jackson, Ed Cleary, Audrey 62 
Eric, M.B., K.K., George Green & Desired, Dave 
Overton, ET AL: 

Let me clear up RIGHT NOW UP FRONT-THIS 
IS WRITING!! Not only am 
writing but I am BURNED! However, I am cleared, I 
am in truth and I am angry. I’m NOT GOD nor do I 
claim to be-either God or Jesus Christ as George 
Green informed the Associated Press! ! You go right 
ahead and continue this barrage of lies, Raye and 
George until Hell freezes and your feet cool-but truth 
is going to be told here because enough is enough from 
your lying lips and poison pen! 

E.J. and I were left the biggest mess of confusion 
and loss when George Green deserted. It obviously was 
a well planned desertion plan-for he had been holding 
property not his for a very long time before moving- 
now we are told he considered it “Desiree’s security 
blanket”. We didn’t know about the asset at the time so 
it didn’t mean anything to us. He held the books and 
owed about $250,000 in addition, to the Institute. He 
talks about “demand” notes?? Well, good buddies, how 
can the Institute PAY DEMAND NOTES-if the bor- 
rowers don’t honor THEIR DEMAND NOTES TO THE 
INSTITUTE. Well, fine, by everyone here DOING 
WITHOUT we worked our way out of the TRAP. And, 
thanks to the LAWS a “run” on the Institute was 
prevented by the authorities demanding a hold on 
withdrawals. Since we have now discovered that the 
stock ledger book is MISSING as are documents from 
the files which indicate George’s participation in the 
Institute-but NOW learning that he had Dee Smith 
remove them while helping E.J. IN OUR HOME!! All 
the garbage about plagiarism stemming from the docu- 
ments put out by George through one, Rick Webber 
(Mark Williams), we KNOW that they are the SAME 
and it was brought out and verified in THE COURT 
AND DEPOSITIONS! Mark came here to work with 
George, transcribed ALL the journals and compiled his 
poison trail of documents. He literally took PRIVATE 
file documents from Dave Horton’s files, gave them to 
George who sent the documents (errors and all so the 
lies came back to bite badly-him) to everyone he could 
who could damage the institute. He then worked WITH 
a stupid writer for the Associated Press who is now 
being probably tired for such massively deceptive jour- 
nalism. Mark Williams (Rick Webber) even kept the 
original and copies of the Pleiades Connection series 
put to audio tape when they were ordered to the court 
for holding! 

THE INSTITUTE is NOT Doris and E.J. Ekker- 

never was, is not and never shall be!! That arrow 
pointing and firing is conjured to defraud you people 
further. Now what I am going to say is easily docu- 
mented-from and by your own association with par- 
ties in point herein. 

I am directing this first to Suzy Ward because I 

“thought” she was a friend. I honored her, appreciated 
her and out~of all the ones “out there” I thought she 
could relate to that which I was serving. Suzy, please, 

no matter what your decisions are regarding me-don’t 
be foolish-look at FACTS for YOU KNOW WHAT 
THEY ARE EVEN BETTER THAN DO I. I WILL 
REMIND YOU! 

Rayelan TOLD ME PERSONALLY that after being 
released from prison and LIVING OFF OF OUR RE- 
SOURCES AND CHARGING PLANE TRANSPOR- 
TATION (OVER $8,000 IN LESS THAN A MONTH, 

of which Gaye had to “eat” most of because we HAVE 
NOTHING), “Gunther sent for Suzy because he knew 
her from old Asian times and experiences, brought her 
out to Missouri for some ‘unknown’ reason and I @aye) 
didn’t even know it until she arrived.. . I” True? False? 
Who knows, but perhaps you do. Raye also TOLD ME 
PERSONALLY that she guessed you would probably 
“report” her and give her trouble because she charged 
clothes (for a VIP occasion) on your credit card. True? 
False? 

You wondered (to me) why you were shuttled out of 
Missouri-again on OUR expense-back to the West1 

Well, they SAID it was because you were an AGENT, 
had poisoned Gunther with the, I believe, Conyac (sp, 
I apologize) you gave him as a gift. “It immediately 
addicted him again and he became a hopeless drunk 
instantly!*’ The tales were as outlandish as the new set 
of “stories”. You were programmed and later you 
sabotaged Gunther’s trip to Cambodia and got his two 
friends killed-deliberately! This is WHAT WE WERE 
TOLD. Gunther NEVER WENT ON SUCH A TRIP! I 

he went to the funny-FARM Raye speaks of- 
but he certainly did not go on a top-level MISSION for 
anyone anywhere-except to sit back with “Felix the 
cat” in front of the hotel fireplace while OTHERS PAID 
THE BILLS! 

Us in the CIA, ON1 and other such trash’? Good 
grief-I’m sorry, Suzy, I am embarrassed to even be 
associated with such an obviously uncredible or stupid 
set of organizations. Please, I may be foolish and not 
very bright-but I am NOT STUPID! 

Raye and Gunther said we are/were a CIA propri- 
etary operation, that the paper is a conduit for intelli- 
gence communications (in code, yet), E. J. is a “sleeper” 
(well, that IS funny because even in its REAL meaning 
(sleep)-he doesn’t get any while trying to hold truth 
and business together. 

While we and others were helping Russbachers- 

they were going to all new contacts (being made through 
this new resource) and GETTING MORE! How much 
of YOURS did they get while undoubtedly promising 
you a Montana sky-blue Cadillac, Suzy?? and “Rolex” 
watches? Face it-we were HAD! But by whom? Uh 
Oh! Gunther was in truth and obviously running about 
quite free WHEN HE WAS SET UP BY RAYELAN- 
OR DID HE FALL INTO HIS OWN “PROGRAMMED” 
TRAP?! OH, IT WAS UNDOUBTEDLY PART OF 
SOME PLAN OR OTHER-BUT IN RETROSPECT IT 
DOESN’T TAKE A PRODIGY TO FIGURE OUT 
WHAT WAS HAPPENING, IN “RETROSPECT”. 

I am sick and tired of the old retread of “program- 
ming” and can’t help self. B.S. ! ! You CANNOT be 
programmed if you are protecting yourself in the LIGHT 
OF GOD! 

Now we are supposed to be, even, Mossad? Come 
on Suzy, it is OBVIOUS that truly enough Rayelan (and 
you, by your own words) don’t read the Contact AND 
NOW, YOU HAVE AN EXCUSE FOR DROPPING 
YOUR SUBSCRIPTION-your words, NOT mine! 

BEEN SENT BY GEORGE GREEN DIRECTLY (AL- 

We are having to eat crow around these parts 
because Harry Martin of and Ken 
Vardon of APFN ABOUT THE GAR- 
BAGE RAYE AND GUNTHER WERE PUTTING OUT. 
Too late smart? No, I will get to the truth in a minute 
here as to what has actually happened. But why are 
YOU, Suzy, glad to “not have the APFN releases any 
more”‘? (Ah, yes indeed, I DO have all the correspon- 
dence between you and Raye-right here. SHE HAS 
MADE SURE IT HAS GOTTEN TO GEORGE GREEN 
AND FROM THE 15 PAGER ON, EVERY BIT HAS 

READY) TO DAVE OVERTON! I guess George will 
try to get that gold if it kills everyone else in the world! 
You say that you “know there are gross injustices 
everywhere, and I devoutly wish that were not true, but 
I am not getting back into that emotionally draining 
arena.” Well, Suzy, 1 wish I could just not face it either, 
forgive, forget and go starve alone in the street. We 
have lost everything we ever had materially-every- 
thing and most of it I can lay right at G. Green’s feet 
(which must make him gloat at his capable lying tech- 
niques). Stupid? Indeed!! BUT THE MASTER 
TEACHER FOR WHOM I TYPE-IS NOT! NOR IS 
HE IN SHADED AREAS-AND, IF HE MISSPEAKS- 
HE WILL CLARIFY AND MAKE IT RIGHT. I AM 
FALLIBLE, I AM SIMPLY HUMAN - YOU ARE 
GETTING WISDOM FROM MATTHEW AS WELL, 
SUZY. PLEASE DO NOT NEGATE HIS VALUE BY 
BEING SUCKED INTO SUCH LIES AND MISREP- 
RESENTATIONS-KEEP THAT CLEARING SHIELD 
UP AND AROUND YOU FOR YOU HAVE GIFTS TO 
GIVE AFTER THE “TRAINING”. IT IS NOT EASY- 

BUT THEN, “TRUTH” OFFERS NO “EASY” I 
Suzy, because I CARE about you I have asked for 

enough time to write to you this day and I am going to 
go right down the letter to you from Rayelan (OH YES, 
MR. GREEN DOES HIS WORK WELL-I CER- 
TAINLY DO HAVE COPIES). 

Raye tells you that she had wanted to write an 
explanation many times??? B.S., friend, there was 
NOTHING unsafe about it-she didn’t want to put up 
with your whining about what she might owe you-and 
it would blow the nit-wit COVER garbage they were 
sending forth. NOW, she is going to tell you? Boy, the 
crap gets thicker and deeper from THERE.... 

“Shortly after Gunther returned from the Cambodia 
mission.. . .” More B.S.-he never went on ANY mis- 
sion-to Cambodia or otherwise but as Commander 
says, “what he did go through was ever so much worse 
than anything which could be offered.” He did go 
through HELL and back and he certainly THOUGHT he 
went. He THOUGHT a lot of things-but one which 
was used as an excuse was his “heart” attacks. He is an 
alcoholic and addict. While in prison he was running 

a $2,000 to SS,OOO per month HABIT. Rayel was 
raising money and would come to the prison to one of 
the “guards” and pay off-from rolls of hundred dollar 
bills-so close ones to Gunther, said. Now it will 
appear from beginning time of first incarceration that 
Rayelan was always in the middle of the TROUBLE for 
Gunther. Commander wrote to them (Gunther, Father 
Ed and Raye) that SHE ISGunther’s direct HANDLER. 
She, in turn, was being instructed-but most of her 
intent was simply for status in Austria and wealth. It 
is called greed and power! Is this true’? I don’t know- 
but facts speak louder than the words now being of- 
fered. 

She says E.J. “forbade” her going to Austria. B.S. 
quadrupled, she was already on her way and Com- 
mander said it would be a total disaster-IT WAS. She 
had already told the ones we trusted to not tell us 
anything. This is always a trial-keep us out of the 
loop and maybe “Hatonn won’t know” because “Doris 
is a fake”. Don’t I JUST WISH. With all the “loot” E.J. 
and I are supposed to have squandered-does it occur to 
anyone that we might well be living in Mexico or 
Montana, comfortably INSTEAD OF STAYING RIGHT 
HERE FACING THE MESS WE HAVE INHERITED7 
I don’t really like much of anything or many ones 
anymore-MY CHEEKS ARE TIRED AND MY NECK 
IS LIKE A DAMNED TOP. When I am hit-it is OK- 
but when the assault is against E. J. (about the finest and 
most honorable man I ever met since I met his father), 
I draw the line. Damn it-he accepted the responsibil- 
ity of doing what he could-while I wouldn’t talk to 
Russbachers OR HIM. 

actions and trying to get things accomplished-they 

So, is Gunther a total LIE? NO, NO, and NO. But, 
in Austria he was embarrassing the dickens out of the 
government and high officials working with the trans- 
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“marked” (as nearly as we can find out) him for taking- 
out if they couldn’t separate him from Rayel and get 
him under control and sober him UP”“‘! 

From Rayel to you: “He was told this by his boss, 
Bob Peters, who said he had taken the bottle and had it 
analyzed. It was confirmed to Gunther by EJ Ekker and 
Mike Blinston.” What 
HOGWASH! And then, “Gunther was told by one of the 
three, I think it was Bob, but I am not sure, that the CIA 
had put a contract out on you. Gunther accepted the 
contract because he said it was the only way to keep you 
alive.” 

We noticed something quite amusing to us-Gunther 
couldn’t keep Rayel’s stories straight so every time he 
would start one qf the tales-he would have a spasm of 
some kind and put “wify” on the phone to tell us-as it 
that would make the story credible. EVERY TIME! 
THE STORIES AT OTHER TIMES WHEN HE WAS 
EITHER ALONE OR SOBER-WERE ENTIRELY 

CREDIBLE AND “RIGHT-ON”. NO, he is not some 
drunk off on a loader-he is something of which I can’t 
quite figure-but he certainly WAS A REAL operator. 
Now he is, I guess, just a “real operator”! I don’t, 
however, think so. I believe that what was necessary to 
be done with him (them) has been accomplished for the 
most part and the WORK can now get accomplished. 

Us possibly working for/with the Mossad? Good 
grief, you guys DON’T READ THE 
I also find it incredibly terrible that a thrust would be 
made against “someone who showed up in Tehachapi 
about August of 1993 .” I couldn’t remember 1993 from 
a hole in the head but Rick put it together as when a 
beautiful lady artist from Israel came to Tehachapi-by 
way of Mike Blinston. She probably had been in the 
ADL or something-but something you had better 
KNOW RIGHT NOW-we don’t do anything we 
wouldn’t do RIGHT IN FRONT OF THE ADL! There 
is no clandestine ANYTHING coming out of here and 
the “Waco” crap is exactly THAT-CRAP. We don’t, 
for goodness sakes, even have a “circle’‘-much less a 
cult or groupie of some kind. YOU KNOW THAT! 
More importantly-THE GOVERNMENT KNOWS IT! 
WE HAVE, THANKS TO GEORGE GREEN ET AL., 
BEEN INVESTIGATED BY EVERY FEDERAL 
AGENCY AROUND-INCLUDING THE INFAMOUS 
FBI. There simply is NOTHING here. So, I marvel at 
the need to destroy the paper, the Institute and for that 
matter, the Ekkers (who never claimed anything to 
fame or otherwise, any time.) I guess it answers itself 
does it not. WE MUST BE WORKING FOR THE 
LIGHTED BROTHERHOOD AFTER ALL WHEN IT 
IS OBVIOUS THAT THE BASTARDS WANT TO 
DESTROY US. 

And then, “Gunther never believed that you know- 

ingly poisoned him. He said that if there was poison in 
the bottle, that you had nothing to do with it.” LIE- 
he told us directly and personally that you had done it. 
At the time Commander WARNED THEM THAT THE 
TRASHING WOULD STOP OR HE WOULD STOP IT 
AND THAT “SUZY DESERVED NONE OF THIS AND 
IT WOULD NOT BE TOLERATED.” Perhaps that is 
when the story changed? Commander met with Gunther 
(and the rest of us) and both were told that they were 
being controlled by such as “Atalon” and “Cobol” 
(energies introduced and laid on Gunther by Rayel). He 
told them directly and personally that those were HIS 
OWN ENEMIES and Gunther would be destroyed if the 
contacts continued. The first “spell” Gunther had after 
that RAYELAN CALLED IN THOSE ENERGIES IM- 
MEDIATELY. PROGRAMMING7 I SUSPECT SO- 
BUT NOT BY THE LIGHTED BROTHERHOOD OF 

It is truly a wonder that Gunther physically 
survived HER. 

“One of the three men told us that you had been 
approached while you were in Panama and had been 
told that unless you cooperated that your children 
would pay the price.“, said Rayel in her letter to you. IS 
THIS TRUTH? What three men’? None of the three men 

I know, ever heard of such a thing. Bob Peters, in fact, 
says he never heard of Gunther until he read about him 
in the and being in Missouri, made an effort to 
befriend him. The next story was that he was Gunther’s 
“boss” an Admiral Chuck Raeder (or something like 
that). Rodney Stich even wrote that in his book and Bob 

wrote Rodney denying it and asking that it be removed 
from the writings. Is Bob lying? I don’t know but he 
surely is more credible than either of these forked- 
tongued smoothies. He could be anybody-but he is 
NOT A MAJOR INVESTOR IN THE INSTITUTE. 

IS AN IN THE INSTITUTE- 
THEY MAY BE LENDERS-BUT THERE ARE NO 

Mr. Peters has a loan to the Institute- 
but it is certainly NOT “MAJOR” BUT HE MADE IT 
DAMNED CLEAR TO E.J. THAT IT WAS NOT IN 
ANY WAY, SHAPE OR 
RUSSBACHERS! HE HAD, IN FACT, REFUSED TO 
LOAN THEM ANYTHING. WHEN THEY WERE IN 
DIRE STRAITS AFTER OUR CARD EPISODE IN 
AUSTRIA-HE AUTHORIZED ONENIGHT’s STAY 
IN THE HOTEL AND WOULD NOT HONOR ANY- 
THING ABOVE THE DESK’S ESTIMATE OF THE 
COST. 

All sorts of games COULD BE going on there-but 
I begin to suspect that the misinformation is stemming 
from the same source, Rayelan, each time. Fortunately, 
I don’t need to know. I know one thing-E.J. and I are 
not very much of anything-especially clandestine. 
For goodness sakes, I tell everything I know or hear, an 
undercover shrewd operative is not among my talents. 

Going on: “One of the three, again, 

YOU 

my-can’t “remember” a little thing like you being a 
member of Mossad? How crazy can this thing get? I am 
embarrassed to even repeat such blatant fantasies. 
Perhaps you ARE?!? I don’t have to know one way or 
another. I would assure Rayel, however, that if she read 

which is “supposed” to be “Ekkers’ * pa- 
per--that she might well learn a few things--that you 
wouldn’t even consider for a split second-IF YOU 
ALSO READ IT! 

“I don’t know why all three of these men were so 

intent on turning us against you. For some reason they 
felt you were a threat to them. I truly have no idea 
why.” 

And, “Mike is the one who told us about the conver- 
sations that you had with Bo Gritz and George Green. 
He said he had never heard of them.” Woops! Thanks 
Suzy! Well, I don’t believe this for I believe you might 
well speak with them but I cannot believe that you 
would simply pretend to be a friend of mine and under- 
mine my very existence. So, if this is not a true 
perception on my part-please, please, do not correct 
me. 

“Mike now has no memory of these things, and I no 
longer talk with EJ or Bob.” I BET! THEY OWE US 
SO MUCH MONEY AND “STIJFF” FOR THE INSTI- 
TUTE THAT THE DEAR JOHN KISS-OFF IS SURELY 
THE POINT-BUT WILL NOT WORK! 
RUSSBACHERS THROUGH THE PETITIONS OF 
RAYELAN PERSONALLY, OWE CREDITORS, OF 
WHICH WE ARE AMONG THE ENTOURAGE OF 
“HAD” CITIZENS-THAT I EXPECT REPAYMENT 

SARY TO COLLECT. IT IS NOT MINE, WAS NOT 

RESPONSIBILITY TO RETRIEVE WHATEVER I 
CAN FOR THOSE WHO GAVE BECAUSE THEY 
TRUSTED “US”. 

They “fear someone would kill you” ifthey “told”?? 
Bats in the belfry may be suitable in this instance-but 
not in YOUR belfry. “I think that now that I have 
written the truth about the drug trichomine, that I no 
longer have to worry that the CIA will kill you for 
trying to poison Gunther.” This gets more and more 
insane, Suzy. This is pure fabrication. While in prison 
Gunther was on Valium injectable and something I 
can’t remember other than being a major pain killer 

opiate that cost about $100 a tablet. It definitely was 
NOT called trichomine. The fact that Rayel was al- 
leged to be paying for the “habit” in great measure, 
would certainly make her an accomplice to his problem 
at the very least. 

“I can’t even begin to tell you how my heart kept 
breaking because I was to contact you. But 
I knew that you were able to get in touch with the real 
truth.” OH?? How would that come about? Certainly 
not through HER! All the while she was giving this 
story about YOU, Suzy, to everyone she called to get 
more funds. 

Let me tell you a little story about how clandestine 
E.J. and I are: One day friends here gave E.J. about 
$700 to help us with an immediate need. A gift, in cash. 
THAT SAME DAY BOTH RAEL AND GUNTHER 
WERE ON THE PHONE IN DESPERATE NEED, ON 
THE SPOT, EMERGENCY WITH “NO WHERE ELSE 
TO TURN”. E.J. asked Jack and Sandy if it would be 
alright if he took the money and wired it to Gunther? 
They agreed, he did and not only did we NOT get a 
thank you but a nasty letter came immediately by fax to 
Laurie about us and Hatonn. I was angry and picked up 

the phone and railed for twenty minutes on Laurie 
because Laurie had written us the most incredibly 
painful letter regarding the Russbachers and thus and 
so-go check with Laurie! They “THOUGHT” we were 
a proprietary operation? The certainly KNEW BET- 
TER--that is garbage they dump on everyone to make 
it alright to STEAL from us, you, and everyone they 
touch. 

“From the moment in St. Louis when I saw Mathew, 

I knew that your life was in for a major change, and I 
felt that it was God’s will that you be taken out of this 
world of government intrigue and be allowed to open 
your incredible gift. I could tell by your early writings 
that you were indeed a true channel for God’s represen- 
tatives.. . . . . .n My God, Suzy, please re-read that para- 
graph1 PLEASE DO NOT TAINT MATTHEW WITH 

TAKE THE GIFT OF PRESENCE AND ALLOW IT TO 
REMAIN IN TRUTH-DO NOT PLACE RESPONSI- 
BILITY UPON MATTHEW LEST YOU REALIZE TOO 
LATE THAT THE CONNECTION WAS NOT IN 
HONOR. I READ TRUTH AND WISDOM IN YOUR 
CONVERSATIONS WITH MATTHEW SO PLEASE, I 
BEG OF YOU, GO WITH= AND DO NOT DWELL 
ON THE PERSONAL TO SUCH EXTENT AS TO 
DAMAGE THE ABILITY OF HIS OFFERINGS TO BE 

NEEDS TO COME FROM NOT 

ABUNDANTLY COMFORTING AND GUID- 
ANCE IS OFFERED-BUT THE PATHWAY MUST 
ALWAYS BEUNTO NOT THEYOUNG GUIDE 
AND TASK 
AND WISDOM AND THEN THE WRITINGS WILL 
BE THE BLESSINGS IN WISDOM WHICH IS HIS 
GLORY AND YOUR BLESSING AS A MOTHER. 

Next: “I don’t know what I am going to I have 
found a job. It is at an answering service for minimum 
wage, but I have to have money right now, and it also 
helps me take my mind off everything. In the sixteen 

pages that I sent you, I didn’t include the wrenching 
emotions that Gunther put me through while we were in 
Austria. It was more painful and more frightening than 
anything I have been through in all the years we were 
married. I never knew from day to day if he would live. 
Everyday his hear seemed like it was going to burst. 
The pain he went through was unbearable for him as 
well as me.n My, my-again, and I told her this 

before-what about the pain and emotional crushing 
Gunther was experiencing and what about the others, 
yes, of US, who were trying to help in any and every way 
we could while she focused upon her “poor me” self- 
constantly. Ed Cleary was over there WITH THEM. 
HE SAYS IT WAS THE MOST INCREDIBLE INSAN- 
ITY AND SELF-FOCUS HE HAD EVER WITNESSED 
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IN HIS LIFE OF OVER 80 YEARS. HE WITNESSED 
THE SO-CALLED “HEART ATTACKS” ALRIGHT- 
RIGHT FROM THE OVER TWO QUARTS OF PURE 
BOOZE GUNTHER TOOK. THIS, ALONG WITH 
THE DRUGS HE WAS BUYING ON m CREDIT 
CARDS. They were in the most posh hotels, renting 
Mercedes limousines (with drivers, yet) and who ever 
heard of going into the hospital with a death arrest one 

hour and being out and about your clandestine business 
the next-several times a week (or a day depending on 
the STORY of the day). 

Now as to Peggy. I don’t know why or how Peggy 
fits into the show and tell insanity plot-but she did not 
“JUST APPEAR” with the boys to make Rayel miser- 
able. Bob PETERS told us that Gunther had called him 
and asked him to get in touch with his attorney-to 
have him get the boys over to Austria. True? I don’t 
know-but the next breath from over there was that 
“they were over there” and it was total chaos with 
shrieking shrews at one another with the boys in the 
middle and Gunther drunk. They all then went out (but 
Ed refused to go with...) to dine with the “family” 
ancestors or something. Then, Gunther, in the pres- 
ence of Father Ed and now reported by one on the other 
end of the line that Gunther, in front of Rayel and Peggy 
and Ed-said he was going to get rid of Rayelan and 
hook back up with Peggy. Now if you don’t believe this, 
Suzy, I suggest you contact Bill and Germain C. and/or 
Gail. 

my keyboard-I even smell like the cologne you gave 
me. I don’t know what I did to find your harshness in 
your response to Rayelan from this garbage poured onto 
your plate from her. I don’t care what you may think of 
me-but it is not acceptable to present what is being 
presented about either Hatonn (Desired presented the 
only truth early on???), Doris is a fake, E.J. is this or 
that and is CIA and total unmidigated sew- 

age spewing) or the other people here just trying to do 
their jobs, no support funds-not even a group to 
assemble and call family and on and on and on, ad 
nauseum. I try not to get wound up in the “poor me” 
poutings-but confound it, I am tired of my friends 
taking this kind of sludge being poured over them. 

Later Rae1 tells you that “for the first time” she 
really feels vulnerable. Well I guess I would also feel 
pretty uncomfortable and I don’t think that some dark 
“Atalon” is going to “save the day”. 

I also like the part about Gunther possibly killing 
Rael. Well I don’t know-but he sure threatened to do 
JUST THAT. He also said he was going to kill Father 
Ed. CIA? Maybe, but I do doubt it. I am sure he has 
thought about it quite often-it seems a thought which 
does desire passage through the mind from time to 
time. I don’t consider death-I consider letting ones 

straighten out their own messes-ALIVE and quite 
conscious of what they have and ARE doing. 

End up in prison? She wails. Why would that even 
cross her pretty little mind? Is there more that we don’t 
know or is this another tear-jerker? I suspect Gunther 
would rather have her in jail than himself-but the 
handlee may never understand the methods or motives 
of the handler? All this blaming the boogie-man and 
the semi-unintelligence community for their plight just 
doesn’t longer CUT IT. 

Thank God that Rodney Stich got his information 
before the blackball express rolled through or it would 
finish all credibility of Rodney’s life work. 
know attorney even asked if we had made 

back the loan for helping publish his book. 
Suzy, I have recently had to accept the fact that there 
are some very bad and naughty people running around 
and hiding from it won’t help one iota. 

Back to the letter: “I know I sound pretty hopeless, 
but that’s how I feel. I have given up the thought of 
sending the money I get for selling the car to Gunther. 
If he is released before he gets help for his alcoholism 
he will just be back in prison again.” 

I am going to offer back to you the of the letter 
from Raye to you because will hear back SOONER 
than later, I’m sure, about,this letter. I want you to 
consider “attack” and such very, very carefully-since 
it probably was the Contact and readers which saved 
their asses and this is the THANKS returned. Don’t be 
foolish-you can check everything I am telling you- 
EASY. I personally no longer give a damn what 
Rayelan thinks or believes-no, I guess, what you 
choose to believe. I note from your response to her that 
you are at the least, bored and disenchanted with me. 
Suzy, I truly am sorry that I didn’t return your letter- 
it sits right by my computer but I think you don’t have 
any idea what my days AND NIGHTS are like. I have 
been for almost three weeks, for instance, in the mosl 
incredulous depositions and court sessions you can 
imagine-over Green and the thieved gold. My good- 
ness, Dave Overton was the first witness-and if noth- 
ing else-THE JUDGE HEARD HIM! I don’t have a 
life, Suzy, and I treasured every note you would send. 
I cuddled up in my purple shirt and Taurus Bull sits by 

“I have told him that until he can promise me a life 
free of all involvement in the intelligence community, 
that I don’t want any part of being his wife. (D: The 

a 

a 

Commander’s ship-and a stand- 
off. The military were everywhere around us and the 

up to it. 
So, is something true all of this-but I’ll 
be “It’s all been too 

much for me, I have nightmares every night. I don’t 
know how I keep going.” Well, she might try truth as 
a seditive and the sleep might well be more comforting. 

“I started this letter just to let you truth 
about why we didn’t contact you even after we knew you 
had nothing to do with the drug that was given to 
Gunther. I just pray that I have done the right thing in 
letting you know the truth. Gunther told me that it was 
too dangerous for you if we contacted you.” 
“I just can’t think that after all this time and after 
everything that has happened that anyone really cares 
that much about who gave gunther the 

a 

“And it doesn’t matter whether or not you are 
Mossad.” 

a 

everything. Even more than the CIA, so why should I 
try to hide anything from them. They have an agent at 
my next door neighbor. The telephone man said that 
my phone had an additional wire tapped into it and the 
wire ran into my neighbor’s house. So I guess they tap 
everything, even the faxes.” I note they don’t really 
have to tap anything, Suzy, because the first thing Raye 
does is fax everything she writes to everyone she 
knows-along with the responses received. I thank her 
for that little convenience, however, especially the 
sending to George Green because he forwards it out in 
general mailings instantly to “everybody”. So, I am 
assaulting and attacking by a letter such as “this”? So 
be it-man, I am tired of getting all the flack from the 
nit-wits of the world. I have a task to do and I spend my 
time in the basement of what used to be my home-and 
type. It is hard to believe I could bother people 
so very much that they will totally DISCREDIT them- 
selves to get at me. WE MUST BE DOING SOME- 

“I wonder if there is any way to get out of this 
nightmare?” NO, not until the 

nightmare, Raye. 
“Thank you Suzy, for all the help and love you gave 

to me. I hope that you and I can regain what I 
considered a true friendship.” [D: 

are one of the only ones that I felt 
wasn’t programmed, and that is probably why the 
people surrounding Gunther had to get rid of you. The 
same goes for Bill. Bill thought for himself. Gunther’s 
controllers couldn’t have a man like that around 

has attacked Gunther I 
have begun to look a little more closely at George Green 
and Bo Gritz, and now I am wondering if EJ throws out 
everyone that can’t be programmed and controlled. 
These are just thoughts.” 

a 
as 

“I really don’t know what the truth about 
is. And I guess in the long run, it really doesn’t 

matter. I do feel strongly that something horrible is 
about to happen down at Tehachapi. Today’s news was 
filled with the story of the cult who either committed 
suicide or were murdered in Switzerland. The leader of 
the cult was a homeopathic doctor who was involved in 

biological research. just can’t help noticing the 
similarities between this recent massacre and Waco, 
and I can’t help but notice is into what 
could be termed ‘biological research’ with all the prod- 
ucts thev sell. Can vou see how easilv the uarallells fit --- ,---- -----w-- . I 
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together? If you have anyone you care about, please tell 
them to stop going to the meetings. But then again, in 
Switzerland, the people were murdered in many differ- 
ent houses and also in Canada. So I guess it wouldn’t 
matter where the people were. If the government has 
targeted you for death, then there is very little that can 
save you except God.” 

could 

as 

hands 
“Suzy, I guess God has saved us both. I hope we are 

able to do what he wants. Thank you again, I love you. 
Raye” 

Perhaps “saving” is a loosely used word here? 
“Saved” you from WHAT? The awful clutches of the 
clutzes in Tehachapi? I think you look in the wrong 
direction for both Salvation and lack thereof. You will 
SAVE yourself in honorable fact facing if there is to be 
any “saving” done. I too wish you would do what “HE” 
wants for I can’t bring ‘myself to believe that back- 
stabbing and deliberate deceit and lies are what HE 
“wants”. But then, perhaps I have lived too long in this 
lighted cave to realize how dark the dark can be. I shall 
try to stick my head and eyes out more often and check 
the enemy’s patrols. 

NOW I WANT TO SHARE SOME OF YOUROWN 
WRITINGS, SUZY. THIS WAS SENT TO “DEAR 
ADAM AND ALL OTHER ‘GATHERERS’. . .“. written 
on May 12, 1994 and NOW USED TO SHOW THE 
WORLD THAT DORIS IS A FAKE AND HAS BEEN 
REPLACED-BY “YOU”, SUZY! KNOW THAT I 
KNOW IT IS OUT OF CONTEXT-BUT IT IS BEING 
USED TO ASSURE “EVERYBODY” BY MR. GREEN 
THAT WE ARE CROOKS AND FRAUDS. IT IS 
PAINFUL-AND YOU KNOW WHAT?-IT WILL BE 
EVEN MORE PAINFUL TO YOU BECAUSE YOU 
ARE INNOCENT OF WRONG INTENT. I KNOW 

THAT AND YOU KNOW THAT-BUT WHO ELSE 
WILL?? IT IS ACTUALLY BEING USED BY THE 
ASSOCIATED PRESS-NOT ONLY TO DESTROY 
ME, BUT LIKEWISE YOU-AND TRUTH. IT IS 
ACTUALLY PART OF GREEN’S DEFENSE TO KEEP 
THE STOLEN LOOT-BEING SPREAD ABOUT BY 
HIS CONNECTIONS WITH THE ASSOCIATED 
PRESS-JUST WAIT UNTIL YOU HEAR YOURSELF 
ON THE EVENING NATIONAL NEWS-AS I HAVE 
RECENTLY EXPERIENCED-FOR SIMPLY SERV- 
ING GOD TO THE BEST OF MY ABILITY-IN 
TRUTH. 

I am not going to offer back to you all of that great 
long letter but rather just a coupld of pages from 
inside-although the whole thing reflects on the “Phoe- 
nix newspapers and journals.. . .” 

u 
. . . . . . . . . . . There is far greater harmony between us, 

not only within each of us, than ever before. Clearly, 
this could not be achieved while both of us were stirred 
up in anguish caused by one thing or another that we 
couldn’t do a damn thing to alleviate. 

“I am only guessing that this shift in our spiritual 
quest was tied in with developments with Gunther and 
Raye. But it’s a guess with some good foundation. For 
a few months before we left, you may remember I was 
intensely committed to workaing to help free Gunther 
and help Raye financially and every other way we 
could. After we moved here, I became more involved 
than ever in all ways with them. my life was a continu- 
ous mass of the frenzy, despair, hope, physical and 
emotional fatigue and other negativity surrounding 
them, plus anxiety about Gunther’s very life during the 
surgeries and eventually Raye’s because she had be- 
come so relentlessly sick. 

“Gunther was released-about 16 hours before Bob 
and I left for a month in Florida and Panama. During 
that time we called each other several times, and within 
10 days of our return, I was in St. Louis, having 

accepted their urgent invitation. it was five days of 
intense communication and frenzied goings-on with 
them (talk about intrigue!) and I felt both loved and 
needed. I came home it was with the expectation 
that their many plans we had discussed that involved 
Bob and me, even including our more to Austria within 
the year, would be set in motion.” 

“So it was a painful revelation over the next several 
weeks as their diminishing communication made it 
clearer and clearer that not only did we no longer figure 

their lives, but at last it came out that they believed 
I was a traitor and was responsible for the ambush that 
killed two of Gunther’s closest friends and almost 
killed him on a mission in SE Asia early in February. 
Raye said they had voice prints that prove I was the one 
who set the ambush; also she said I was endangering 
many lives by talking so much (I don’t talk at all about 
most of what I’ve been told, and then selectively and 
discreetly, only to my children or Bob’s mother, even 
when it has been information over the phone given by 
either Raye or Gunther). Raye wouldn’t listen to my 
protest of innocence and there has been no reply to my 
long letter describing in detail how no authentic voice 
print could possibly have been made, that I didn’t even 
know about the mission until afterwards, and I would 
never have done anything to betray Gunther. 

“That was an incredibly painful experience for me. 
I was hurt by the loss of what I considered closest 
friendships, devastated that they could actually believe 
I would harm either of them in any way, angry that I was 
being used in such an evil way by whatever forces were 
fabricating that false evidence - if indeed it was real 
and not fabricated as the story by Raye herself, and if 
that were true, then that was painful also. Bob was hurt 
too, I think not as badly as I, and his bottom line 
opinion is that we stopped being useful, so they devised 

a reason to dustify dumping us.” 

2 3 

Page 4...: -... . . I started writing the information in 
shorthand and transcribing my notes, but that was 
taking hours. So the next stage was trying to do 
automatic writing on the computer, and after a few 

frustrating and futile attempts, that method was per- 
fected and ever since mid-February Matthew and I have 
been spending about I to l/2 hours each weekday morn- 
ing. 

“This has been thrilling, and a real revelation for 
me - after questioning for a long time whether I was 
really receiving information that was from a source 
other than my own mind. Even though, some of that 
information was so foreign to me that I cannot imagine 
ever having had it in my own mind. And when I’d read 
it after printing it out, I’d be amazed at what I was 
reading, because working with it - receiving, record- 

ing, and correcting typos, all of that is dealing with just 
plain raw material, unlike reading for assimilating the 
information. Anyway, it took a lot of convincing before 
I accepted with immense gratitude that this really is a 
soul communion, and one that is producing some fasci- 
nating information! I have had confirmation from Joy 
(via Archangel Michael) and margaret, my psychic 
friend in San Diego who has been my contact with 
Matthew for 13 years)/ Bob and his mother, and all my 
children, also feel this is just what Matthew claims it is. 

“I have heard from other entities in the spirit realm 
also, on several occasions, including a couple of not-so- 

good experiences with base energies interrupting. Sev- 
eral times during the early stages of the transmissions, 
either or both Raye and Gunther would interrupt my 
sessions with Matthew.” 

absolutely ‘knew’ it was they - plus they identified 
themselves, Matthew also said so, and in telephone 
conversations with them, they further confirmed it.” 

a 

“I had another “visitor” one morning: For the 
umpteenth time I was typing my belief that I was 
making up ail of this wild information in some myste- 
rious part of my head, and abruptly I felt a surge of 

Hatonn himself was here - and 
mad! In short, he told me that I had been saying I 
wanted to be of service and now that I was being asked 
to, I was objecting. When he was through bawling me 
out, that powerful energy went away in a whoosh. That 
was a unique experience! Matthew later said it was 
indeed Hatonn. also, 

a 
allowance a 

any 

a 

as a a 

a 

“There are two other entities 
Matthew knows who give me specific types of informa- 
tion, and on the 14th anniversary of Mash’s death, his 
oversoul entity (another powerful energy sensation) 
came to say some nice things.” 

“It is weird and wonderful to feel the differences in 
energy when the various entities are talking to me. I 
pray for protection prior to each sitting, and have heard 
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from Matthew that at least the last interruption was 
from a negative energy within Earth’s plane. Matthew 
has said that passages from these sittings are meant to 
be published in book form . . . . . . . ...” 

“But - another eerie aspect of this, right around the 
same time, is that Gunther told me Doris Ekker was so 
exhausted that she was distorting the transmissions 
from Hatonn and for quite a while ‘Hatonn’s’ material 
had been heavily influenced by her own personal opin- 
ions, and they (Gunther and Hatonn) wanted me to 
replace her. Gunther said he had had confirmation 
from Hatonn I was a ‘clear channel’ and could take over 
for Doris; Gunther said ‘We will train you.” 

a 

a they 
they have 

“My immediate reaction 
(unspoken) was ‘I don’t want any part of this’.” Both 
Raye and Gunther tried to persuade me to agree to 
doing that, and I told them I needed to think about that 
heavy an involvement. After talking with G. once and 
Raye twice, I just faxed them Matthew’s advice, and we 
didn’t discuss it again, because Raye came up with that 
insane story about my betraying Gunther shortly after- 
wards.” 

Suzy, this could go on and on for I love sharing with 
you and always have. I realize I am old enough to be 
your mother and perhaps that is an advantage at this 

time. Please, do not betray your gift for it is priceless- 
but it bears great and ceaseless questioning and clear- 
ing. I don’t know what agreements Hatonn, for in- 
stance, has with Gunther-but there IS one and I know 
it. How it will be expressed we shall have to wait to find 
out. I do know that the sudden shipping back of 
Rayelan from Austria is not an “accident” of some 
kind-whether good or bad. I don’t pretend to know 
and frankly I don’t care. It is NOT my business-THIS 
IS! 

You may send this to anyone you please for I have 
addressed it to many and will copy it to many others. I 
don’t hold with the secret intrigues wherein secret lies 
flourish and are left to grow into weeds and thistles and 
poison potions to destroy and hurt. Pain has gotten to 
be my middle name and although I hurt at the as- 
saults-1 don’t hide from them any more. I used to, 
Suzy, and would confront nothing, no one, or face my 
own responsibilities. I am no longer dippy-two-twinkle- 
toes. 1 will NOT longer dancy around the edge of the 
knife blade for fear of “offending” the very ones who 
OFFEND to the point of destruction. I stand totally and 
solely ON TRUTH-and you ain’t been gettin’ it else- 
where! I have NOT been released from my commitment 
to serve and I HAVE NOT RESIGNED so with that in 
mind, I will withdraw, lick my own wounds (but God 
helps me and healing comes fast these days-it has to 
as the wounds are acquired from the damnest directions 
and incredible frequency). 

Walk in LIGHT, Suzy, you are worthy of great 
service but I promise you-YOU CANNOT LEARN IF 
YOU WILL NOT STUDY AS THE GIFTS ARE OF- 
FERED UNTO US. Cancel your subscription to Con- 
fact if you so choose-but do it for the RIGHT AND 
HONEST reasons-you don’t read it so why bother? 
The adversary will always be at your door promising 
you great and wondrous gifts and treasures-and drop 
you in pain and agony in the pit when he is through. 
You are being set-up for the kill this time, dear friend- 

so debts will be ignored and control foisted of ON you 
by ones considering themselves in the covens of the 
power circles. You had better check on Raye’s team- 
mates-right to the pictures of her “group”. There is 
always a “clue”. 

Now for the reason I have not written in spite of 
sitting where I see your last letter before me every day. 
I guess I couldn’t confront this massive mountain to 
tackle. I knew you were vulnerable and “had” and I 
frankly didn’t have GUTS enough to share it. I wonder 
if you would have heard me anyway. I, for that matter, 
wonder if you will hear me now. GOD DOESN’T 
“SAVE” ME-HE OFFERS ME TRUTH AND WITHIN 
THAT TRUTH-PROTECTION AND I ASSUME RE- 
SPONSIBILITY TO KEEP THAT COVENANT. IT IS 
HARD TO COME TO FACE THIS RESPONSIBILITY 
AND LONG IN PRACTICE BEFORE IT SHOWS IT- 
SELF IN TOTAL-IT HAS AND NOW HE DEMON- 
STRATES THAT GLORY. TWO DAYS AGO HE 
ENTERED THE ROOM IN WHICH HATONN WAS 
SPEAKING AND THE ENERGY GLOWED FOR 
MANY FEET AROUND HIS PRESENCE-OBVIOUS 
AND VISIBLE TO ALL PRESENT-SOME WELL 
OVER HUNDRED PEOPLE. “THAT” IS WHAT I 
PLACE MY TRUST AND SERVICE UPON-NOT A 
SPACE COMMANDER-GOD! ! AND THEY DO NOT 
PRESENT AS THE SAME IN ANY MOMENT TO 
CONFUSE ME. TRUTH WILL SERVE EVERY TIME 
FOR IT NEVER HAS TO BE REMEMBERED WHAT 
THE LIE AND AH, THE CLUE IS 
THERE IF WE LEARN TO SEE AND HEAR. 

I do not have desire or intent to injure Rayelan 
Russbacher-I have great compassion for her. Hatonn 
puts it far differently as he says he “has no compassion 
for her but rather, great pity.” I am not great enough to 
REALLY know the difference but I believe that i DO. I 
feel sorry for her-and I guess in the end, that is “pity” 
and not actually compassion. We shared in compassion 
all that we had to share-and we were “taken for a hell 
of a ride” and a VERY EXPENSIVE ONE AT THAT. 

Perhaps lessons are to be always costly until we LEARN 
THEM. I don’t know but I do know that I weary of this 
until my very soul aches. This is no little “game” of 
cops and robbers-THIS IS A UNIVERSE WE ARE 
TALKING ABOUT, IT IS GOD WE ARE TALKING 
ABOUT AND IT IS TRUTH, JUSTICE, LOVE AND 
GOODNESS ABOUT WHICH I MUST ATTEND MY 
PASSAGE. IT WILL BE FOR OTHERS TO SEARCH 
THE TRUTH AND SEE WHEREIN I FIT-AND SO 
FAR, I WIN. I FIND NO THING OR ONE MORE 
LOWLY, SUZY, THAN A SO-CALLED FRIEND WHO 
WOULD DO AND BLAME AS THESE ONES HAVE 
DONE UNTO YOU AND UNTO ME. RAYE WILL 
USE YOU AGAIN AND AGAIN AND AGAIN-AND 
WILL NEVER REPAY THAT WHICH YOU GAVE SO 
FREELY AND LOVINGLY. IT IS OBVIOUS-NOT 
HIDDEN NOR SECRET. Of course her pain is great 
and disappointment prevails-it is NO EXCUSE for 
this behavior. 

Next it will be as with the paper-“Doris has 
attacked me in my innocence”, she will say. NO-the 
TRUTH suffices and she attacked-the paper its 
readers supported, cared, wrote, petitioned and PAID 
FOR the both of the Russbachers and this is the reward 
for that service and loving care-YOU A PRIME 
EXAMPLE! 

P.S.: That “crap” as Raye says, from Ronn Jackson 
about Gunther is not crap! Of ail the things Ronn has 
offered-the information about Gunther Russbacher is 
the ONLY thing we have checked out thoroughly and 
found “right on”. Ronn personally knows Waldheim 
and the bankers et al. of which Gunther spoke so 
greatly. Interesting?? I think so. I want to remind you 
of one last thing from Raye’s last note to you. 

“...Mike has told me that she (Laurie) believes 
everything the Contact has printed, so I haven’t tried 
calling her. When Contacr attacked us via the fax many 
months ago, she sided with them completely. So I guess 
I am thinking what is the use? Also, I haven’t wanted 

to alert any Contact True Believers until I have mailed 
out all the reports I have prepared. I believe the 
Contact group is made up from sleepers. A sleeper is 
capable of anything. ..” Oh, then I guess Rayelan is a 
“sleeper” for no one around this place is capable of such 
intent and fury. There is, by the way, 

WHAT IS IT THAT HER BUNCH 
DOESN’T SEEM TO UNDERSTAND EXCEPT EV- 
ERYTHING, HOW CAN SHE KNOW ANYTHING 
ABOUT THE WHEN SHE “HASN’T READ 
IT IN MONTHS!!???” THINK ABOUT IT. 

Enough, Suzy, I am exhausted with this. I shall 
have to work into the night to catch up the lost time. I 
wonder if it be worth the energy. God does not offer 
that you give up and responsibility for in- 
take-HE EXPECTS US TO BE RESPONSIBLE STEW- 
ARDS WITHIN HIS LAWS AND THOSE OF CRE- 
ATION-IN TRUTH, LOVE (WHICH IS EVER 
PRESENT) BUT NOT WITHOUT “CONDITIONS” 
UPON ACTIONS. Therefore, I can offer unconditional 
love-but I do place “conditions” upon service and 
when pain and damage is thrust off upon those I love- 
I shall not longer keep my silence. 

Thank you for suffering volume of 
writing-but I needed to say it lest I find no forgiveness 
for myself for my neglect. 

I have treasured you, Suzy, and appreciated Bob 
and the loving times we have shared. Please think 
carefully upon these things for I have not imagined 

them-they are documented and YOU KNOW BET- 
TERTHAN I WHAT REALLY HAPPENED. IF THERE. 
BE ONE LIE HOWEVER, HOW CAN YOU TRUST 
THE OTHER?? WHEN THERE ARE OBVIOUSLY 
MANY LIES-WHICH IS TRUTH? PERHAPS ONE? 
PERHAPS NONE? SO BE IT, I CLAIM NO GREAT 
WISDOM-BUT I AM LEARNING-I MIGHT ADD: 
THE HARD WAY! 

God rests his love and shelter about you, for in the 
ending you must choose your pathway. Your heart is so 
good, Suzy, that you damage yourself in the pain of 

encounters. Be good to yourself for there are OTHERS 
in your presence which need attending-Bob is one! 
GOD IS FIRST-but none in the claimed “image” 
thereof, is ever to be first or even second. Claims do not 
a Master make! GOD SENDS THE MASTERS UNTO 
WE, THE STUDENTS-it is our responsibility to 
KNOW. Be good to yourself-for you are precious and 
please know that you are loved as a priceless gift. 

- Doris 

a 
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proprietaries in the United 

States, including savings and loans, 

‘aundering and other covxt CIA 

activities.” 
Quoting from Ronn Jackson, 

duly I, 1994, who was also another 

3ush era whistle blower, “Captain 

Xussbacher was incarcerated in the 

Hissouri State prison system on 

vaguely defined charges which 

stemmed from his brokerage company . 

This brokerage company was in\*oIwd 

in laundering money from the saIe of 

arms....Russbacher is one of the last 

true Hapsburg Princes, and because of 

this, has a claim to estensive properties 

located both in Austria and 

Hungary....He was considered 

invaluable in anti-terrorist campaigns 

-use of his fluency in European 

languages. For thirty years he served 

the United States government until he 

became a liability. Afler Russbacher 

had turned into rogue agent, meaning 

one that could no longer be controlled, 

a contract was put out on his life. AS a 

result, he fled to his homeland 

expecting to be treated more 

humanely.” 

#4 
Plovember 1994. 

Dr. Ede Koenig 

Those of you that have been 

taking the American’s BulIetin since 

1993 I will recall that I did four or five 

a$cIes on Gunther and Rayelan 

Russbacher. 

I first found out about Gunther 

from my friend, Rodney Stitch, who 

was in the process of writing his book, 

“Defrauding America.” Quoting from 

Defrauding America, “It was in prison 

that I first met Gunther Russbacher, a 

CIA deep-cover high-ranking 

operative. The hundreds of hours of 

Statements gi\-en ‘to me by Russbacher 

and my exposure activities, brought me 

into contact with other deep-cover CIA 

and DEA people, concerned Iav- 

enforcement personnel and private 

investigators. The thousand and more 

hours of information gathered during 

the last four years showed web of 

intrigue that. is bizarre, and 

irref?MabIe.....@ur Navy and airline 

piloting backgrounds drew us together, 

eventually Russbacher began 

confiding in me some of his CIA 

activities.. . The CIA put Russbacher 

into the financial field starting in 

operation Cyclops, program where 

CIA operatives are placed into financial 

‘institutions to learn the business. He 

‘subsequently &ted up and operated 

during the late 1970s and several 

There are two peopIe in 

Austria who ha\Te a great deal to lose if 

Russbacher Austria to claim 
his These two men are 

proponcnis that hc 

(Jackson) is now exposing. Tlrcsc clitc 

rulers scl up a false royal bloodline 
cxilc of the true 

Austro/Gcrman royalty. Now that one 

of the highest ranking mcmbcrs of the 

true royal family has rclurncd to 

Austria, the bastard children of the fake 

Hapsburgs, and their supporters, rcalizc 
that they have much to 10s~. 

(Jackson) has lcarncd that thcsc men 

have arranged for Russbachcr to stay in 
prison by delaying the scttlcmcnt of his 
cast, until tiics due to his 

precariously fragile hcallh i which 

rf~~lttxi from the wu\cccswy heart 

s~gcry which was pcrformcd on hinl 

\vhilc in an Arncric-an jail, and from a 
p&on bat was adminiskrcd to tlim by 

CIA agcnls 1~110 slipped him a 

acting poison which \\q inrcndcd 

kill him ~\~tlilc simulating natural 

causes. 

. ..Olhcr sources have gi\*cn 
additional information regarding what 

Russbachcr \\orking on at the time 

hc was forced to flee ftlc States. 

0vcr LhC yc.Xs his incarceration, 
Russbnchcr wrote cxicnsivcly, on the 

Fcdcral Rcscw and the various 

sccrct organizations which arc fhdcd 

the nloncy from the Fcdcral Rcscrvc 
syslcni. TIKSC organizations arc 
dcdicatcd to creating a NW World 

Order based on ccononlic slavcry of the 

middle and lower clnsscs. Russbachcr 

and a rogue faction within the CIA 

’ known abotit” the NW World Or&r 

group many years. As the child of a 

fomxr German intclligcncc oficcr who 

kill rcstorc a true 
&man Austrian govcrnmcnt, 

long known about 11x 
sccrct power car~cl who dcrixd their 
tnoncy from controlling the world’s 

nronctary syslcm. 
Russbachcr many iornxr 

European of high blood lines. who 

Russbachcr wrc forced into csilc arid 

put to work for the United SMCS 
govcmmcnt, dcwlopcd a plan to MC 

back control of the money systcrn by 
restoring lhc cuncncy in many 

to backed the United 

mean doing awy 

with the privatclp owed 

Rcscn-c Bank, and rcplxing lhc 

Rcscrw Notes wi.th Gold 

. . But to accotnpj$J! .a,.$gc 
supply of gold to be brou@t .&to 
the United Stat& Russbachcti and.‘thc 

group within the US govcmmcnl with 

whom hc was working, arranged such a 

gold transfer. Bccausc Russbachcr is 

an Austrian citizen ‘of highborn status, 

hc had connections to Austrian banking, 
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and goxmmcnt. Russbachcr was’ablc 

lo convince lhc buyer and t!lc scllcr that 

the trnnsxtion would bcncfit them 

both, as well as other nations. From 

lransxtion records that I !mc kc11 

5110~~11, Austria agreed lo purchase 

from lllc Philippines, over 500,000 

metric tons of gold. Enough of lhis 

gold to rcplcnish the supplies within Ft. 

Knox was in turn sold to the United 

Sl~lCS. According to sources,. this 

chnngc from the Fcdcral Rcscrvc 

Systctn to Treasury gold backed notes, 

is to lake place sccrcliwly, over the 

Fourth of July wcckcnd.‘: This gold 

has been in For-t Know since July 4, 

1334, and WC could go back to the gold 

standard, but it appears that the Feds 

arc not going lo allow this lo happen. I 

hnw all the documentation to prove 

that this transcation took place. If you 

would like to have topics just send a 

donation to help Rayclan 3s six !l;ls 

sold cxcrthing she has and her phone 

hns disconncctcd. She still had ;1 

week left to get the rest of 11~ $1600 

after thcnt $800, but tiicy 

disconncctcd it a week ahwd of time. I 

found that very intcrcsting since’ the 

phone company always gives you up to 

tltc last day and most of the time they 

will cstcnd the time. Evidcn tly 

influcncc the phone company. 

will cstcnd the time. Evidcn tly 

influcncc phone company. 

They s;lid it will take $3000 10 

rcconncct her If you send the 

to mc I will ‘see that s!lc gets 

lhcm.) 

As I rcprkd in the Janunry 

1334 AB, Guntivzr was. rc&wd from 

prison in Missouri Dcccmbcr 14, 1933. 

I had rn;lr\y discussions with his 

attorney, Bill Shirlcg, and on Dcccmbcr 

13 his ;\ttorncy agreed to cncouragc 

Gu~~thcr to stay in jail for 22 more days 

in the infirmary as they agreed they 

would then rclcasc him without 

probation or restrictions, ix. hc would 

bc totnlly free. But bccnusc of his [car 

thnt son~~or~c would kill him hc’c!tosc 

to bc rclcascd irnmcdintcly with 5 ycxs 

probation. 

Quoling from an intcn4ctv. 

wit!\ Ray&n, ltis wife, “Mcr only !wo 

days of marriage NC wcrc in my’ 

ntothcr’s at a family dinner when 

tlrcy stormed in a’nd arrcstcd Gunther. 

Our ordcnl had lasted 4 l/2 years wltcn 

Gunther was rclcxcd (Dee. 14). 

Everyday 1i.c wrc togcthcr lx grew in 

strength and cncrgy until hc was back 

to being t11c I mnrricd. At the end 

of January, hc told mc that hc was- 

being promoted and was flying. to San- 

Diego th3t day with his boss, a four., st!r 

Admiral. When hc came back. ,thnt 

nigtlt, his silwr caglcs . .!\a$ .-., been.: 

rcplaccd p his flichl suit with. 

silver stars. joy was short lived, 

bccausc within days llc was 

that hc had been. picked to hd II 

mission Cambodia to bring put 30 

Nny pilots who had been POWs,sincc 

lhc end of the Vietnam .This 

rcscuc mission nccdcd to occur bcforc 
Ron , Brown, tlic Sccrctary of 

Commcrcc, formally opcncd t!adc with 

Viclnam. It was fcl t by those in the 

intclligcncc community who advised 

Gunther, tltat all oT’ the remaining 

POWs would bc killed when rclntions 

with Victnnrn wcrc normalized. 

Bccausc Gunther !lad been a POW ix 

knew hc Ilad to go, cvcn it nvxnt 

losing his own lift. I objcctcd violently 

to the mission. I was ,a.fraid that ntaq 

men would bc killed in t!lis rcscuc 

attempt, and I didn’t warit Gunther to 

bc one of them. I had lived for:four 

and a half years ncvcr knowing if 

‘Gunther was dczd or alive, and I didn’t 

wmt to live t!lat way anymore. To s!wt 

nit up, I was put a plant and sent 

tack to California from Missouri. 

Gunther began to tell YE what 

hppcncd to him while ix was in 

Cambodia. Iic aid t!lat it ~3s a set up. 

T!IC Kltmcr ROU~C was waiting for 

Hc lost a hclicoptcr with its 

crctv. Hc told mc that hc hadxarricd 

out POWs on his bnck...and this while 

lx .was still rccow$ng from the open 

1lcat-t surgcry...his ribs hadn’t cwn had 

time to 1~4.. Hc showed mc his broken 

big tots w!lich wcrc black and swollen. 

Hc said hc had been in hand to hand 

corn@+. ,Hc also came back with a 

broken Iingcr his right Iland. Hc 

tqld had been Kcvlar 

an4 ltc hah’takcn a shot from an AK47 

in his rig111 ch&t: The s!lot Icfl 

an imprc+dn$i !;is skin that was still 

when * our-*doctor. X-rayed it and 

discovcrcd &cn more cracked ribs. ’ 

l!~s~~,two best rricnds went on 

the mission will1 Ilirn. They wcrc nlso 

csilcd from .Europc artcr WWII. Tllcir 

ialltcrs hiad- been ‘pnrl or the Gcrmn 

iiil@ligcncc ‘, cornmunily jllsl as 

‘Gunther’s had been. They had 

up togcthcr and trained togcthcr. I-Ic 

!l:ld known tltcm since lx was a cllild. 

They wcrc distant rc!ativcs and the 

tltrcc of them !rad bcc11 raised as 

brothers. His cousin, Larry Paulcy,“~wns 

shot in t!rc chest. As Gunther cradled 

him in !lis lap Larry took a shot 

and Gunther was splattcrcd with the 

brains of his closest-friend. His otltcr 

friend, Garrett Hcndcrson, was illSo 
.s!tot In the head. Gunther SW his !lcTd 

csplodc. The wrcnclting agony tint hc 

went t!troq$ ns lx told the story was 

ntorc thrtn I could handle. 

Around the first week of 

h4nrclt a meeting wxs arrnngcd bcwccr~ 

a rcprcscntalivc of llic Philippiric 

govcrnmcnt and Gunther. Gunther was 

told that the Philippines had a inrgc 

quantity of gold illat they wntcd to XII 

to Austria. 1% was could 

help arrange it. Hc rnadc the ncccssnr) 

pllonc calls to Austria and -told the 

Pliilippinc rcprcscnlativc 11131 *Auslti;l 

kould tnkc 11~ gold. It \Kls thcr1 

ncccssxy ior tlx formal pqxrs to bc 

drawn up artd so Gunther. sent his 

rcprcscnIali\*cs lo tlic Philippines to 

the ncccssnry papcn\pork. 

\\‘hilc Gullthcr‘s ntandatcd sigwtory 

was in 11~ Philippines gctling lk 

! ncccsswy pnpcnvork signed by those 

\\.I10 really controlled the gold, Gunther 

rcccivcd a tclcphonc call’ Iron1 CIA 

hcndqunrtcrs. I-lc was told to get out of 
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the 1:ousc bccausc the h,lossad had 

dispntchcd sis to kill him, ill 

order to stop the gold deal. 

Gunther, my rnolhcr and I (I 

was Ihc driw) raced out of the house 

and got into the car. I hcadcd for the 

Na2.r I Postgraduate school in 
Montcrcy. WC saw that the tr,affic had 
stoppcd. I pulled OK the road by a littlc 

store. In the distance wc could see the 

ior the tranic jam. A 

fire. Gunther tvcnt to speak with one of 

our escorts and hc said ‘all 

cm go home.’ On the way honk wc 
cncountcrcd 

Another car was burning. 1 csitcd the 

freeway onto ;1 side road which look us 

right by the flanling car. I saw three 

pcoplc \\‘crc still in the 

aniwd home Gunther called in and 

was told all the Mosmd agents wrc 

dead. Hc was told to pick up the NIX 

York Times and rc.ad the article on 

Kurt Waldheim. The day was Sundq, 

March 13, lYY4. The sxnc day that 

Israel had dispakhcd si? agents to kill 

Gunlhcr in order to stop”thc gold deal, 

the Isrxli propaganda machine had 

launched another attack against Kurt 

Walclhcim, the cs-prcsidcnt of Austria, 

and the man w%o had kept Gunther 

alive \ikcn Gcorgc Bush was trying 

w-y hard to kill him. 

Gunther h$d sent 
mandated signatory to the Philippines 

10 get the “Firm offer to Sell.” On 
March Mh, wc rcccivcd, via my fas 

machine, the O&r lo SW ti\at 

Gunther had. sent his mandated 
signatory to the Phili 

getting @c papct s&cd, thy dccidcd 

Ifas best if they Icft right then. 

Shortly they lcfk the hotel, they 

lcamcd that it was surrounded and 

scarchcd by 200 armed mtn. It was not 

known if the men wcrc 

or is they wcrc 
looking for lhc dozens of Mossad 

agents who wcrc thcrc trying to stop 

-and his [cam. 

Scvcral days aflcr m and ’ 

crew rctumcd lo California, tw wrc 
told that Tel Aviv dispatched sewn 

more agents to kil1 Gunther and to stop 

the gold deal. This time WC wcrc taken 

into hiding and put into a safe house 
one w.ck, my mother and I wcrc 

told it was tic for us to go home, but it 

wasn’t safe for Gunther. Three men 

accompanied him to Austria whcrc hc 

cntcrcxi 1hc country on an cxpircd 

Austrian document. Hc was arrcstcd at 

the airport. Hc had a major heart 

attack and was a h&pita1 by 

hclicoptcr. - and the two 

had their passports stamped persona 

non grata, and 

mc all when 

hc rcturncd to California from Austria. 

many friends have deep 
connections the Intclligcncc 
Community. his trip to Austria, 

hc put out fcclcrs trying to find out 
what really had happcncd at the 

airport. Why was Gunther arrcstcd? 

really in Jail? in 

protcctivc custody? Was hc in jail’? 
was hc in 

net hc with many 

possi~ilitics, but concrctc data. 

Gunther wcrc seen in the Philippines 
shortly alter Gunther’s _ arrest.‘. ’ in 

Vienna. Other informants told him’ 
that Gunther was back in Austria under 
guard in a safe house. In’ an diffcrcnt. 
arca, m told mc (hat hc had’bccn 

told that Gunther had been gil*cn a 

drug by the CIA sornctimc in January 

or February. The drug is called 
trichtorninc and it 

Gunther to destroy his kidneys, liver 

and pancrcz. and to cvcntualIy bring 

on a nntml looking death. Onc.of it’s 

side cfTccts is instant alcoholism; I put 

the rctcnt inforrnarion -had given. 

mc togcthcr \I-ith \\.hnt 1 hnd obscmcd 

and I understood why hc had cam 

bnck iron1 Cambodia as a flcdgcd 

alcoholic, Mcr going over the things 

Guqrhcr had told rnc akr lx had 

rcturncd his Cambodia mission, I 

figured lh;lt hc km &ivcn 

the drug j\.llilc lx lvns in Wcisbadcn 

going through the dcbricfing. When I 

\\.rotc LO the Prcsidcnt of Austria 

rcqmting informntion on ~-hy Gunther 

wns being held, I also induced 111~ 

iniornl;ltion abut ~11~ drug trichtominc. 

I Ijscd topics of the lcttcr lo Kurt 

Waldhcirll also.” 

Cunthcr is involved in an 

opcrntion \vliicll if 

destroy the Fcdcral Rcscrsc. t The Fed 

is an illegal Intcmational.Bank 

gained control of I& United- Statc.s’ 

money system in 1313. While Guntllcr 

wns in prison hc wrote p3mphlCt~ 

on the creation of the Fcdcral Rcscnc 

and the Think Tanks that its. money 

spawned. The Fed and its anonymous 

owcrs h3w crcatcd :many Think 

Tanks, such as the Council on Foreign.. 
Relations and the Trilateral 
Commission. Thcsc Think Tanks 

influcncc and control politicians, 

busincsscs, t!lc cntcrtainmcnt industry, 

media moguls, publislrcrs, announcers, 

rcportcrs and on and on. 

AZ prcscnt, the Fed knows that 

its csistcncc is thrcatcncd. The Fed 

also knows that Conl;lct has hclpcd and 

supported Gunther and that Gunther is 

one of the key men in the movcmcnt to 

destroy the Fed and give control of our 

money back to the United States 

Trcxwy, if not to the individual states 

To keep the Contact from 

further supporting Guntlxr, ~1~~ Fed 

and its wholly conlrollcd govcmmcnt 

agcncics, such as the FBI, ATF, as well 

as llic intcmational agency Interpol, 

could easily hax tqctcd Contact. 

Thcsc agcncics could have. let 

pcoplc al Contact know they wcrc 

targctcd if they didn’t coopcratc. 

While Contact has 3 history of 

building up hcrocs only to cut 

down, the attacks on Gunther lwc 

been some of the most vitriolic and vile 

attacks that Contact hns cvcr launched 

at anyone. This public attack against 

Gunlhcr came out of no whcrc. 

Contact dots have many 

govcrnmcnl pcoplc Icaking information 
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lo them. Thcsc govcrnmcnt pcoplc 
easily have warned EJ of what 

was coming down. To sax thC 
operation, EJ could have sxrificcd 

Gunther. 
But thcrc is another, more 

sinister reason that Contact could have 
turned against Gunther. It is possible 
t!~a~.: Contac!$s,; &cn 
,‘cd,;aisinio~a~on;~~~:Jnt~.~l~~?t :‘pf, :-the ;‘! 

. 
complica!cQ=,and~‘dangcrous~.:.opcntidn 
that ‘Gunther’ is ’ undertaking, it- wouId 
bc easy to distort and misrcprcscnt 

what has happcncd to him. 

I have had many harassing 

phone ~311s and kltcrs’ from Contact 

attacking mc a?d now it seems. that 

they arc Ica\+ing Gunther alone and 

blaming c~cq.thing on mc. I want LO 

tell j:ou,’ Dr?,Edc, that if I-end up d&d, 

I bclia*c that Contact (EJ and Doris) 

\\,ould ” bc, at Icxt indirectly 

rcsponsiblc.“. 

Wh3t 3 t$&l~! Gunther took 

* all. $C risk, did :aIl’; the .ncgq!!ating, 

. :Vqxn;.wI$lc ,in“prim$$d ~~~+$il~~ b&g 
_ btcni i’ “:I . . po$o@,+ :,‘:: u,ndcrgoiqg 

unncccssxy sur&cs.so they could 

microchips in him and control Ilirn 

(doctor in Austria rcmovcd 3 2 

microchips; c3ch one kn a one inch 

scar). MC and RqcIan hnvc &cn put 
througli the most niglitmxish five 

years ,that anyone could imnginc and 

,thcg end up in poverty. 1Vc don’t wcn 
know if Gunther is still aIivc. \ffc 

ha\~n’t hcxd anything since Rayclan 

rcturncd from Austria.. 

To bc continued nest month. 

#5 
Dr. Ede Koenig 
36057 Ruth Hill Rd. 
Squaw Valley, CA 93675 

November 15, 1994 

Dear Ede, 

I have just received a copy of your “Russbacher 
Update” and “interview” with Rayelan in The 

for November. 
I’m shocked and amazed at the complete lack of 

journalistic professionalism displayed. Not only have 
you flunked the simplest requirement of always check- 
ing the story with the “other side”, but you have re- 
peated Rayelan’s words as though they were your own. 
By ignoring appropriate journalistic procedure, you 
have placed yourself at great risk of losing your repu- 
tation for veracity by repeating Rayelan’s lies without 
proper attribution. You didn’t even take the most 
fundamental steps to protect yourself in case her story 
was slanderous. 

I am sending you a package of correspondence 
between Ekkers, Rayelan and Suzy Ward. If, after you 
have reviewed and understood this information, you 

wish to continue in the same vein in your next article, 
I can assure you the Ekkers can hold their own in a 
fight, verbal or legal. 

Ronn Jackson has informed me of many letters 
advising him of literally thousands and thousands of 
dollars which were sent to Rayelan and Gunther by 

readers. has been gathering as 
much specific information as possible about these 
amounts and the reported credit card stripping which 
has occurred to a number of individuals. 

I can further assure you, Ede, that not even one of 
those statements referencing was true, in- 
cluding the one that appears might be from Rayelan, 
saying, “I have had many harassing phone calls and 
letters from Hogwash. No one here had, 

or has taken, the time to harass Rayelan, and we have 
certainly received absolutely zero threats from the ATF, 
ad nauseam. You have been “had” by Rayelan. So have 
we so don’t feel bad about it but you surely owe CON- 

and Ekkers an apology; we and they have done 
nothing to harm you or to deserve your repeating 
Rayelan’s lies about has not “launched” 
any “vitriolic and vile attacks” on Gunther. We have 
had high hopes for some “heros” and have said so. 
Those who have “fallen” have done so on their own, not 
because we “cut them down”. 

Further, to state that is proprietary is 

ludicrous. That is only a reality in Rayelan’s mind- 
beyondthat it is simply not true. And yet such patently 
false statements like that are so absolutely damaging to 
us who have worked diligently at getting the word out 
to the people. Good grief, Ede, how could you let such 
B.S. make it to press without checking it out? 

After spending hours on the phone with you shar- 
ing information as I received it, in addition to provid- 
ing you personally with a complimentary subscription 
to for over a year, to say I am disappointed, 
Ede, is an understatement. The simple fact that you 
would not call to ask me directly about these mean 

spirited allegations is beyond me. 
You are fully aware of all of the efforts by CON- 

to assist Gunther and Rayelan in every way 
imaginable. You are also fully aware of the tremendous 
effort put forth by readers to assist in 
Gunther’s release from prison. Suddenly all of this is 
forgotten in the whirlwind of Rayelan’s diatribe. 

Perhaps you will now review the enclosed docu- 
ments and glean a greater portion of truth from which 
to reach an informed conclusion as to who is doing what 
to whom. 
Sincerely, 

Rick Martin 
Senior Correspondent 
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by Dr. Ede Koenig 

January 1995 

Rayelan has asked me to 
share with you that she has not 

heard from Gunther since 

November 6. 

His trial was postponed 
without stated reason and no new 
date was given. His address is: 
Gunther Russbacher, 
Wickenburgg., 

Vienna, Austria, Europe. Please 

include on the lower left side of 

your envelope, Z-5, 22d VR 

10560/94. His lawyer’s address 

is: Dr. Hans Rene Laurer, 1040 

Wien, Schwarzenberg PL 

Elngang, Gusshausstrasso 2, 
Austria. His phone number is: 

content of my December column. 

It may have been ticult for 

some to follow the connection 

between the Russbachers and 
Phoenix Institute (Contact). 

I must admit to feeling 
overwklmed by the task of 

sorting and condensing years of 

collection of voluminous bits and 

pieces of documentation, research, 

and knowledge of intrigue into 

one short article. 

The myriad voices 
claiming sole knowledge of truth 

have vied and screamed for 
full attention. AS I mentioned in 

the December article, our only 

safe guide to determine truth is 
found in the Scriptures. 

I there is not one 
person who has all the truth. 1 

have tried to glean the best and 
leave the rest. 

After submitting the 

December Article to AD, I 

received a letter and a large 

packet from Rick Martin, Senior 

Correspondent of Contact, Inc. 

criticizing my confidence in 

Russbachers’ experience. Despite 

failure to indicate this on Mr. 

Martin’s letter to me, copies and 

packets of information were 

forwarded to many individuals 

and publications including Robert 

Kelly’s I have spent 
on the phone with those who have 

called me in response. 
I was criticized for my 

failure to check the “other side” 

for conflicting facts. Mr. Martin 
questioned why I had failed to call 
him to verify information. The 

fact is that prior to writing the 

November article, I had attempted 

to call him. I left messages several 

times asking him to call me. I 

interpreted his failure to do so as 

lack of interest in this matter. As 

far as checking the story with the 

“other side”, documentation of 

“their side” was clearly presented 

to me in their publications. Their 

conflicting reports and evidence 

found in public records destroyed 

their credibility. His letter 

contained a threat. “If after you 

have reviewed and understood 

information, you wish to continue 

in the same vein in your next 
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article, I can assure you the 
Ekkers can hold their own in a 

fight, verbal or legal.” 
I spoke with Joe Jordan, 

formerly connected with the 

National Security Agency who 

had served three times in Viet 

Nam, speaks 17 languages, is a 
pilot, and is now very active in 

assisting MIAs and POWs. Joe 

had communicated with Gunther 

while he was in prison in 

Missouri. In their discussions, 

Gunther stated that there were 

things he could not disclose by 

telephone or in writing. Two 

Rayelan in Missouri to ask the 

questions Gunther was unable to 

respond to before. Their meeting 
at the airport was the first time 

they met personally. Joe was 
taken to where Russbachers were 

staying in a Iuxury suite where he 

enjoyed their company for 

days. Joe felt the accommodations 
were testimony that SOMEONE 

was financing Russbacher in very 

comfortable circumstances 

unusual for a common prison- 
released person. Later he learned 

.that this was the onIy portion of 
the hotel that provided security. 

Gunther drove a nice car and 

spoke fluent Russian. 
Anxious - to discern 

Russbacher’s true identity, Joe 

had opportunity to ask many 

specific questions in regard to his 
experience which Gunther could 

not possibly have anticipated since 

no one knew what he intended to 

ask. Gunther’s fingernails were 
missing and Gunther stated that 

they had been “jerked out” twice 

in a row during torture in a POW?. 

camp in .Laos. Only little 

“squiggles”. remained and they 

would never grow-back. Joe said 

he could confirm “they are gone 

and there is no other good reason 

why this would be so.” He saw 

him dressed in.bIue jeans with no 

shirt on and noted horrible scars 

from numerous surgeries all over 

his exposed body. (Part of this was 
from the insertion of 32 

microchips that were later 

removed by a surgeon in Austria 

in the presence of Rayelan. Each 

site left a one inch scar.) 

Sandwiched between 
discussions on scuba diving or 

other mutual interests, Joe 
interjected questions on details of 

military aircraft, and specifically 

SR-7 for example; engine 
starting procedures. He asked 
him about the approaches and 

runway numbers in a specified 

airport and he immediately cited 
the exact numbers. Also he 
revealed a wide base of knowledge 
on intelligence communications 

and information including code 

words, people, secret projects and 

procedures. He demonstrated a 
definite experience with the CIA 

and the military. Joe observed 
that he knew all about Iron Mt., 

Navy SEALS, he was definitely a 

pilot, he possessed information 

that could have only been 

obtained through first hand 

knowledge and experience. Joe 

stated that there was a definite 
link between Gunther, Liam 

Atkins, and Barry Seal. 

Gunther told Joe that He 

headed a Navy SEAL team 

whose mission was to “break out” 

captured Americans from an 

enemy camp. The entire team was 

destroyed except for him. He was 

wearing a Russian uniform and 

spoke Russian at the time of his 

capture in Laos at this incident. 

His group had been compromised 

as was the case on every mission 

in Laos. He believed Kissinger set 

them up each time, expecting that 

they would be captured, lost, or 

killed. The enemy was always 

waiting a day ahead and 

anticipated his every move. 
Joe’s conclusion was that 

Gunther was extremely brilliant, 

particularly from a military 

standpoint. He felt he had given 

tnrthfid answers to all his 
questions; he couldn’t catch him 

in any lies. He stated that he 

believed Gunther “is who he says 

he is and has done what he says 

he has done.” 
At the conclusion of their 

visit, Joe advised Gunther against 

returning to the “company” 
(intelligence community). They 

both acknowledged that “when 
you have outlived your usefulness 
to the company, things will 

‘Happen’ to you that are not in 

your best interests.” Joe told me 

that there were matters which he 

could not discuss that could only 

have occurred under orders from 

-very high-placed intelligence 

authorities. 

Skeptics have’ called me 

who questioned the missing 
fingernails being removed in 

torture but rather as a result of 

.alcoholism, fungus infection, or 

illness. When confronted with 

this objection, Joe testified that he 
had observed that Gunther’s nail 

bed deformity could not have 

resulted from any other cause than 

that which was claimed to have 

OCCUlTed. Could it be that 

Gunther is not only the victim of 

long term torture in Laos, but also 

the victim of mind control 
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programs from his early youth 

when he was forced into military 

and intelligence training; and that 

this long term torture and mind 

control victimization prevents him 

from living up to everyone’s’ 
expectations in every situation? 

Hal Massey, editor and 
publisher of “Yorktown Eagle” 

published two of Gunther’s books 

written and copyrighted in 1992 
titled “The Short Road to Chaos 

and Destruction” and “The Art of 
Global Politics”. 

These two books expose 
the New World Order, the 
Illuminatti, cm TC 
Freemasonary, the UN and other 

secret organizations. In his 
editor’s comments in the first 

book, Hal acknowledges 
Rayelan’s background in 
investigative research which led 
to her involvement in exposing 

the October Surprise scandal 

M=eY summarizes Gunther 
Russbacher’s experience in 

piloting George Bush, William 

‘Casey, Donald Gregg, Richard 

Allen, Robert Gates, Jennifer 

Fitzgerald, and others unnamed 
on a top secret flight to Le 

Bourget Airport near Paris, 

France in mid-October, 1980 in a 

BAC 111. “.... within three hours 

Russbacher was called back to 

duty. His mission-fly George 

Bush back in an SR-71.. . from a 

French Air Force base... to 
McGuire Air Force Base in New 

Jersey. The SR-71 flight took one 

hour and 14 l/2 minutes. . ..a 
‘Cockpit Video’, which now has 

been authenticated as true, 

showing * George Bush and 

Russbacher at the time and place, 
in Paris, relating to the 52 
hostages held in Iran for the 

political purposes of being elected 
Vice President in 1980. 

. ..Gunther K. Russbacher will 

become a legend in his own time, 

as a great American Patriot who 

tried to save his country. I’m 

proud to lend my name as his 

friend. Hal Massey” 

I’ve spoken with I-I&I 

Massey several times in the last 

few months. He says that 
unfolding events since these 

publications have confIrmed the 

truthfulness of what was then 
exposed. 

B a financial 
- 

investor,. was negotiating gold 

deals with Israel when he was 

invited to expand his transaction 

to involve more parties in order to 

benefit wider interests. He 
terminated his interest in Israel 

and allowed Gunther Russbacher 

to negotiate between Austria and 

the Philippines. Some of the gold 
was destined for Fort Knox in the 

U.S. for the purpose of restoring a 

gold standard to this nation, thus 

abolishing the Federal Reserve 

System. Below is the text of a 

letter of which I have a photocopy 

with letterhead and signature; 

which proves the authenticity of 

these transactions. I can send the 

entire file on the gold transactions 

to anyone who can send $5.00 to 

cover costs. 

TARA ENTERPRISES INC. 

(510) 568-1453 

Fax (510) 635-8855 . 

February 23, 1994 

Attn: 1-j) 

This is to inform you that 
our buyer is Austria National 
Bank. 

The, following dignitaries 
will arrive approximately 14 

hours from their take off time of 

1900 hours, February 25, 1994, 

Pacific Coast Time: 

Gunther Russbacher 

Admiral George Reader 

Samuel Nicanor 

Ramon Femandez 

and two un-named 
Security individuals. 

Please arrange for 
landing clearance for private jet 

731 JetStar N365B arriving in 

Manila on February 26,1994. We 

assume that there will be no fee 

for landing. 

Our party will be ready, 
willing and able to transact all 

business to complete this entire 

transaction. 

Should you have any 
questions, please contact me by 
phone or fax. 

Sincerely, 

ISI 

R was in aImostdaily 

arrival in Austria. -, a 

retired Catholic priest (connected 

with Contact magazine) was in 

Austria with Gunther for the 

purpose of assisting him in 

establishing genealogy records in 

order to claim his rightful 

inheritance. __) in one of 

his frequent communications with 

the group, was told b-that he 

had authorized Gunther use of 
his credit card but he said nothing 

of limiting Gunther to using it for 

car rental only. Later, M 
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told me that he had only 

authorized Gunther credit card 

use for the purpose of car ren@.- 

PERIOD. He stated that this 
privilege had been abused. 

Various five .digit figures have 

been quoted by w to 

various individuals he has related 

this incident to. The amount he 

quoted me was $12,000. It seems 

incredible to me that if B 

took his card home with him upon 

leaving Austria, what opportunity 

did Gunther have to run up 

incredible bills? November 15’s 

Contact article on Russbachers 

claims Gunther ran up a bill of 

$38,000 on E.J. Ekker’s _ (of 

Contact connection) account. 

How can a man who claims in his 

newspaper to be dependent upon 

food stamps possess credit cards 
which can be so abused? Let him 

produce his documentation! 

In all fairness, - 
W expressed dissatisfaction 
with Gunther’s service to him. He 
felt that the use of alcohol had 

eroded Gunther’s usefulness in 
completing the final details of the 

transaction, resulting in its 
failure. It has been reported that 

many others who loaned Gunther 

credit cards had suffered 
unauthorized use but those 
making these charges, including 

- ; seem to be unable to 
document their claims. A simple 
photocopy of an invoice of these 

alleged credit card charges would 

sustain their claim to all interested 

parties. 

As far as the credibility 

of “Contact” sources in supplying 

information about this case, 
Rayelan asked me to make 

available to readers a list of 

projects “Contact” has proposed to 

undertake. Anyone who sees this 

list must conclude that no private 

group of individuals has ever 

attempted such a monumental 

undertaking since the Pilgrims. It 

is obvious that government 

connections have undergirded 

these ambitious projects--and all 

under the direction of their 

beloved commander Hatann! 

Anyone wishing to view this 

materiel can send me a donation 

of $2.00 to cover the cost of 
copying and mailing. 

In the December AB 

update, the connection between 

“Contact” and Phoenix Institute 

was clearly established. I also 

have a transcript of a court order 

in the case of Phoenix Institute, 

Plaintiff vs. George W. Green et 

al, Defendants. I will quote the 

presiding judge, David R 

Gamble of Douglas County, 
Minden, Nevada in his dismissal 

of the case as groundless: “I have 

made a d&ermination that I must 

intervene sua sponte at this point 

in this case and dismiss all claims 
of the plaintiff for reasons that I 

will describe herein. This case is 

holding the Court system up to 
ridicule. I will not have that. 

This is a case by a group of 

swindlers against another 

swindler in my opinion. The 

parties to this case have perverted 

the corporate laws of the State of 

Nevada and probably more 
importantly not probably but more 

importantly they have perverted 

the Gospel of Jesus Christ and I 

won’t have that happen in this 

Courtroom.” 
I don’t wish to go on 

record as being fully in support of 
every action of Gunther or his 

wife, What I DO support is what 

I have proof of. I would be most 

happy to see some of the myriad 
accusations I hear about Gunther 

and his wife substantiated. I 

believe that Gunther is who he 

says he is, that he has exposed 

conspiracy in high places, and 

that he is being discredited in 

order to cover up truth. I realize 

he NOW has a drinking problem. 

I am aware of Gunther’s pre- 
existing pancreatic weakness 

which causes imbalances and 

creates cravings for sugars and 

could easily result in alcoholism. 

Because of ‘my many years of 

1 experience in helping people 

achieve freedom from ALL drug 

dependence including insulin; I ’ 

know that if Gunther was able to 

go through my program, he could 

become drug free. As I reported 

in November, J told 

Rayelan he had been told Gunther 

had been given a drug by the CIA 

in January or February. The drug 

is called trichtomine and was 

given for the purpose of 

destroying his liver, kidneys and 

pancreas, eventually resulting in a 

natural-appearing death. One of 

its side effects is instant 

alcoholism. It doesn’t really 

matter if alcoholism is drug- 

induced or a result of personal 
choice, the remedy is the same. A 

NATURAL detoxification 

program must be provided 

immediately and followed up with 

a total, natural pure vegetarian 

diet, cleansing and re-building 

with herbs, and -a new lifestyle 

consistent with removing the 

cause of the problem. 
. We are living in fearful 

times. Many voices vie for our 

attention and worship. May each 
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reader heed the warnings of 
heavenly origin and be wise! “For 

the time will come when they will 
not endure sound doctrine; but 
after their own lusts shall they 

to themselves teachers, 
having itching ears; and they shall 

tum away their ears from the 
truth, and shall be turned unto 
fables.” II Timothy 4:3,4. “And 

Jesus answered and said unto 
them, Take heed that no man 

. . . . false 

prophets shall rise, and shall 
deceive many..for there shall arise 

false christs, and false prophets, 

and shall shew great signs and 

wonders; insomuch that if it were 

possible, they shall deceive the 

very elect.” Matthew 24:4-l 1,24. 

I’m sorry, E.J., to dump a heavier load onto your 
shoulders but, somehow when the chips are down, 
others flounder, PETITION, and then go do whatever 
the adversary nudges or proclaims-they call it being 
focused on their “my way...“! 

You are at A CRITICAL POINT OF LITTLE 
CHANCE OF TURN AROUND. 

I have not the time to do more “here” than advise 
you of what I want’YOU to do and offer some sought- 
after advice which is then TURNED AWAY (I speak of 
Grandma at this point, but I will attend her directly a 
bit later). 

I wish to speak directly to “Grandma”. She peti- 
tioned and I responded. I don’t think she UNDER- 
STANDS the mighty ramifications of what is happen- 
ing here. Oh yes, she THINKS she does BUT SHE 

DOES NOT! 
THE PARASITES HAVE SUCKED AMERICAN 

TURNIPS DRY AND NOW WISH TO START IN THE 
FINAL DESTRUCTION OF THE POTATOES AND 
CORN CHIPS. WHEN YOU PULL THE CITIES AND 
COUNTIES OF A NATION INTO BANKRUPTCY THE 
ALREADY BANKRUPT FEDS ARE FINISHED- 
FROM THIS NATION CANNOT ECONOMICALLY 
SURVIVE FOR THE FUNDS WERE PHONY IN THE 
FIRST PLACE. 

NO, GRANDMA-YOU 

I tell you now-if your bankers are serious and 
believe the certificate to be valid-THEY WILL LOAN 
4GAINST IT TO BUY GOLD-EXACTLY LIKE IT 
NAS EXPLAINED TO YOU. GO FOR AS MUCH AS 
ZAN BE BOUGHT, PLACE IT WITH THE BANK AS 
ZOLLATERAL AND BORROW ON IT FOR PLACE- 
wfENT THROUGH THE INSTITUTE WHEREIN GOLD 
ZAN BE PURCHASED FORTIIE LOANS HERE ALSO, 
3OLD IS GOING TO HAVE TO GO UP-FOR IN THE 
TURMOIL OF THIS KIND OF MASS CONFUSION 
IF CURRENCY-IT WILL BE THE ONLY MEA- 
SURE OF SECURITY IT IS STILL SUCH THAT 
THE COLLATERAL ACQUIRED AND HELD BY THE 
‘ARASITES IS ALL THAT IS IN SOME PROBABLE 
STATE OF SECURITY. NOW, VINA, IF YOU DON’T 
JNDERSTAND WHAT I WRITE HERE-CALL E.J. 
.T IS CRITICAL TO ACT 

DO THIS AND YOU WILL 
LOSE THE CERTIFICATE THROUGH TOTAL NE- 
3ATION. THIS METHOD OF BUSINESS ALSO SE- 
ZURES THE CERTIFICATE AS AN INSTRUMENT 
WITHIN THE WORKING SYSTEM AND CANNOT 
IHEN SIMPLY BE DISCARDED OR NEGATED 
WITHOUT A MAJOR FOCUS AND INCREDIBLE 
FIGHT. PLEASE GO ABOUT THIS, PRE- 
CIOUS. YOU HAVE A BIG, BIG JOB HERE AND 
CLEAR THINKING FROM ASPECT IS OF 
UTMOST IMPORTANCE-DON’T BE CAUGHT 
WITHOUT TRYING TO CONVERT SOME OF THAT 
VALUE INTO USEABLE 
LATER MAY WELL BE DESIRABLE-RIGHT 
NOW-IT WILL DESTROY YOU! LET THEM “PUT 
UP” FIRST AND THEN YOU CAN ACT IN WISDOM 
EVERY STEP OF THE WAY. YOU ALL NEED FUNDS 
WITH WHICH TO PASS THROUGH THIS PERIOD 
OF TIME-AND YOU GET IT IF YOU ACT IN 
WISE TIMING AND REASONABLE DEMAND. THE 
BANKERS CAN ONLY DOING THIS 

METAL-THEY WILL PROBABLY BE SUCKED 
UNDER OTHERWISE. THEY CAN ACTUALLY SE- 
CURE THEMSELVES THROUGH THIS ROUTING 
OF 
TEAM-GROUP HERE, CAN CONTINUE IN YOUR 
WORK. IF CONTACT MUST CLOSE IT IS THE 
FINAL COFFIN NAIL DRIVEN IN FOR THE OTHER 
PAPERS WILL FOLD LIKEWISE AND THERE WILL 
BE NO VOICE OF THE PEOPLE, FOR THE PEOPLE- 
NOR PEOPLE WHO LONGER CAN DO ANYTHING. 

I will not do anything FOR YOU-my mission is to 
input WISDOM and point out the clues so that YOU 
ONES CAN ACT. It is up to you. YOU MAY VERY 
WELL NOT HAVE PAST WEDNESDAY NEXT TO 
PULL THIS OFF-WASTE THE TIME AND IT SHALL 
BE TOO LATE. YOU CAN ACT ON LOANS IN 
FEDERAL RESERVE NOTES AND GET SOME CON- 
VERTED INTO COINS IF YOU ACT 

God’s nation and God’s people are at stake here 
ntd NOW. You who can must act so that we can 
:ontinue to grow. 

In this, you must ESTABLISH, through USE, the 
;old certificates available. I am not interested in the 
rites held by greedy refusers of responsibility to a 
*ecovered people-let them lose as they desire for no 
onger shall the blood of my people be shed willingly. 
30 with SATANIC FLUKES AND YOU WILL 
,OSE-STARTING VERY SOON NOW. THANK 
IOU FOR YOUR ATTENTION. 

#4 

I apologize for interruption of this most important 
information regarding the execution of Richard Wayne 
Snell to attend such garbage topics but today comes a 
need to correct disinformation of a 
TURE. 

It is not enough that Ekkers must attend and con- 
front the most horrendous lies and counterclaims but to 
now have to encounter information from such as Dr. 
Ede Koenig in a well-recognized publication is going 
beyond the brink of ethical presentation. 

Whatever was the outgrowth of a questioning of 
Dr. Koenig’s article via Rayelan Russbacher in open 
false information regarding the situation of she and 
Gunther Russbacher and their criminal use of credit 
cards and false testimony against YOU THE PEOPLE, 
it eludes me to see WHY Ede responds in defense but in 
open warfare with Ekkers-who did nothing either to 
her or against her. The facts are in the documents sent 
to her and yet she now turns with venom to personal 
efforts to destroy ‘persons” with, again, false information. 
Refer to her writing 

She presents as evidence, somehow, that Ekkers are 
evil thieves and liars-a deed to property NOW owned 
by Phoenix Church of Christ which WAS Ekkers’ 
property until seized and sold. Because names are 
familiar which appear on documents it is ASSUMED- 
and pronounced by George Green-and now those to 
whom he sent the myriad of documents (most of his own 
cases in court-not valid information as to FACT) are 
furthering the lies. Ede even quotes from a “deposi- 
tion” of Ekkers for the purpose of an outstanding 
LEGAL FEE to lawyers for “contempt of court” claims- 
while GEORGE GREEN, himself, was the one who DID 
THE 
CHARGE IN THE FIRST PLACE. This is coming right 
back around to haunt him for THERE ARE ONES WHO 
PURCHASED THE BANNED BOOKS 

The most deceptive thing, however, is the claim 
that Sharri Yount provided the funds which bought the 
property and then it is somehow hidden behind the 
Church of Christ, etc. 
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IN TRUTH 

Sharri, did, and with great appreciation, willingly 
and sharingly offer and send money for the purchase of 
the property. This is NOT what happened. 

The matter was taken out of the hands of ones here 
to do very much of anything. However, the Phoenix 
Church of Christ in Phoenix, Arizona, DID IN FACT 
PURCHASE THE PROPERTY. 

The “Phoenix Church of Christ” is a small branch 
of the Eastern Orthodox Catholic Archdiocese and was 
a struggling little group trying to get a home and 
sanctuary. That be as it may, the CHURCH asked 
“FATHER” Ed Cleary to act in their behalf for he would 
be the Priest to set up the church branch in this area. 
The arrangements were made THROUGH the Corpora- 
tion Agency of Cort Christie who was also asked to 
handle the business arrangements. 

Many people contributed to the funding but two in 
particular (whom I will protect in privacy) put up most 
of the money to purchase the property. THEY DO NOT 
LIVE IN PROXIMITY TO TEHACHAPI. The Ekkers 
had no involvement in any arrangements or shifting 
and that entity OWNS, hook, line and sinker-ALL 
PROPERTY PRIORLY referred to as “Ekkers’“. 

As to this incredible publication of Mrs. Yount’s 

private business affairs, it is heinous that George Green 
would continue his false offerings. He does not even 
come close to accuracy in his recounting. He d--s not 

know the persons involved and in no wise is he correct 
in his projections. 

Mrs. Yount decided she did not want a house as 
collateral and, in fact, decided to simply place her 
funds into the Institute to purchase gold. This was 
done, and SHE RECEIVED THE BENEFITS AND 
PLACED THOSE FUNDS INTO PRIVATE CORPO- 
RATIONS OF HER OWN. She, further, directed her 
interest funds into THOSE SAME ACCOUNTS-which 
are no business of anyone-save herself. 

I would suggest Ede Koenig and ones at that pub- 
lication check out these stories before printing more for 
you are now LIABLE and GEORGE GREEN is in hot 
water’ with those attorneys who allowed him to see 
unauthorized material BEFORE THE DEFENDANTS 
WERE EVEN PRESENTED WITH COPIES. That 
same material has been used as court documentation 
right along the line in EVERY instance, when it has 
NOTHING TO DO WITH ANYTHING! This is the evil 
manner in which the adversary works, readers. You 
will note WHAT the writer inthe ongoing presentation, 
just written, said: 
Attending the Unity Church in Bozeman, Montana 
does not a Christ-being make! 

V.K. DUNIAM, Executrix 
Russell Edward 1Ierrman~HERMA.N 

"ESTATE" 

Ronn Jackson 

FAX HARD COPY 

Dear Ronn; 

I am much concerned as to the slanderous remarks 
coning from the "Spaceship", whj-ck is on the "updates" all 

over the nation. Moraovex, I am concerned at the disruption 

which is caused by these slanderous remarks, including the slan- 
derous remarks as printed in the CONTACT NEWS. 

You+ attention is now directed to the Last Will 
and Testament page 1 lines 28, page 2 lines 6,7,8 being recorded 

pages ,196, 197, Perhaps the CONTACT would prefer to FOREI'LET. 

It appears from the slanderous.remarks, they do 
prefer to FORFIETv as they are definately conducting pro- 
nounced undue stress, undue duress, coercion etc...whereupon; NO 

is evidenced. 

Taking into consideration: eI(' no longer in touch 
with the SPACE-CADETS in the SPACE-SHTP and they do conspire to 
cause me HARM the FORFTET is in order. 

perhaps it is time the let&r from.the S'L'ACE 
COMMANDER of the SPACE CADETS on the SPACE SHIP which demanded 
I allow them to SELL THE CERTI:Y;LCATE CHINA 
he RIPE FOR PUBLISHING the PEOPLE CAN KNOW How DAMMED L'ATRIOTTC! 
AND.HOW INTERESTED "THEY" ARE IN THE PEOPLE OR THE UNITED STA'l'ES! 

Yours Truly 

V.K. DURHAM, 

#11 
In the beauty of each morning gifted unto us for our 

fun and games, today is perhaps one of the more 
beautiful-no matter WHERE you may be or what may 
be happening in “your world”. You HAVE a world and 
you, once again, almost did not have a worid this 
morning, but rather, devastation and a very bad night- 
mare memory. 

I ask that “Grandma’s” observations be printed in 
the paper 8 #4 on p. the 
perception is excellent and I honor astute observations. 
I would take exception to her statement that no “pa- 
triot” would be even considering such a thing (“I fear’ 
we the true Patriots are going to suffer once again the 
loss of a President, and we stand helpless.“). I think 
every PATRIOT has very definitely considered “such a 
thing”. She is very observant of the “numbers” of 
“Bills” in presentation: “666” & “97”. Just wait until 
you get to 666-100. That will be interpreted as 100% 
under Satanic (666) control. don’t really care 
whether your “bills” are passed or good citizens. 
This just gave face-saving to ones who called their 

the call it doesn’t 

really mean a thing. 

GRANDMA BACK? 

“Grandma” back? Was she gone? I don’t know 
what her problem is as she believes we somehow have 
singled her out for bad-mouthing. Well, she said she 
was not going to send us anything else to print and we 
accept the decisions made by readers-EVERY TIME. 
The constitutional information she scatters has been 
printed by us so many times that we are asked not to , 

take the “space” in the paper for repeating personal 
observations about the subject. What CONTACT is 

a 
Now I am provided today with another 

interesting communication from Grandma to Ronn Jack- 
son saying loudly in objection that somehow we are 
doing something terrible to her and she is going to 
“forfeit” share of Russell Herman’s be- 
queath. (???) What bequeath? What does SHE have to 
do with Russell Herman’s will? Where is that gold 
from that certificate? And WHY RONN JACKSON? 
What does Ronn Jackson have to do with 
CONTENT or “Space Cadets”?? I will share the letter 
because she has accused E. J. Ekker of TWICE calling 
GOD, That is a blatant LIE, 
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Grannie. E. J. doesn’t even use the word “shit” as you 
toss it around. Perhaps the government and govern- 
mental people do turn everything to “shit” and perhaps 
do things similar to “shit through a hot tin horn”. 
However, I find that persons reading that kind of 
language believe it to be a bit beneath the vocabulary of 
those they WOULD CHANGE TO AS LEADERS! 

LETTER FROM GRANDMA, 
DURHAM 

[QUOTING:] 

(Feb. 16, 1995) 
Ronn Jackson 
Fax Hard Copy 

Dear Ronn, 
I am much concerned as to the slanderous remarks 

coming from the “Spaceship”, which is put on the 

“updates” all over the nation. Moreover, I am con- 
cerned at the disruption which is caused by these 
slanderous remarks, including the slanderous remarks 
as printed in the news. 

Your attention is now directed to the Last Will and 

Testament page 1 lines 28, page 2 lines 6,7,8 being 
recorded pages 196,197. Perhapsthe 
prefer to FORFEIT. 

It appears from the slanderous remarks, 
prefer to FORFEIT, as they are most definitely conduct- 
ing pronounced undue stress, undue duress, coercion, 
etc.. . whereupon, NO “GOOD FAITH” is evidenced. 

Taking into consideration: “I” am no longer in 
touch with the SPACE-CADETS in the SPACE-SHIP 
and they do conspire to cause me HARM... Perhaps the 
FORFEIT is in order. 

a choose 

a 

a 

fir CONTACT 

ANY 

a 

a 

a 

a 

Also, perhaps it is time the letter from the SPACE 
COMMANDER of the SPACE CADETS on the SPACE 
SHIP which demanded I allow them to SELL THE 
CERTIFICATE AND ITS GOLD TO CHINA would be 
RIPE FOR PUBLISHING SO THE PEOPLE CAN 
KNOW HOW DAMNED PATRIOTIC AND HOW IN- 
TERESTED “THEY” ARE IN THE PEOPLE OF THE 
UNITED STATES! 

However, I would like you to keep the above in mind as 

Yours Truly 
V.K. DURHAM, Executrix 

[END OF QUOTING] 
So be it, let us get back to the subject in progress. 

to priority when we move on back into the 
and see where you might think “I” would list it 

as to priority. If anyone thinks I am controlled by 
MONEY-it is greatly wiser to consider me an enemy. 
Moreover, I find it insulting and degrading to my 
secretary for, after all, it is”Ekkers” (once again) under 
her attack to “hopefully” bring me into her control. 

Forget it! When anyone thinks “I” will come under 
“Grandma’s” control, then you have a very sick world 
indeed. When anyone thinks a “non-recognized” gold 
certificate equates to patriotism or a “solution” to the 
world’s (or the U.S.‘s) problems-you have more prob- 
lems than contained in the so-called arc of the cov- 
enant. (Leave the letter non-capitalized. I will speak 
at length on that “arc” one of these days.) Everything 
I can think of is more important that Durham’s gold 
certificate. NO GOLD CERTIFICATES, VALID OR 
OTHERWISE, ARE GOING TO BE HONORED UN- 
DER THE PRESENT GOVERNMENT CONTROL. 
SELL THE CONFOUNDED THING TO WHOEVER IS 
FOOLISH ENOUGH TO BUY IT! 1 ONLY SUGGEST 

YOU/SHE USE IT FOR SOME COLLATERAL IF SHE 
COULD FIND ANYONE TO HONOR IT. SO MUCH 
FOR ME. 

to be simultaneous with the “Patriot Militia Sweep”. 

I do believe I 

“gold certificate” buffs and participants in such as 
Green Light, etc., that I have been told that the Govern- 
ment plans on arresting Buckley and others who are 
hooked in with him and Green Light. Is this true? 
Good grief, readers, I can’t keep up with EVERY- 
THING you ones are PERSONALLY involved in. I do 

have “friends” who are signed into that organization, 
however, and I TAKE is 

#12 
GRANDMA “W R I T E 5” 

MA RCIi 6th 19 9 5 

TO -CONTACT” NEWS PAPER’S LATEST “J.ASER ATI 
0’ W 0 M THE “SPACE S,H I P”) 
----------L-C-----C-------------~---------~---------------------- 

Dear Readers; 

“Contact” 
As all of you know, 

the 
I ceased sending articles to 

on January 14th, 1995. . 
a6 5.6 their perrogative. 

They chose not to print.. 

In talking to the Ill.inois States Attorney General6 
Office the other day, it was noticed that "8th March 1995" 
would be the larjt day for fileiny on the "WILL" for the Reneficarys. 

from the 
Over the past 3 day6 I have received over 300 calls 

“individuals who wish to file. for their States, as the 
state of Illinois has not noticed the “Bencficiarys”. 

I: wonder how many would have had the ability to file 
in timely fashion, had the CONTACT continued to fully inform the 
BENEFICfARYS .,.-instead of the 1'aLtack6" which have been printed. 

It is. not known by the TRUE INTENT of the CONTACT 
or the “SPACESHIP COhlMANDER”, . ..but it would seem to me, if the TRUE 
INTEN'I' WAS FOR THE "PEOPJJ?" . ..the venom would cease and dcsist...as 
would the YEJ,r,OW YOURNALISM, and violation$ of: THE PRINTERS INK 
'STATUTES, deliberately desiyned to DISCREDiT something which is just, 
lawful and legal, such as the RUSSELL EDWARD HERRMAN/IIERMAN "LAST 
WILL AND TESTAMENTS NOTICE TO ALL BENEFICIARYS". 

If any of you ever noticed THE CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE 
AGENCY (CIA)s favorite trick is to DISCREDIT something which is 
honorable and REAL . . . . their sole purpose is to hRSTROY anything GOOD1 

Wonder there is any connection? We have all heard 
RUMORS..but could this be E A L? 

aka 
Mrs. Russell Herrman/HERMAN 
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DATELINE w U.S.A" 

number nine 

March 9, 1995 

CONTACT's CONSTANT "HI'E" ON THE "ESTATE", 
GRANDMA JACKSON0 

Dear Pal.low Americana: ' 

Frankly, "I@ have had enough of this mean mindness 

which is going on. Therefore axtcr the "meeting" on ~hc issuco 

at hand, I am going to go through the fjles, and dig that dammed 

letter the Commander of that 'spaceship' out, and send it 
out on the network for all OK you to read. 

Neither myself or Bonn Jackson, have done one single 

dnnuned to warrant thik c0nsCanC baraqe of "paranajdal attac 

ke" upon our person6 and our efforts. 

Don't any of you think ft strange, that GRANDMA still 
trys to get her XlettcrsL ouL to as many in the Sax netwvrk so 

they can be passed on to you..? Those same letters were sent to 

the CONTACT up to Jan. 14th, 1995, and several thereafter, the 
telephone bil.1 evidcnccr; that, and the contact reruses to print, 

which Is their perrogstjve..but they prcfcr to "slander"...and 
when the slander occurs... they do not even have the courtesys of 

sending a "copy" where one can dcfcnd ones self.....? 

When a '"sick mind" keeps on a(;Lacking without feasolr 
known to the pernons being .attacked...then if' "I" were inve6tigat 
-i%i-sGmethin T would say... "WHAT IS 'THE OTBEa'PARTY TRYING TO 
's5icoP "OR" W%T -DOES THE OTH R P 
LITHE; PARTY 

E ARTY HAVE .TO LOSE, "OK'-DID-'lr 

SCREW UP ON .THEIR ASSIGNED M-!?%%N AND DISm'TT I4 L-n. . 

'rHE ONLY 'THING LEFT TO THEM(?) (This is a Laborite CLA trick, .,z 
-~ISCRRDIT or "SO&%& ONE 'IS NUTS"1 

This tells me, the ONE WORT.l3 ORDER "Crew" has a B I G 

Problem... and their B R A I N W A S H I N G scheam is fail.ing... 

Now all that is left is the "RUT&Y TACTICS" of the school bully 

we all remember when WC were kids.-. The R U N up behind you 

back and knock you dawn..then slrand there asking wWIIAT YOU GOING 
TO DO ABOUT IT"".' .- 

WCll, I still hava that letter whcrc the Cvmnander 
wanted to sell the CERTIFICATE to C H.I N A-.-and I still have 

that Iettsr which stated ~1" was spiritually and morally bankrupt 

as it goes to "TRY IT VINA, YOUMAY L I E IT" . . . . 

The last time had heard that was when I had a pair of 6Ci66Or6 

rt%ck In my throat whi'le I wa6 b cing K A P E D1 
I- 

None of us, not Gunther Russbachcr, Ronn 

clynn, myself or Russell Herrman/Herman ever did one 63ngle thing 

these attacks.... We suppljcd the informations which 

w-t- nerded expoco eha DANKSTBRS, INSURANCW FRAUDS, GEORGE BUSH 
1 

r got rnto a HOT 

. . -- 
and ._-- -__- ~~~~ 
over our mi6crys our de&t.hs.'-gut when we tithe 
is-'f or coulc3 no lanacr' provide _v 
9!l%&m 

.e*.-e.. --m.- - -----a _--_----- - ___-_ 
tcX'I7~ We were attacked An pr+nt..and we --- -. - 

could not evt-- ----___ Lr~e~~~~~‘. 

All of us have been taught about G 0 D, Lhc Almighty. 
Savereiyn uf the Univere;e.'.'..but 'in 'our teao'hings, I remember 

vne sing7a thing of' BLAmTTfNGL 
-- -,- 

-o;r " ACT OF C 
.; , .ACKCUARDIN6, 

-0D ON HIS CHILDREN" m 
SLANDERING, m ., .-_ 

.I- - -.- - 
..-__- --__ -P 
nnvcz ur,y "L .--.. yrrlr oo.-..=.LL the WHYS...? -.-b-A 

, WHEN', WHERE and 'm 

Lets luok at the .- 
five Ws..WHO~T . . . 

WI10 has been doinq the attacking bshfnd all of our 

ThcContact..thats-WHO? 

WHAT hag all thl.6 been over width Georye Green, 

backer, Jackson, Hcrman...G 0 L D.. in 8311. cages. 

WHEN? when all of us refused to turn over the COLD or 
collateral. 

WHERE? TO THE COMMANDER AND CREW.. 

WHY? Perhaps our erforts to expose the corruption 
have been T 0 0 6uccessfu1, and now that it is almost over. 
PEOPLE HAYE AWAKENED . . ..WE WERE IIITTTNG TO6 CLOSE TO H 0 E? 
Then articles were no longer disirious of worthy of print to 
the CONTACT... 

WHO i.6 providing thei?: "moneys" &O Story in business.. -. -- 
when they prrnted their cifculatzoh was 1,.5003 

WHO built that humonyous build'ing out in ARLINGTON 
VIRGINIA worth HONDREDS OF BILLIONS OF DOLLARS .-and L;he CONGRESS 
and SENATE knew nothfng about the "P R 0 3 E C T“..(.?)..could this 
be the 66me funding for the SPACE SHIP AND ITS CREW or the CONTACT? 
IS this the reason-for the unfmindcd attacks? CT WOULD THINK VERY 
SERRIOUSLY ABOUT "'NOT" S'lAM$NG 'LY-THE MY 
TAKBN"..,IP EKE ALL'- 

BLUE LIGIIT, TO HAV 
FOR THIS ALSO TN T'HE . . . -- CONT&CT) - 

Go-B&k and read SERGE MONAST6 "PROJECT 

GRANDMA 

COPY TO CONTACT 

BLUE BEAM".. 

Item #14 is an a 

on 12, 

on 

a 
and 

3112195 

All of these things that go on-various ones are 
now bringing you all these connections, all of these 
answers. What you can sort out from all of the actions 
from mankind is the MIND. It can make you sick, it can 
make you well. It will latch on to whatever is a comfort 
zone, so you can survive and make it through. So 
everybody has multiple personalities; we call them 
aspects. When you go into meditation and you make 
connection with God or Maharaji or anyone-what are 
you doing? You are making mental connection. Well, 
you can make all those mental connections with the 

dark side a lot easier, cause they’re there first. You’ve 
got to ask-YOU’VE GOT TO ASK for the lighted 
forces to show up because you’re on a free will planet, 
but the call compels the answer. When there is genuine 
request for assistance you’re going to get it, but most of 
you won’t wait long enough for it to happen, because 
you already have it cemented in your 
think it should happen. Meanwhile life goes on and 
you’re making all these plans and nothing happens. 
That is not true; youjust don’t know what is happening. 

Everybody assumed that old Gunther Russbacher 
did everybody in. Gunther Russbacher has done exactly 
what I needed him to do, but it’s not very good for HIM. 
We’re going to have to take up that subject today, 
because people’s lives are in danger by the antics of our 
little dark energies. I resent far worse than do you 
having to devote paper space, time and energy to this, 
but we can, one more time, devote a lot of energy to it 
and then it’s over. No more “big deal” energy going 
into it unless we see out there somewhere that it needs 
to be repeated and then you can mail a copy of Tuesday’s 
paper. It IS time you stopped allowing and rebut these 
things. You’ve gone now enough years. You don’t 
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have to rebut them on the basis of some invisible space 
energy. DROP IT! You’re working with the Hosts of 
God and there is a big honking difference1 

You’ve been lied to since the inception-the begin- 
ning of your illusion, so you struggle through your lives 
making the children forget their truth, while you train 
them to your lie. But you’ve got to take a stand and 
you’ve got to quit saying, “Oh, well, I’11 just turn the 
other cheek.* No. It’s time now. You’ve got documen- 
tation, you’ve got confirmation. Start running it in the 
paper. Start rebutting these things. It’s gotten big 
enough now, this CIA garbage. The ones saying out 
there that you’re hooked up with the and you get all 
this funding from the “dark side” and the “black bud- 
get”-BS! This paper has in business because 
you guys have done it, and people out there care enough 
to barely keep it alive. What an insult! The biggest 
insult is that you don’t counter it at all. 

You’ve got to know your enemy and you’ve got to 
know how clever is your enemy and how easily mankind 
is swished around. The only way I know to handle 
this last Ede Koenig, Dr. Koenig, who is a 
thumper, and we therefore are evil because Rayelen 
told her so. Rayelen dressed up in costumes and 
belongs to some secret orders that I don’t think you 
want to hear about-and proud of it. But she will tell 
you, “I work for the white light.” BS! All you have to 
do is once again, not judge the person, judge the 
actions. 

Right now, because of this article, I think it unfor- 
givable-except that being nice guys you have to for- 
give, right?-unconditionally! going to get 

Gunther, if he is not killed. We already have word back 
and this is confirmed. I believe Rick wants to get up 
and shout “Hallelujah” or something, so that you all 
know that it’s confirmed. They are going to sock a lot 
more charges against him to keep him parked, and the 
man needs some surgery, but even that’s a lie. He needs 
some care and that’s NOT a lie. I think the best way to 
do this is to have somebody read and 1’11 just comment 
as we go along...This is extremely important and I will 
interrupt at random probably from the first sentence. 
Let me just say, in the first two paragraphs, it’s almost 

all loo*/ BS. 

[Read by Brent Moorhead: ] 

1995 

After five years as the most visible political pris- 
oner of the Bush Administration, Gunther 
Russbacher’s 2 1 -year sentence was reversed and 
released from prison. His five year ordeal was fraught 
with attempts on his life, beatings, withholding desper- 
ately needed heart medication, and torturous work 
assignments. 

J He also saw his wife and sons intimidated, threat- 
ened, beaten, arrested, and attempts made to kidnap 
and murder them. All of this occurred because 
Russbacher was brave enough to try to tell the truth and 
wake up the American people. 

a a 

What deep dark secrets, and the fear of their expo- 
sure, caused such fear for George Bush and his regime, 
that they would try anything to silence Gunther 
Russbacher? Was it the October Surprise? The trea- 
sonous agreement made with Iran that deprived 52 
Americans of their freedom for an added 72 days? Was 
it the Iran/Contra weapons for hostages and money? 
Was it the diversion of that money to buy weapons for 
the Contras in Nicaragua7 Was it the drugs that came 

back on some of those planes that had shipped weap- 
ons? Was it more dNgS from Panama, Costa Rica, 
Nicaragua and other Central and South American points 
of shipment, which were flown into Homestead Air 
Force Base in Florida aboard United States Govern- 
ment planes? Was it the arms-for-drugs-for-money 
operation that was run out of a small airport in Mena, 
Arkansas? Was it the drugs that were shipped via 

shrimp boats into the Gulf of Mexico and then off- 
loaded tinto the oil platforms of Zapata Oil, a company 
started by George Bush? Was it the CIA involvement 
in the Savings and Loan scandal? What caused so much 
fear and agitation for George Bush, during his reelec- 
tionbattle against Bill Clinton, that he actually rambled 
incoherently about an SR71 that never flew him back 
from a secret Paris meeting...which never took place? 

To illustrate this point, let me quote verbatim from 
the New National edition of June 5, 1992. 
On June 4, 1992, during a press conference, 
were questioning Bush about his policies toward Saddam 
Hussein before the Gulf War. 
One reporter stated that it looked like a Special Pros- 
ecutor was going to be appointed to investigate. Bush 
responded: use 

1980 and an 

So, 

no 

and 

and 

and and 

go 
go 

a a 

a 

a 

a 

a 

a 

go 

Gunther Russbacher was the only Bush 
accuser who had sad anything about Bush 
being flown home in an SR71 spy plane. 
Russbacher clearly states that he was the 
pilot who flew George Bush and many i 

others to the secret meeting. 

So, go Bush was technically correct, the meeting 
was not held in Paris, but in a suburb of Paris: Russbacher 
also states he flew the vice-president candidate home 
from France. The flight took only one-hour-and-45- 
minutes aboard a two seater SR71. While others had 
implicated Bush in the treasonous October Surprise 
deal, no one, except Gunther Russbacher, had men- 
tioned an SR71. 

a a 

a 

go 

a a 

a 

a 
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the overthrow of the Austro-Hungarian Empire went on 
go. to overthrow the duly elected government of the United a 

“Oh, States of America and grab control of it in a midnight 
? session of Congress in 1913. 

These men, including Bush’s ancestors, had met on a 

Jekyll Island and created the Federal Reserve Banking 
System. Bush’s family has been deeply implicated in 

Russbacher was a prisoner in Jefferson City, Mis- this treasonous takeover of America’s banking and 

souri at the time Bush made the above statement. monetary system by foreign bankers from the very 
Russbacher had tried to meet with Ross Perot, and beginning. 
provide him with the details of this flight, but he At the time of the takeover by these international a 

suddenly had a heart attack. Russbacher was taken to bankers, their headquarters was in England. It is still 
a hospital and placed under heavy guard. Immediately based there operating out of the think-tank known as 
upon his release from the hospital, he was taken back to the Tavistock Institute. George Bush also has ties to 
prison where he was attacked and beaten by three England. He quietly claims that he is the legitimate 
guards wielding night sticks. Three bones in his leg heir to the British throne. His CIA code name of White 
and foot were broken and he received a concussion. Rose is an inner circle reference to his royal blood. 
After the beating he was thrown into solitary confine- It is well known that Elizabeth I, and her backers, 
ment. Only an appeal, made by his wife Rayelan, dethroned the legitimate heirs to the throne, the de- 

to Kurt Waldheim, scendants of Catherine of Aragon. This interesting fact 

the president of Austria, succeeded in getting may or may not have anything to do with Bush’s claim 
Russbacher released from “the black hole”. to the throne, or with his of what Russbacher could 

Why did Kurt Waldheim get involved? This ques- reveal, but it begins to put into historical perspective a 

tion opens up the deeply hidden side of this deep cover struggle that has been taking place for hundreds of 
Naval officer who has worked for over 30 years as a CIA years. Catherine of Aragon was descended from an 

field operative. Austrian Empress. The Austrians felt attacked and 
To betrayed when Elizabeth I was placed upon the British you a 

answer the question in a simple way, Kurt Waldheim is throne. 
Gunther Russbacher’s godfather. Russbacher’s father, I state these facts, because it is important for Ameri- bound a 

Karl, was an officer in Das Reich during W.W.11, cans to know is currently taking place 
attached to the Abwehr, the German equivalent to the in the monetary country started hun- a 

CIA. organization that was headed by Wilhelm dreds ofyears ago. The players that vied for power five- a 

Canaris. Canaris is best known for his attempt to hundred years ago, are the same players, i.e., their 

assassinate Adolph Hitler, end the war and restore physical and ideological descendants. These players 

rightful rule to Germany and Austria. are divided into two camps. One camp consists of the 
Russbacher’s uncle was Waldheim’s commanding royal families, which at one time or another, were 

officer. Upon the deaths of both Russbacher’s father under the banner of the Austrian Empire. The other 
and his original godfather, Ernst Kaltenbrunner, the player in this never ending tragic drama is the powerful Always can 
head of Austrian intelligence and one of the early banking interests of England and now of the world. a 
founders of Interpol; Waldheim stepped in to offer his These interests established their control of England 
help and guidance in the raising of young Gunther. 

see, a 
during the time of William and Mary. They expanded the a 

Waldheim played a pivotal role in the early life of andconsolidated theirpowerduring thetimeofDisraeli. a 

Russbacher. This role continued even after Russbacher It was at this time that a many-pronged attack was made job. So you’ve got to get a 

and his mother, the Arch-Duchess ofHungary, Elisabeth upon the Austro-Hungarian empire. 

Weisi von Esterhasxy, were exiled to the United States. 
the Empire 

Many members of the German, Austrian, Hungarian, 
collapsed, the bankers of England began to expand 
their power. Their next victim was the young country 

Italian and other royal families were sent into exile which had so humiliated them a hundred years they have no way to 
after the war. And herein lies the secret that George before...the United States of America. 
Bush feared most. An important digression is needed here. The Ameri- 

The treason involved in October Surprise could can people have to understand that the mindset ofthese create as many 
have caused him to be investigated by the Democratic- men is based in hundred-year cycles. 
controlled Congress, Now that’s terrifying, American lives from week to week, 

The average 

and 
The American go Since 1913 they have 

if found guilty, impeached. But Bush didn’t fear this, 

up in two, four and six-year cycles. fought to keep control of the money in the United States 

because there were just as many Democrats as Republi- 
Because of the two party system and the war between while they secretly worked to pass enough laws in 
Democrats and Republicans, no long range planning Congress to subvert the and turn the 

cans involved in the deal. Bush was confident that he can ever be accomplished. 
would never be accused of treason, much less im- 

This set of events is not American people into slaves of a New World Order 

peached. 
accidental. It was conceived, created and executed by which is run out of the Tavistock Institute by the 
the same people who plan their own futures in hundred- 

The drugs for guns involved many Democrats also, 
invisible hands of a banking cabal which has its roots 

year cycles. To keep the huge sleeping masses from in antiquity. 
including Bill Clinton and many of his friends. The ever having the time to grasp what is For reasons understood only by a secret few, the 
same can be said for the Savings & Loan scandal. If them, the international cabal orchestrated a divide and bankers were the ideological enemies of those people 
Democrats tried to indict any friends or family of conquer mentality for American politics...the two party who claimed descent from certain royal houses. This 
George, they would also be implicating many Demo- system. For the last hundred years, these international bloodline had to be wiped from the face of the Earth or 
cratic congressmen and women. Bush knew he was safe conspirators have focused most of their interest on scattered so thinly around the world that it could never 
from any real threat of exposure for the crimes and capturing the United States. They destroyed and scat- pose another threat to their ends. 
treason he and his friends and family have engaged in 
for tte last forty or more years. 

tered the royal families and went on to greater con- In order to gain a firm grasp upon the economies of 
quests. the world, the bankers had to destroy their enemies and 

If George Bush did not fear Gunther Russbacher “cabal”. a their descendants, wherever they lived. To do this, the 
because of his attempts to expose Bush’s involvements bankers needed money, lots of money. They created a 

in treason, corruption and murder, then what could up get that. never-ending flow into their own pockets, when they 
Russbacher know that Bush was so afraid he would tell? want established the Federal Reserve Bank of the United 

Russbacher knew a secret that had its origins al- lives, he had been given, by States. From there, the international bankers would 
most two decades before George Bush was born. It was a called expand their power base into almost every country in 
a secret about the defrauding of America by interna- the world. 
tional banking interests. It was secret that showed Thesebankers backed the Russian Revolution which 
George Bush’s power came from these bankers. A 
direct line can be traced from these international bank- 

I dethroned the last European royal bloodline. Their 

ing interests to both of Bush’s grandfathers. 
money started World War I and financed both sides. 

The same money and people who were involved in 
Their wealth was multiplied many times over by the 

weapons to all nations involved. 
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The event that triggered WWI started in Sarajevo. 
It was the assassination of Arch Duke Franz Ferdinand. 
His death ended that royal blood line. Russbacher’s 
maternal grandfather, Joseph Weisl von Esterhaszy 
became the Archduke of Austria. Gunther Russbacher 
is one of the last pure royal bloodline of the old Austro- 
Hungarian Empire. He is the last of his line. His 
children are not recognized as heirs to anything be- 
cause they do not have pure blood on both sides of the 
family. 

When Russbacher and his mother were exiled in 
1954, it was done to keep any legitimate heir to the 
Austrian throne from establishing a power base within 
Austria that could eventually help him or her regain the 
throne. 

In 1992, while Gunther Russbacher was fighting to 
stay alive in prison, he was also writing and giving 
interviews. Much of his written work focuses on the 
Federal Reserve banking system and the tremendous 
crime that has been perpetrated upon the American 

people. One of his articles, an expose, of the Federal 
Reserve titled, “The Short Road to Chaos and Destruc- 
tion,” was published in 1992, while George Bush was 
running against Bill Clinton. Shortly afterwards, 
Russbacher published his second article. In it, he 
covered the thinktanks, such as the Council on Foreign 
Relations and the Trilateral Commission, which were 
created with the money stolen from the American tax- 
payers by the Federal Reserve Bank and its enforcing 
Gestapo, the IRS. 

In exposing the Federal Reserve Bank, Russbacher 
was exposing not only the darkest and dirtiest secret in 
the United States, but he was exposing George Bush’s 
hidden powerbase. 

After Bush was defeated, the power from Washing- 
ton that was used to keep Russbacher incarcerated in 
Missouri, began to fade. The Missouri Attorney Gen- 
eral who had been instrumental in charging Russbacher 
with a crime, was himself indicted, convicted and is 
now serving his term in prison. Russbacher and his 
friends in the intelligence community were responsible 
for the investigation that unearthed the former AG’s 
crimes. The rest of Missouri government read the 

handwriting on the wall and took a hands-off approach 
to the Russbacher affair. Several visits by the Austrian 
Ambassador and the Austrian Counsul General prob- 
ably convinced Missouri officials that more was going 

on than met the eye. 
It still took another year of incarceration before 

Russbacher was released from prison, and this was not 
to be accomplished without a great personal and physi- 
cal sacrifice. Russbacher’s main enemies in govern- 
ment were out of power and were scrambling for their 
own lives but his number one enemy was the powerful 
banking industry, and that enemy has its willing slaves 
scattered throughout all aspects of life. 

Shortly after Russbacher’s 2 1 -year sentence was 
vacated, he was returned to the county jail where he had 
been originally sentenced. In this jail, he was given the 
choice of undergoing unnecessary open-heart surgery 

Go on.] and taking his chances with medical 
doctors, or refusing the surgery and being murdered in 
his cell. Of course his murder would be made to look 
like a heart attack and the officials of St. Charles 
County could wash their hands of the whole dirty mess 
by saying that they had offered him his chance for by- 

pass surgery, and he refused it. Five days after open 
heart surgery, he was returned to a cell in the jail. [H: 

you During this time, Russbacher 
had not been allowed to talk to his wife or sons. For 
days they did not know if he was dead or alive. He was 
put into a solitary holding cell that was covered with 
urine and feces. His incisions were still open and 
oozing, but guards would not help him clean the cell. 
He was forced to clean the feces and urine from his cell 
with his own hands, while trying to keep the nausea and 
pain from surgery from causing him to pass out and fall 

on the filth and human waste. From his home near the ocean in California, 
Shortly after this horrific episode reached the ears Russbacher orchestrated a plan for selling and transfer- 

of the American patriot community, Now ring the Philippine gold to Austria. Once he had 
secured the firm offer to sell from the Philippines, the 

HOW deal came to the attention of his enemies within the 
banking world, and two attempts were made to kill him. 

done. His health had suffered under the stress. His liver 
the thousands of was swollen, his pancreas failing, and his kidneys were 

letters began pouring into the offices of the officials of shutting down. a 

the County of St. Charles and into the Governor’s 
office. Faxes and telephone calls tied up the phone 
lines of the governor’s office literally paralyzing the 
Missouri government. Finally the ACLU and Amnesty 22 a 

International took notice and became involved. Within a 

a week, on December 15, 1993, Russbacher was a free 
man. 

His strength was slow in returning, but by the 
middle of January 1994, he was almost back to his a 
health before the operation. It was at this time that heart.“] He was afraid to go into an American hospi- 
Russbacher was first approached with a business propo- tal. He felt he would be killed. Several men who were 
sition that would change the face of the world. also involved in the gold transfer accompanied him to 
Russbacher was asked by representatives of the Intelli- Austria, where he was arrested immediately upon en- 
gence community to become the pivotal figure in the tering the country. He was taken, via helicopter, 
transfer of a large amount of gold from the Philippines 
to Austria. 

a 

a 

go 24 

a 

a 
an a a 

go 

a a 

a ac- 

a 

Go on.] Russbacher and his wife, Rayelan, were told to a hospital where 
that the very large amount of gold would be used to he was nursed back to health. The charges were 
create gold backed currencies for all of the world eventually dropped and he proceeded in the completion 
governments. Russbacher became involved willingly of the gold transfer. 
because he was told that the first country to return to the What had happened m be a done deal while he was 
gold standard would be the United States of America. in America, soon became a nightmare of tangled threads 

that stretched from the gold mines of King Solomon, t0 
the gold teeth of Hitler’s holocaust victims. 

a comment. It 
It's 

She’s 
a a 

a 
a 

She’s But is invalid, so nobody is going to honor it. 
a a 

quite 1700 1800, a 

NO 

1950. 

she a 

a 
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was 

credit card from him, So go on about this gold.] This 
would mean the Federal Reserve System, which backs 

its money with nothing, would cease to exist. SO 
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go on.] Russbacher was impeded at every 
turn. He quickly was told by representatives of the 
Austrian government that the Jews felt all of the gold 
that Russbacher was trying to bring back into the 
country came from the teeth of their grandfathers. 
Russbacher had been told that the gold was the Aus- 
trian gold that had been taken from the Austrian trea- 
sury when Hitler invaded Austria. Russbacher had 

been told that the symbol for Austrian gold, a fox, was 
still stamped on all the bars. He wasn’t told that the 
bars also had HH and the swastika stamped on them. 
(The HH stands for Hitler Helvatia. Helvatia is a Latin 
name for Switzerland.) 

After betrayal, intrigue, lies and misinformation, 
Russbacher finds himself back in an Austrian prison, 
charged with credit card fraud. The gold deal contin- 
ues to move forward. At this point, no one, outside of 
an inner circle, knows the status of the gold transfer, or 
how quickly the world’s governments will see their 
currency replaced with gold-backed currencies. 

In a letter that Russbacher wrote to his wife on 
November 26,1994 he gave the background and partial 
history of the gold transfer which was code named 
Operation White Robe: “L%t me give you a bit of 
background for Operation White Robe. 

1’11 do it narrative style but I feel certain that 
once you have read my words, understanding shall 
ensue. It begins with the U.S. Government imposing an 
embargo against the Swiss. They (the Swiss) had been 
playing hanky panky with the Nazis. They allowed 
them to use their rail systems to bring war materials to 
the German troops of Italy. In return, the Swiss were 
the true bankers of the Third Reich. To further the true 
meaning of hypocrisy, the Swiss received coal from 
Germany (the Swiss have none of their own.) The U.S. 
government went straight for the jugular and imposed 
an all-out food embargo. 

a 

go a 

a 

go. 

go? 

a 

on.] Almost 6O*h of Swiss food was imported from 
other European markets. The Swiss told the U.S. 

(1944) to go to hell and began importing (food stuffs 
from South America,) The vessels flew the Liberian 
and Swiss flags. The U.S. put a halt to that in December 
of 1944. The Swiss had almost ail of Hitler’s gold, 
which he had seized from Jews, the National Bank of a 

Austria, Belgium, France and numerous other coun- 
tries. The gold was a real sore point for the U.S. They a a 

wanted it in their hands. The Swiss, operating on 
orders from Hitler’s men, began the long and worri- 
some transport of the metal to Argentina and Paraguay. 
After March of 1945, the gold bars and chunks of used 
gold were shipped to a remote area of the Philippines. 
There it has remained until we (you and I) entered the 
picture. 

a 

Only a hundred or 
people knew about this horde of precious metals. The a 
White Robe (Templars) 
involved because great gold monstrances (crucifixes) 
as well as solid gold chalices and coins were robbed “1 

from many churches (Catholic of course). It became a 
brand new quest for about 30 of us. Most of these men 
were my seniors and have long since died without 
fulfilling their cause. With the deaths of my two best 
friends in Laos this February, 
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It 

1995, 50 

asked before siding with them against a common enemy 
is: what are your plans for the peoples of the world, and 
especially for America7 

1995 is almost uponus. The history that Russbacher 
has provided in his articles on the Federal Reserve and 
the think tanks is accurate. Only time will tell if his 
prediction about the return to a gold standard and the 
abolition of the Federal Reserve System will take place 
on schedule. 

In a letter from Rayelan, dated January 7, 1995: “I 
a 

things I wanted to share with you. The first comments 
I feel need to be shared are about his health. 

in December of 1994, Gunther 
Russbacher is still in an Austrian prison. He was 
recently moved into a small prison hospital, which 
houses only 50 prisoners. This hospital is located 
within an old Chateau that had been used as a nunnery. 
Close by it is a secret military installation and several 
government safe houses. 

In the United States, a smear campaign has been 
launched against Russbacher, his wife Rayelan and 
anyone else who tries to come to their defense. 

of those who are involved in the smear attacks have 
been exposed by Russbacher to be agents of the United 
States Intelligence Community who have set up news- 
papers !!] or fax machines to monitor, select or 
distort the truth and continue the old game of divide 
and conquer while keeping the sleeping giant confused 

a the 
I was before the surgery. However, 

I 
Last time it almost killed me. I saw the 

doctor today. She stated that I was medically unfit for 
confinement. It appears that the rest of the by-pass 
grafts are shutting down one after the other. If I don’t 

go free on the 24th, (January 24, the day of his trial), 
she recommends in-patient care for my heart problems. 
According to her, I am lucky to be alive after numerous 
heart attacks. (He is referring to the four attacks he had 
while he and I were together in Salzburg). Maybe she 
is right. At any rate I am due for a coronary check up 
with complete work up, soon. It’ll mean at least two 
weeks in a hospital. I won’t let them operate on me as 
long as I have to go into surgery as a prisoner. Hope- 
fully, I’ll continue to hold on to what little health I now 
have. The entire time we were together, I was in pain. 
As you know, the pain pills prescribed by Stan, (Dr. 
Montieth, M.D. of Radio Liberty) caused me more 
problems than they helped. The only relief was given 
by rum you thought I had 

with me trying to function while 
was and still is unbearable. 

The age old battle between the two world powers 
continues. In each generation they change customers 
and countries, but the battle goes on. The innocents of 
the world are thrown into the wars as cannon fodder, 
the helpless pawns of the warring black and white kings 
of a planet, that to these men, is nothing more than a 
chessboard. Human lives have no more meaning that 
the plastic pieces that move in predetermined paths 
across the King’s board. 

It appears that the royal bloodline of ancient Eu- 

“(The period of time he is referring to is after his 
release from prison in Missouri. I don’t need to remind 
you that the open heart quintuple by-pass surgery that 
is currently failing, was forced upon him by Missouri 
officials while he was still incarcerated. If you will 

remember from some of my earlier writings, Gunther 
was taken from his hospital bed, where he had been 
chained, spread eagle, and thrown into an isolation cell 
that was covered with urine and feces. To be able to 
handle the stench, he had to clean the cell himself.. Xve 
days after open-heart surgery, and while he still had 
open wounds from the top of his chest to his ankles. 

rope is getting ready The incisions in his legs, from where the veins were 
for a comeback. taken, become infected, and to this day, they have never 
These ro);als are the healed properly. A lingering infection still causes the 
ancient and time scars on his legs to ooze and crust. Is it any wonder that 
honored true en- he does not want to go into the hospital again while he 
emies of the banking is a prisoner). 
power that is trying u ‘I will allow them to process me as unfit for 
to impose a New confinement and check into a hospital on my own. 

Order upon There is no reason why I should have to continue to live 
the American in a continued state of pain. The doctor stated that I am 
people. Many now to refrain from any activity that could cause heart pain 
recall the old saying: in addition to what I usually live with. So much for my 
“The enemy of my physical problems. You’ll notice that I don’t even 
enemy is my friend” bother to write about the pancreas, kidney or liver 
and look to this trouble, which were exacerbated by my drinking and by 
newly emerging the drug that someone slipped me early in 1994. As 
power as their sav- serious as they are, they are very minor compared to my 
ior. While it is true heart.’ 
that the royals would “In one of the letters I wrote to Gunther, I pointed 

like to destroy the out that many of the changes in governments that he 
power behind the had told me about were beginning to happen. He 
New World Order, it replied as follows: 
must also be remem- L1 you have written, many of the things I told 

bered that the you about are beginning to happen in the United States. 
American peasant People lost faith in this present form of govern- 
has no knowledge of ment. Clinton has done bring about change 
their plan for hu- than many others; it may be happening through a 
vanity. I The ques- backlash, but nevertheless, it is happening under his watch. 
tion that needs to be u ‘I heard yesterday that Woolsey (the Director of 
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the CIA) has turned in his resignation because of minute there is any talk of him being released. Now, dential business information, but Ede was selling it: 

Aldridge Ames and the many other doubles who oper- she left him. She wouldn’t even send money that she “Write in; send your two dollars.” And she did. Some 

ate out of D.C. Things will heat up before summer, and had to help him after she got back. I’m not telling tales of the readers did that to see what would happen. It 

heads of state and commerce will roll. (I think he is out of school. looks really good. 1 wouldn’t waste my money. Don’t 

talking about heads of state around the world and heads The reason we’re having this meeting and dealing send her two dollars. We’ll run it in the paper [seeItem 
of corporations.) It’s only a matter of time until he with this at all is not really for the humor of it. It’s #IS]. That’s silly. Right up there at the top is 125 

(Clinton) has to replace his replacements. He is viewed, serious. It’s critically serious. If she gets on that plane million dollars for Futuronics Studio. I believe all of 

by Europeans, as a fool who has no idea of what to do and goes to Austria, she will be arrested and charged you know that that is underway. That is being prepared 

next. The stage for a peaceful revolution is hereby set. with everything and more than they have charged for the first motion picture, for goodness sake. They are 

Regretfully, it is too late to stop it. The states will Gunther with. They have no intention whatsoever of legitimate. They are going to happen if we can get the 
question the (lost a portion) secede from the union. As allowing her to be with him, period. She can count on human element out of the way. 

said, the stage is set.’ n it. She will be arrested. That doesn’t have anything to The reason it got precipitated is that Rayelan had 

Gunther’s latest mailing address is: Gunther do with anybody in here or me or Ed. That’s just the already joined forces with George Green and all of this 
Russbacher, Wilhelm’s Hohe, 3021 Pressbaum / way it’s been handled. It comes absolutely directly mishmash now has gone all the way back to Grandma 
Tullnerbach, Austria, Europe. Gunther’s lawyers ad- from the police department in Vienna, so I would hope and the most ridiculous type of garbage going out on the 
dress is: Dr. Hans Rene Laurer, 1040 Wien, that friends tell them about it. It will be in this paper. international fax network. So it has to be countered. 
Schwarzenberg Pl. Eingang, Gusshausstrasse 2, Aus- Why has it been precipitated in this way now? There isn’t anything else to do about it. We don’t 

tria, Europe, Telephone 011-43 l-504 41 42. Because Ede Koenig put it in the intend to give any more energy to it. Once it’s pre- 

and nobody pays much attention to them. She also sented, that’s it. Anyone wants to know, they can get 

Wien, arn 27, Janner 1995 published a list of your projects which she got from a copy of the paper. Any questions so we can move on? 

mc/950125 Rayelan Russbacher. You see, you all have some projects. Question: Wasn’t that historical comment about 

Telefax - Nachricht/Fax They’re all done and ready to be presented. You have the European royal houses and the Federal Reserve 
Transmission a plan for different corporations and different people to pretty right on? 

An/To: 8 get funding and do these things. Well, when it came H: Yes, and I believe you will find before it’s all 

z-Hd/Attn: time to do the funding, there was plenty of money. They over that it’s Gunther Esterhaszy and he’s attached all 
Betr./Re.: Gunther Russbacher wanted some more documentation and, I don’t know, the way through the Romanovs and the Czar of Russia. 
NachrichtfMessage: Ed or somebody already had a list of the projects, but it So a lot of things check out and a lot of things are valid. 

The verdict in case of Russbacher isn’t yet spoken. ended up with Gunther, and then guess what! They are But I think you can see that Gunther Russbacher, in his 

We have the next Courts session at April 4, 1995. legitimate projects, so there’s no skin off anybody’s mind, had become emperor. Rayelan had become em- 

I suppose that Russbacher will be then released, as nose that someone wanted to make them public, except press of the dumdum ship. And we would have a return 
in most cases we managed to proof his innocence. the way it came through. Miss Ede said, “Well, you of royalty which would slop on over to the United 

Best regards, know, nobody, except being backed up by the govern- States, through all this gold. It’s important that you 

/s/DDR.R.Laurer ment-no projects of this magnitude have ever been ones understand something. You are in the time of 

planned since the pioneers. So they must be backed by brainwashed existence. Yes, it can be countered. Once 

I have been in close contact with the receiver of the the black budget of the government.” No. it is to the extent of a Russbacher or even a Rayelan- 

above fax. He has been in close contact with Gunther A few things are under way, and Mr. Russbacher this little princess runs around in her little worlds. She 

and his lawyer, but at this time prefers to remain guaranteed the funds-going to get them from Austria is as splintered as he is, but only in a different way and 
anonymous. He said Gunther was able to prove his from the bank-his own funds. But nobody held their she is shrewd. You will find your enemy is very, very 
innocences and should be released on April 4, 1995. breath. A continuation for funds and there are four or shrewd. She was smart enough, even after she was 

[End of reading.] five other sources out there. They just never seem to insulted by George Green, to hook up with him, to try 
EC: I’d like to comment on the way Gunther re- happen either. But you see, we had to have somebody to silence anybody around here. Especially HER intent 

ports, like when he’s telling you what’s going to hap- else in Austria who qualifications for Austrian would be, because she believes it. She knows there’s 
pen. Every night while we were asleep, he’d get on the connections. We got it and he seems a bigger flake to gold and she intends to have it at all costs. ALL 

phone. He is very fluent in Russian, French, German- most of you than Gunther. Don’t question God’s plans. COSTS. So she’s going to side in with anybody who is 

so you never knew what he was talking about. I never Just because you don’t know what’s going on doesn’t going to pull down Hatonn. Well, I want to tell her and 

knew what anybody was talking about over there! Then mean God doesn’t know what’s going on. I want to tell you there ain’t nobody going to pull down 

in the morning he’d make some magnificent prediction And that’s the hardest thing Dharma has to face. Hatonn! Yes, the way you counter these things is- 

about what’s going to happen this day. I kept waiting This is why I have to talk about it right out in public. finally-if one wants to be healed-which Gunther 
for it to happen, and it didn’t happen. I Because she thinks somehow, because others treat her would-he will weep. He wants to be healed. He knows 
checking and nothing that he said ever happened. Now this way, if she doesn’t know, nothing’s happening. he’s nuts. Rayelan doesn’t want to be healed. She 

this is Goosie, the liar. He cannot tell the truth. The Well, it’s gotten to the point that the less she knows wants to control. She is a controller. I think I’d like to 

man is incapable of telling you the straight story that is about that the better off she is, and all of you. leave that here for now. 
credible, believable, and capable of being validated. So 
anything you hear in here of Quack-Quack quoting 
Goosie and little Miss Muffett-or better yet, Chicken 
Little-that’s Rayelan for me. Chicken Little just goes 
around, just babbling anything that comes, until she 
triggers this guy. And she does trigger him. Over there 
I didn’t catch this at all, because I didn’t know about 
these MPDs. But there would be these times when he’d 
be in the throes of dying. I’ve ,seen people die, so you 
can’t pass it by me. She would come in and I would just 
take a sort of “If you’re going to get well, you’re going 
to get well. If you’re going to die, hurry up, ‘cause 
you’re too much of a problem as it is.” She would start 
clicking rings with this cat. Some sort of something 
from Sobal or Cobal or Tobal or whatever and he would 
respond. Again, this same thing, so what I am driving 
at is whatever Quack-Quack says, quoting him, is not to 
be accepted in the slightest. Not in the slightest. If you 
give me time I can even push it back to number 1, 
number 2, number 3, because there are a number of 
them. 

H: The reason that it becomes important is that 
there are other people whose lives are at stake, as we 
speak, because of this ridiculousness. If Rayelan is 
foolish enough to get herself together-which she fully 
intends to do, and you can count on George Green to 
help foot the bill-she would go straight to Austria the 

But Ede-not onlv was she given actually confi- 
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#15 
1. 

INC. FACTORY, for manufacturing, distributing and 
assembling factory-built cellular (foamed) concrete 
homes and commercial building modules (not domes). 

2. FOOD, construc- 
tion of a two-faceted agricultural project; hydroponics 
and quonset-type greenhouses, producing tomatoes and 
lettuce. $2.15 

3. FACTORY, mass 
manufacturing and distributing of a line of quality low- 
budget homes priced under $29,000 for 1,000 square 
feet of living area. (Comparable homes wouldcost S45- 

$5 

4. 

MOVIE/TV STUDIOS, facilities for the production of 
feature length motion pictures, TVdocumentaries, mini- 
series and programs (both live and prerecorded), and 
commercials. $125 

5. 

RESTAURANT/HOTEL COMPLEX, a successful chain 
of synergistic restaurant/hotel/service station/gift-wine- 
novelty shops currently doing business in California. 
$20 

6. 

FOOD, greenhouse project to raise 3.6 million OGY. 
pounds of premium tomatoes per year. $2.9 

7. DEVELOP- 
MENT, Commercial/office/-residential real estate de- 
velopment on 2000 acres of land recently annexed to 
the City of Tehachapi, California. 140 acres has com- 
plete infra-structure at cost of $7 million. $50 

8. FACTORY, manufactur- 
ing and selling of earth compressing equipment for 
making “adobe” earthblocks. $16 

9. SATELLITE NETWORK, world- 
wide broadcast system, in place and available for sale. 
$38 

10. WHOLESALE, 
food, clothing, lumber and hardware. 150,000 square 
feet facility for bulk purchase and storage. $20 

11. $5 

12. $10 

13. Local com- 
pany can be purchased, needs additional inventory. $5 

14. Couldbe a 
huge reservoir of major barter supplies. 
As much as $200 

15. $10 (for small 
aircraft). (Unlimited for large aircraft.) 

16. FACTORY, 36’ 
dome homes, 1,400 sq ft priced at $49,000 (lowest 
competition $7 

17. FACTORY, 50’ 
dome homes, 2,600 sq ft priced at $149,000 (lowest 

competition $220,000). 
18. FACTORY, IOO’plus domes, 

church, hospital, etc. $17 

19. FACTORY, 200’plusdomes, 
warehouse, factory, FUTURONICS STUDIO, etc. $24 

NOTE: Even when there is no drought, water is by 
far the most indispensable resource. Only by buying 
property with wells already in service can water rights 
be protected. The following parcels of land have water 

rights and/or. agriculture in place: (Prices are high 
estimates.) 

20. WATER, MINERALS, 300+ 
20 ACRE LOTS, RECREATION 24,000 acres. S20 

21. WATER, ORCHARDS, 
FOOD 200 acres. $5 

22. WATER, ORCHARDS, FOOD 
160 $3 

23. RANCH WATER, FOOD, 58,000 sq 
ft covered arena (storage and temporary factories) 160 

24. WATER, OR- 
CHARDS, FOOD 475 acres. $2.5 

25. Y.M.C.A. WATER, RECREATION, SCHOOL 
unknown $2 ago, current 
info). 

26. COMMERCIAL, LIGHT 
INDUSTRIAL 140 acres $1 

27. MOVIE (Just rec’d Bud- 
get today) S45,292,584. 

28. “FOOD SUPPLEMENT” 
FACTORY S30 

29. (Dairy cattle, chickens, etc.) 
$500,000. 

30. AG 
Approx 800 cultivated acres with unlimited water 

3 1. 

stable, out buildings, 10 acres, water, developable 
$800,000 

32, 160 

developable 
33. 140 acres, working 

water system with 25-30 service customers, develop- 

able $2 

34. 125 acres, lovely home, 
barn and stables, large garage with apartment 
$2.5 

35. (In- 
cluding COURT OF LAST RESORT and PATRIOT 
HALL-OF FAME) $3 

PROJECT LIST II 
HEADINGS AND SUBHEADINGS 

TO 5, 1988 

1. 

a. Algae 
b. Chickens: meat & eggs 
c. Dairy: milk, cheese, butter, etc. 
d. Fish 
e. Fruit orchards 
f. Goats 
g. Greenhouse 
h. Hydroponics, etc. 
i. Sheep 

j. Turkeys I 

k. Tofu 
1. General farming: hay, grains & vegetables 
m. Food processing 
n. Fiber processing: wool, etc. 
o. Tree trimming & wood processing 
p. Herbs & Medicines 

2. 

a. Cement 
b. Chalk stone 
c. Earth stone 
d. Lumber 
e. Metals 
f. Sand & gravel 

g. Gypsum 

h. Aluminum 
i. Pumice 

j. Glass 
k. Ytong 
1. Kiln dust 

3. 

a. Broadcast facility/radio & TV 
b. Camera development 
c. Convention center 
d. Hotel & Restaurants 
e. Motion picture & sound studio 
f. T V Studio 
g. Satellite transmitter/receiver (StarLink) 

4. 

f. 

ii: 
i. 

j. 
lG 
1. 
m. 

General contractors 
Sub contractors 
Brick layers 
Concrete 
Earth movers 
Electricians 
Engineers/Architecturai, Civil, 
Mechanical & Etectrical 
Framers 
Landscapers 
Plumbers 
Roofers . 
Tile Layers 
Solar Installers 
Steel Fabrication 
Welding 

n. Cabinet makers 
5. 

a. Accounting & Bookkeeping 
b. 

d. Planning & Strategy 
e. Secretarial & Word Processing 
f. Corporation Formation & Management 

6. ENERGY 

a. Electrical Generation & Storage 

b. Fuel & Fuel Storage/Gas, Diesel, etc. 
c. Heat & Heat Storage (Incl ShanStone) 

d. Wind 
e. Solar hot water/steam 
f. Methanol 
g. Methane 

7. 

a. Employee “Pool”/Off~ce, Retail, etc. 
b. Employee “Pool”/Consbuction, Service, etc. 

8. 

a. Appraiser(s) 
b. Bank 
c. Escrow Service 
d. Mortgage Bankirfg 
e. Mortgage Broker 
f. Real Estate Broker 
g. Surveyor 
h. Title Insurance 
’ Barter Facility 

9. eboD 
a. Production 
b. Processing 

Storage 
d. Distribution 
e. Grist Mill 

10. 

a. Ambulance Services 
b. Emergency Care 
c. Hospital Care 
d. Convalescent Care 
e. Preventative Care 
f. Dental Care 
g. Chiropractic Care 
h. Hypnotherapy 
i. Holistic Care 

j. Retreat Facility 
k. Herbalist 
1. Acupuncture 

11. 
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a. Planning 
b. Management (Leasing & Rental) 
c. Construction 

12. 
a. Farm & Orchard Land 
b. Building Lots 
c. Loop Ranch 
d. North Tehachapi 
e. Sullivan Property 
f. Cummings Property 
g. Nunes Property & Facility 
h. Patterson Property & Equipment 
i. Arena Building 

j. Water Canyon Property 
k. Motor Partners Property 
1. YMCA 

13. 
a. Autos 
b. Trucks 
c. Busses, Vans & RVs 
d. Agricultural Equipment 
e. Earth Moving Equipment 
f. Construction Equipment 
g. Manufacturing Equipment 
h. Water Tanks 
’ Fuel Tanks and Tank Trailers (New, Used & 
barnaged) 

j. Refrigerated Trailers (New, Used & Damaged) 
k. Railroad Cars & Equipment 

14. 

a. Terra-Block Machines 
b. Terra-tile Machines 
c. Kachelofen Ceramic Stoves 
d. Chalk Stone Machines & Equipment 

e. Cellular Concrete Homes 
f. Cellular Concrete Commercial 
g. Cement 
h. Nuts & Bolts, Drill Bits, etc. (Clark Tool) 
i. Vitamins & Minerals 

j. Honeycomb Drywall (Jeffers) 
k. Batteries 
1. Solar Panels & Luz Panels 

m. Clothing 
15. 

a. Writing 
b. Editing 
c. Printing 
d. Copying 
e. Binding 
f. Packaging 
g. Mailing/Shipping 
h. Glues & Adhesives 

16. 

a. Appliance 
b. Office & Electronics 
c. Auto, Truck & Heavy Equipment 
d. House Cleaning 
e. Home Remodel & Repair 
f. Electrical 
g. Janitorial 
h. Plumbing 
i. Landscape & Garden 

17. 

a. Auto & Truck Parts 
b. Heavy Equip Parts 
c. Grocery 
d. Hardware 
e. Furniture 
f. Lumber 
g. Office Equipment 
h. Office Supplies 
i. Animal Feed 

j. Music and Musical Instruments 
k. TV & Audio Equipment 
1. VCR & Audio Tapes, etc. 
m. Books 19. Magazines 

18. 
Private Company 

19. 

a. Mjni Storage 
b. Food 
c. Fuel 
d. Water (Cistern) 
e. Chemicals (Sealant) 
f. Paper & Plastic Goods 
g. Underground 

20. 

a. Child Care 
b. Schools 
c. Vocational School 

’ Powdered Metal 
22. 

a. Airport, Air Service & Air Taxi 
b, Bus & Van Service (Regular to Bakersfield) 

c. Helicopter Service (Fire & Emergency Ambulance) 
d. Horse Breeding, Training & Therapy 
e. Railroad, Switch Engine, Crane & Cars 
f. Truck Transportation Service 
g. Truck Stop & Bulk Storage Facility 
h. Veterinarian & Animal Shelter 
i. Garbage Trucks 

21. J. Monolith RR Siding 

d. 

;I 

5 
h. 

Energy Production, Metal & Crystal Based 
Photovoltaic 
Solar/Hot Water, Steam, Oil, Furnace, ORC, etc. 
Wind 
Energy Storage/Electrical 
Energy Storage/Heat, Air, Gravity, etc. 
Tesla Turbine 

Bladders & Cisterns 

23. 

a. Production 
b. Distribution 
c. Treatment 
d. Reclamation 
e. Storage 
f. Well Drilling 
g. Waste Disposal 

RICHARD SNELL 

Readers, we now have a request. On March 7, Judge 

Wright dissolved Richard Snell’s Stay-of-Execution. An execution date 

has now been set for April 19. A petition for a clemency hearing has 

been submitted and the date of the hearing .should be known by the 

middle of the week. Richard Snell’s attorney,has agreed to receive mail 

on his behalf and will see to it that it is presented to the Clemency Board. 

Jeff Rosenzweig, Esq. 

Attorney-at-Law 

300 Spring St., Suite 310 

Little Rock, AR 72201 

And Mary Snell would also benefit from receiving some words of 

encouragement. 

Mary Snell 

Box 6708 

Texarkana, TX 75505-6708 

THANK YOU! ! ! ! 
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Suspicious 

through the files, and dig that damned letter from the 
Commander of that ‘spaceship’ out, and send it out on 
the network for all of you to read. 

aa a 

y 

a 

#2 tion (letters) from any of the sources and let US have a 
look. Then, without changing an “ass”, “shit”, “shove 

so will it in the future.] 

BOILING CAULDRONS AND it” or misspelled words-PRESENT THE ONES RELA- 
(Last paragraph] “WHO built that humongous build- 

POT STIRRINGS 
ing out in ARLINGTON VIRGINIA worth HUNDREDS 

TIVE TO THIS STUPID IN COPY FOR- OF BILLIONS OF DOLLARS..and the CONGRESS 
MAT (AS IS, EXACTLY) TO YOU READERS. 

In view of the Team’s tempers and distempers Keep in mind that NOBODY from this place, or 
and SENATE knew nothing about the “P R 0 J E C 

having “enough” of some of the garbage pouring forth anywhere within our circle of workers-HAS RE- 
T”..(?)..could this be the same funding for the SPACE 
SHIP AND ITS CREW or the CONTACT7 IS this the 

I am asked to make some arbitration decisions. I am, CEIVED ANYTHING BUT MISERY FROM ALL, 
therefore, going to ask that this nonsense in point be 

reason for the unfounded attacks? (I WOULD THINK 
SAVE RONN JACKSON, AND WE GET ACCUSA- VERY SERRIOUSLY ABOUT “NOT” STANDING IN 

handled in a professional manner which requires work TIONS OF OUR BADGERING AND “ATTACKING” THE BLUE LIGHT. TO HAVE MY SOUL TAKEN”.. IF 

in the organizing of documents and an issue of CON- HIM. EXCEPT FROM HIM. I CANNOT BELIEVE I WERE ALL OF YOU..,FOR THIS WAS ALSO IN 
to basically be devoted to nothing other than the THATHE WOULD BE SUCH ANON-PROFESSIONAL THE CONTACT) 

issues in point regarding personalities. My, my, some AS TO FEEL ANYTHING BUT RESPECT FROM ME 
of the cute little temptresses are busy. Well, I ask that OR MINE. 
the staff go through the exercise for it is time to I want Rick Martin to be the lead organizer of the 

[END OF QUOTING] 

establish positions and point out a few ideas which documents, please, but I ask Dr. Ed Young to do the 
seem to be quite “strange” to some readers WHO DON’T editorializing. Why? Because the accusations may 

She professes to believe that rsomehow said she 
was morally and spiritually bankrupt-when I referred 

EVEN SUBSCRIBE TO CONTACT-but are obviously well be against Ekkers, but they don’t really have a to your nation. 
our best “out ofcontext” readers. I amembarrassedfor thing to do with anything-except it has cost them 

That is also her- prerogative; I am 
b 

the ones who are the brunt of that viper’s venom but it dearly as well as family members who helped support 
eginning to think perhaps she may be closer to correct 

than was I. 
is their prerogative to act in foolishness as they choose. these people who now claim that they AND 

Somehow all of us are supposed to “take 

I know that the majority of you readers are bored are Intelligence operations. One of the most humorous 
anything” and any kind of insult-well, it ain’t going 
to be so, readers. The CONTACT STAFF is pushed too 

silly over nonsense and petty quibbling. With that in things so far is the following last paragraph from far1 
mind, almost all of the pure trash that arrives is NOT Grandma’s 7:56 A.M., Mar. 9, 1995 notice: “FOR 
aired publicly. However, there comes a time when MAXIMUM DISTRIBUTION VIA FAX NETWORKS, 

I cannot understand her continuing bashing of the 

information being faxed about on the networks we PLEASE COPY AND DISTRIBUTE. D A T E L I N E 
paper FOR HONORING HER DEMANDS. Further, 

SERVE is so false and damaging to all, it has to have “ U.S.A” (COPYING AS NEARLY AS POSSIBLE AS 
what is this assumption that this paper belongs to 

confrontation. OFFERED), number nine, March 9, 1995. The letter is 
anybody who wants to print obscene-languaged letters 

I have no desire to, nor shall I, go into rebuttal being reproduced elsewhere. And again it is to: Dear 
and actually presented NOTHING-BUT HAS 
RECEIVED RENT MONEY, GIFTS OF MONEY AND 

mode. I will leave that to the staff of the paper in Fellow Americans (as taken from Ronn’s format!): LOVING RECOGNITION AND APPRECIATION 
point-for it is NOT “MY” PAPER. “I” was never I will back up just a bit and offer also the first FROM BOTH THE STAFF AT CONTACT AND READ- 
offered ANYTHING from one Vina Durham except paragraph of Grandma Vina’s letter as well as the last. 

insults and orders regarding my “ass”. 

ERS THEREOF. If simply uninformed, then is it M) 

She has publicly The in-between is SO entertaining as to not spoil it for difficult to get informed? She complains that she 

accused E.J. of “damning God” on several occasions you nice readers. 
and that is totally false and absurd. So, in fair judicial 

doesn’t even get a paper. Why should she get a free 

outlay I ask the following of and request [QUOTING:] 
paper? Because we tried to include her UNTIL SHE 
CALLED THE STOP, why would papers longer be sent 

that volunteers from anywhere help gather informa- 
tion-from the correspondence of Russbachers, Koenig, [First paragraph] Frankly, “I” have had enough of 

to her? She speaks of our small readership and how can 

Grandma (aka Vina Durham and Mrs. Herman/ this mean mindness which is going on. Therefore after 
we possibly stay if not funded by CIA or 

Hermann), Ronn Jackson, various receivers of informa- the “meeting” on the issues at hand, I am going to go 
something of the sort? BY YOU READERS. 

In staff, please just include the listing 

is a unique and inspired newspaper for concerned citizens 

everywhere, though it particularly focuses on the United States because of 

this country’s special mission in the affairs of the world. That is, “As goes 

the United States, so goes the world.” 

is a vehicle for Commander Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn’s most 

recent writings on important current affairs, plus those from other en- 

Light-ening sources, on matters critical to a responsible and informed 

public at this time of planetary transition and final days of battle between 

the Forces of Light and the “Evil Empire” forces of darkness. 

exists to counteract the manipulating lies and clever half- 

truths put out (on purpose) by the regular print and broadcast media 

prostitutes of the Satanic Elite controllers-parasites who are in the 

process of economically, physically, and spiritually collapsing this once 

great country (and actually the entire planet) down to a slave-state level of 

existence under their diabolical control plan called The New World Order. 

This newspaper, began life on March 30, 1993, risen, like 

the mythical bird, with great determination “up from the ashes” of its 

internationally acclaimed predecessor called 

in turn, began life in mid-October of having 

evolved from an earlier newsletter called the 

which itself came into existence as a faster way to get THE TRUTH out to you 

readers than was possible with the more substantial “book” format of the 

Much incredible ground has been covered so far in that mission. 

While the ‘.r motto reminded all that “The Truth Will 

Set Free”, the motto, displayed prominently in the masthead, 

takes that thought another important step forward and proclaims: “Ye 

The “Phoenix Project” is about those preparations needed-at body, mind and 

soul levels-to both understand and survive the great healing which are 

beginning to energize this beautiful little planet, now so frazzled and tortured from 

abuses of all kinds. We look forward, with great expectations, to the 

with all of you-a coming together that is rapidly taking place as the entire Phoenix 

Project “ground crew” continues to connect, solidify, and gain strength through 

becoming informed of THE TRUTH. Indeed, welcome aboard, friends! 

Editor-In-Chief, 
, 
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of our projects as advertised like clandestine operations mation for it is taking lots of energy from the people 

by Ede Koenig obtained from Rayelan Russbacher- who man and PAY FOR the fax networks, etc. You will NOW AVAILABLE 
from Gunther who was going to get financing funds note that NOTHING IS OFFERED TO HELP THESE 
from Austria. How little honor or integrity is left to the FAX NETWORKS-SAVE A LOT OF MOUTH, A 
man in point? LOT OF NOTICES-AND, THANKS TO THAT, ONES 

Does Rayelan LOVE Gunther7 Are you kidding me SUCH AS KEN VARDON HAD TO SHUT HIS DOORS. 
with such a question? She cursed him, left him in I am so honored to be allowed to work with the staff 

Austria to take the fall, flew back to the U.S. on at who work for all but nothing except no 
unauthorized funds from Father Cleary’s credit card sleep, no rest, no ability to do other than survive-and 

Defrauding America 
and, now, does this kind of fun and games? The receive this kind of garbage. 
Austrian police already have a copy of Ede Koenig’s This is not to complain, however, for the piles of by RODNEYSTICH 
(Rayelan’s last writing) presentation. Boy, that Miss letters and thoughtful things and cards overwhelm our 

Muffett is hurting Gunther more than your wildest senses with love and appreciation. But, readers, you m One of the most explosive books on the 

imaginings-OR, is that the intent? This is beyond have to know because is YOUR paper and the pattern of hard- 

accidental or incidental-this action is MEAN, this is what is happening behind the scenes. The only core criminal activities implicating high fed- 

DEADLY for Gunther and, Miss Raye, I do not have to way we plan to handle this is to simply print it all, eral officials and how it affects the American 

judge the “person” but the actions are truly beyond your including a 15-page letter from Rayelan to another 
usual trickery and deceit. I do not speak BEHIND party, Doris Ekker’s response to that letter which was corruption by federal officials, and a pattern 

BACKS-but I don’t believe that you subscribe to not singularly kept secret but was addressed to many, of criminal misuse of federal offices against 
either-but you have gotten letters for they INCLUDING Rayelan Russbacher. American public.The contents are sup- 

have been sent TO YOU. YOU WANT WAR? YOU You are all involved in O.J. Simpson’s trial and ported by a group of former federal investiga- 
JUST TOOK ON THE STAFF OF need EVIDENCE-fine, in the same mode of opera- tors, covert intelligence agency operatives 

You, Rayelan, and Gunther Russbacher have ripped- tion-YOU BE THE JURY. We don’t even plan to and contract agents, former FBI, police, and 
off hundreds of thousands of <bollars from caring friends present an argument of great measure but it is a GOOD 
(past tense). You even accused one precious person of OPPORTUNITY for Dr. Young to get a lot of pent-up 

private investigators, composing a block of 

POISONING GUNTHER, making him an alcoholic and energy expressed. Most of us around here may not have Among the corrupt activities described 
squealing on his umissionn only to find there was NO impressive CREDENTIALS-but Dr. Young does. This 
MISSION. YOU KNOW, RAYELAN, THAT THERE does not infer that the others aren’t equally qualified Epidemic drug trafficking into the United 
WAS NO MISSION. People we know not only got stuck nor credentialed-BUT DR. YOUNG IS SERVING AS States. 
with your bills, hotels and airlines, but some actually THE EDITOR-IN-CHIEF OF 
mortgaged their homes to get funds to HELP YOU thing in khalf of the team that puts out this paper: FROM 
TWO RIP THEM OFF. LAYOUT TO SUBJECT MATERIAL, IT IS THE BEST 

and HUD looting. 

If this “operation” is a CIA project-then your 
Conversion of Chapter 11 courts into a 

government is even worse than we calculated and the On that note I will close this writing. I ask that the 
criminal enterprise. 

most profoundly underpaying organization yet to be “Ede Koenig”/Rayelan article be put to disc to save 
October Surprise and its criminal coverup. 

found. Thanks to you, the Ekkers no longer have a time, please. I intend to go through that item by item 
The ugly part of the Iran-Contra scandal. 

credit card for emergency use. You were caught be- when we here meet and I ask that that be right away. 

cause, after running up thousands of dollars on it, you Gunther’s very life is at stake because of the deception 
then tried to add another $22,000 (DOLLARS) in “cash”. in that paper of hers. 

THE CREDIT CARD COMPANY STOPPED IT! Little When the Russbacher arresting officer’s commander 
drug money laundering. 

Gaye of her own travel agency picked up unpaid costs called about the arrest of Russbacher the first thing E.J. 
FOR YOU TO RUN BACK AND FORTH FROM CALI- asked was “what about Mrs. Russbacher?” The officer 

ment attorneys. 

FORNIA TO MISSOURI, YOUR MOTHER, YOUR said, “Well, she got away but was just a silly female 
Felony persecution of informants by Justice 

CAT AND SUZY WARD. Suzy, bless her precious anyway and you know women!” Doris was NOT im- 
Department attorneys and federal judges. 

heart, has since refunded the funds. I am talking pressed with the tone but perhaps Austria is not the 

THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS, RAYE. One particu- typical Gloria Allred“patience with women’s lib” cen- 

larly painful episode is when Jack and Sandy T. gave ter. It was suggested, further, that charges be brought 

E.J. a gift to meet some needs, in cash, and that SAME against Mrs. Russbacher in the U.S. People here de- 

day Gunther and YOU called and were “desperate”- clined because it was felt that there were obviously 

you had to have money, cash, by special delivery or you accomplices “over there” and no charges were brought 

would be evicted from your hotel without food or place by anyone on a personal level. There is no CIA bankroll 
to go (in Missouri). E.J. asked the “Ts” if he might send and Ekkers and Cleary, and several others, had to turn Washington 8 

the funds-almost a thousand dollars, plus $1200 more it over to the Credit Card companies. The credit card Baltimore: 

to cover your behinds. What did you spend it on? Well, companies have swallowed THOUSANDS of dollars 

Gunther laughed and said he had been able to get a usedby Russbachers (we suppose)-almost S 10,000 the 
$10,000 watch for around $600-700 and he needed a couple of days before Russbacher’s arrest. If all this is 

watch so he got it. Funny thing about that, it appears somehow staged -nobody here was informed and the 

he just gave away a whole bunch of phoney Rolex play couldn’t go on. Nobody around here could possi- 
watches-but neither Ekkers nor “Ts” ever saw one. Want bly afford to live as the Russbachers got accustomed to 
more, Raye? The lists of your antics am without limit. in Austria. Do I, Hatonn, feel responsible? Yes indeed, 

for some of it because it all started tine and then Onceagain however,YOUplaceindangermanypeople. 
Some of those people put their very lives on the line prior to Rayelan went to Austria after I asked her not to do so- 

features 

nowandNOW,YOUCOMEUpWITHTHIS GARBAGE- AND IT WENT TO DISASTER IMMEDIATELY. 

WHY? ORISlTYOURINTENTTOHAVETHEMMUR- I have one last thing to offer. Yes indeed, we ran 

DERED? I ask right now that Father Ckary be immediately a notice in the paper for anyone of you out there to 

informedsohecancontactthosenecessary partiesofwhichhe HOLD ONTO YOUR CREDIT CARDS. Russbachers 

might be able to alert were calling everyone they could get a phone number 

Do I seem to no “Godly” patience with you, for. Since I had backed them-guess who got blamed 

Raye? I hope it appears that way-because I have when it hit the fan? Ah HA! Well, our people are tired 
nothing but pity for you. You are most certainly of it. It is painful enough to be royally raped by the 

-but when the claimers of desire for free- 
a his 

working with a groupie worthy of your talents and government 
Grandma is gracious enough to share them with us. dom and honor again for your nation-do these things, 

tory 

Vina Durham’s intent was always WORTHY and all it is unacceptable. We function within, FIRST: GOD’S 
she really THOUGHT she wanted was to serve her LAWS AND COMMANDMENTS, and SECOND: TO 
nation and its citizens. YOU, ON THE OTHER HAND, THE VERY LETTER OF THE LAW OF THE LAND- 
RAYE, SEEM TO SERVE NONE OTHER THAN SA- EVEN IF UNCONSTITUTIONAL. 
TAN, Is my language explicit enough? All of these 
things are certainly-IN MY OPINION. 

Either DefiaucEins or U@iendl 

So, readers, we continue to have to offer the infor- 
Skies is $25.00 plus $2.50 shipping. 
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WHILE ROME BURNS.... 

How are you enjoying the fiddle symphony [pages 
2-391 while the nation burns? No, beloved readers, 
NOT YOU. You are changing a world with your hands 
and minds; with “quills” in hand and parchment shall 
you bring a world into freedom. How long will it take 
to do this job? As long as it takes! 

There is so much to do, in so many directions and 
the hearts are pained as a world so slowly awakens. 
Today in many parts of the world there are storms and 
as ones finally can pull away to get some rest the clock 
bell rings and the eyes are tired, the mind weary and a 
sense of dread spreads as the heavens pour their bounty 
upon the lands. Can you ever be prepared ENOUGH? 
Yes-to survive. To hold all in security is far more 
difficult. Worse, as you are forced to “survive” and 
“secure”, the dirty players continue their serenade of 
distractions. 

WHY BOSNIA 7 
THE FAKE NATIONAL EMERGENCY 

Why is the issue of Bosnia suddenly in the forefront 
AGAIN? Nothing has changed. The U.S. has done 
nothing to assist and now the talk is of unleashing the 
armadas which will, of course, escalate the war. You 
think it is NOT politically motivated? Think again, 

carefully. It is time to RENEW THE STATE OF 
NATIONAL EMERGENCY AND IT HAS BEEN SET 
AND RENEWED FOR THE LAST SEVERAL YEARS 
ON THE BASIS OF THE CIRCUMSTANCE &I 

Does it make you angry, furious, or is it just 
another notable distraction7 Did you even know about 
the State of National Emergency (SINCE 1932)? Did 
you know that the current excuse for that CONTINU- 
ING State of Emergency is BOSNIA? 

These are the things we need to write about, read- 
ers. As we sit here to write and Dharma realizes we 
have to devote time and space to the distracters and 
liars she all but refuses to write for me. I understand, 
but she, and you, must understand something-the 
legal shenanigans DO NOT STOP while we attend our 
business of writing. Rayelan Russbacher has joined 
forces with Ede Koenig, George Green, Grandma and 
any they can dredge up with lack of insight enough to 
tag along blindly to the Devil’s tune. Is this Evil? In 
its most Blackened cape and red lining! The 
of distraction in sharing the facts of presentation (from 
such as Grandma) are presented because it is MEANT 
to shut down the paper and produce more and more 
suits in order to bury our people, It MUST BE coun- 
tered-there are no legal choices. 

George Green and David Horton pushed too far and 
they are now desperate. George and Horton perpetrated 
FRAUD upon the Federal Bankruptcy Court in Nevada! 
This is not something anyone ELSE did-THEY DID 
IT and that is a FELONY offense which automatically 
is turned over to the criminal court for investigation. 

George lied about America West Publishers having 
and owning the first 50 or so journals. He claims they 
are owned by America West Distributors and he has 
nothing to do with it. Ah, but the inside “copyright” 
pages show AMERICA WEST PUBLISHERS. This is 

not even in evidence in the court. But this is not our 
subject. So, what is the subject? TRUTH and the ability 
of YOU to know it. Otherwise these nasties would have 
no impact. However, since the intelligence group we 
apparently work for doesn’t recognize us as being on 
their payroll-we have to counter to be allowed to stay 
in ability to go to press. We do not work in SECRET- 
we offer all and COVER FOR NO ENEMY! 

AN ELDERLY GENTLEMAN’S 
STOLEN GOLD 

Read carefully Grandma’s last diatribe and admon- 
ishing denouncement regarding G 0 L D, as she pre- 
sented it. The only G 0 L D we “have” in point 
BELONGS TO DAVE OVERTON OF TEXAS. And 

George stole it! The court ordered it be returned to 
Dave-but Green’s attorneys, Hortonand Abbott, HAVE 
TIED IT UP IN THE SUPREME COURT-ASKING 
FOR “THEIR SHARE” OF ATTORNEY FEES! Mr. 
Overton knew that with his gift to the Institute-he 
would have access to elderly care. George stole it 
before anyone in the Institute or anywhere was in- 
formed of the gift. George then took it to Nevada, hid 
it buried in his yard. So what? Well, NOW Mr. Overton 
is “failing” physically. He is in BAD SHAPE, weak, 
with no family to attend him, in his eighties and 
NEEDS HIS ASSETS which are kept from HIM. George 
claims it was a personal gift to him and Desired ($350 
thousand value in gold coins-a lifetime of saving 
against his “old age”), It was a gift-but everyone 
KNOWS that when anything is “gifted” into the Insti- 

as it is tended, a note is given so that the funds 
become a LOAN. This is WHY George didn’t want, in 
the worst way, to ever have E.J. know about it. 

Perhaps you people are not patient enough for the 
unfolding of examples wherein the gnat finally bites 
the flea. In the last suit naming just about everybody, 
from Abbott in behalf of Eleanor Schroepfer and Leon 
Fort, everything they did was unlawful-from having a 
person who is President of one of their corporations 
(Leon’s) deliver summons papers while Leon drove 

around with him to point out and hand out. Doris was 
never even “served”. Funny thing happened, however. 
They made one really BAD blunder-THEN NAMED 
ANOTHER ATTORNEY IN THE LIST OF SUEEEEES! 
THAT DOES NOT MAKE “ANOTHER” ATTORNEY 
HAPPY. HE ACQUIRED HIS OWN “OTHER” AT- 
TORNEY AND THEY ARE BURNING UP THE COURT 
WITH ACTION. THEY HAVE EVEN MANAGED TO 
GET THE JUDGE IN THE CASE-SET ASIDE. 
AMAZING HOW QUICKLY AND EFFECTIVELY 
THINGS RUN WHEN THE ATTORNEY HIMSELF IS 
IN TROUBLE!! 

I do think, however, that joining forces with Rayelan 
Russbacher et al. is going to be most detrimental. The 
police in Austria don’t like Ede Koenig/Rayelan 
Russbacher’s last presentation. Rayelan wants you to 
know all Gunther’s association with Waldheim? 
Well HE NOW KNOWS and HE IS READY TO HANG 
GUNTHER! This from a loving “wifie”? The Austrian 
Government says they have been embarrassed enough 
by these two “Americans”. What will happen-I don’t 
have anything to do with them or it. It is the others 
involved with whom I have association and am con- 
cerned. If these credit card comoanies come against 

Rayelan-it is felony theft and fraud and since the 
amounts are into the multi-thousands of dollars, who 
knows? The credit card rip-offs were strung from 
Texas to Missouri to California and Canada. I do 
suppose that Gunther, at the least, doesn’t understand- 
he sent word through another friend (whom he had 
“taken”) to ask E.J. to send him money because the 
“food is so bad” where he is. (11). From Raye’s letter 
he is in a Chateau getting excellent medical care. 

Grandma says we accuse to “discredit” or “some- 
body is nuts” to accuse those nice little fellers. Well, 
readers, Dharma (Doris) steps right up to the “square” 
and says “Yes sir, I am NUTS! I am so nuts as to be 
absolutely bonkers-so, can I quit?” NO! 

When I say that we concern for others involved-I 
mean it. Others are involved-Gunther was actually a 
mere incidental party who could help with “banking” in 
Austria. Poor dear got drunk and tried to use some of 
the assets for himself and little Raye and they NAILED 
HIM. Guess who nailed him? The Khazarian Jew 
Mishpucka IN AUSTRIA. They claim that German 
gold belongs to THEM because some of it came from the 
teeth of the dead in the concentration camp HOLO- 
CAUST! Now readers, you wouldn’t REALLY want to 
miss all this, would you? All of this and, no, there is no 
CIA, ONI, or anything here. Dharma claims there is 
not even much INTELLIGENCE here to concern over. 
Of course she is feeling a bit “down” because she and 
E.J. now have no backup emergency credit card; they 
signed up for early Social Security which amounts to 
very, very little but stopped the Food Stamps. Oh 
well.. . from riches to rags is where the Big Boys WANT 

YOU. 
I hope you all note that Orwell’s 1984 is come full 

circle. Just yesterday Clinton signed into law an order 
that starts training the poor and middle income people- 
to use computers so that they “will be up to knowing 
how to use the tools to do business” (like getting 
welfare), etc. The “goal is to get a computer into every 
home”. Anyone terrified yet? That puts big brother 
RIGHT IN YOUR LIVING ROOM. GO RENT 
ORWELL’S 1984 MOVIE AND WATCH IT IMMEDI- 
ATELY. 

While you are at it-WATCH 
every night! It is more important than watching the 
actual O.J. Simpson trial. The Black attorney from 
Chicago KNOWS what is taking place and can see the 
horrendous outcome. Thornburgh “monarch” also 
knows and sits like a smiling Cheshire cat as the tale 
unfolds into disaster among the races. Remember 
readers, THEY WERE UNMERCIFUL ON ROSA 
LOPEZ-A SPANISH-SPEAKING “HISPANIC”. 
Surely the Orientals won’t be left How do you 
like having the very ordhestrators of the “operation 
race war” ALSO giving the play broadcast? 

RUSH LIMBAUGH 

You think good old Rush is right on target? 
what: Last night he actually laughed and scoffed at the 
fact that the “defense” brings up something as totally 
ridiculous as “someone besides 0. J. doing the murder”. 
“Next,” he said, “they will claim aliens in UFOs did it,” 
and, “Well, in California that is a possibility!” “Ha Ha 
Ha Ha!!” Anyone queazy yet? Perhaps, like cattle 
mutilations, they can blame the aliens for their insane 
evil deeds? YOU ARE BEING SO WELL SET UP, 
READERS, THAT MY HEART WEEPS AS THEIR 
PLAY UNFOLDS. AND WHY, DO YOU SUPPOSE, 
GERRY SPENCE IS 
Is not the March 16-18th Billy Graham Crusade com- 
ing up pretty shortly?? I, like Grandma, suggest you all 
stay out of the beam”. Wouldn’t it be grand if 

people actually READ what we WRITE? 

SOMETHING REALLY 
IMPORTANT 

From the 
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26 15 Waugh Drive, Suite 2 17, Houston, Texas, CUS. I can’t attend these things for you and you will 
77006-2799, comes this have to decide for self wherein the best possibilities of 

HELPING are actually most important. 
Congressman Billy Hendon is stuck in Bangkok 

and is NOT BEING ALLOWED A VISA to enter Viet- 
One thing that I ask you to PLEASE not do, is stop 

attending the very ones who can help you structure a 
nam. The FACTS are known that there are P.0.W.s NEW REPUBLIC under the 
there and he has gone specifically to attend them. You DO NOT NEED NEW AMENDMENTS-YOU 

You are being asked to request that CNN and NEED NEW GOVERNMENT! You cannot the 

“MEDIA” run the story about Hendon’s plight. The OLD GOVERNMENT by new ballots into the old sys- 
notice reads: [QUOTING: ] Immediate ActionRequired: 

1% 

tern of deception and power control. You need ballots 
Congressman Billy Hendon is stuck in Bangkok and is and aNEW structure on theOLD BLUEPRINTS WHICH 
being STIFFED by U.S. State Dept. and the Hanoi YOU 
Foreign Ministry. It is MOST URGENT he be issued a 

3% 

VISA and allowed to enter Vietnam. CNN and 

in the Please FAX THESE PEOPLE AND ASK 
THEM IN A NICE WAY TO RUN THE STORY. 

May you please allow God to guide your thoughts 
and into wise action. WE NEED LIVE AND “FREE” 

CNN NEWS CENTRAL ATLANTA 404-827-1593, PEOPLE-NOT INCARCERATED PATRIOTS OR 
FAX: 827-1511. 

WASHINGTON DC BUREAU, FAX: 
DEAD MARTYRS. You already have plenty of walk- 

So. you have to ing DEAD. 
Voice 800-872-3410. take that CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHT TO THROW You write and petition, “What can I do?” This is 

OUT THE what you can DO and it can be done with the PEN. We 
In addition, please FAX THESE PEOPLE AND can only show you the way-we cannot drag you there! 

ASK THEM TO “LET BILLY ENTER VIETNAM”: Salu. 

VIETNAMESE AMBASSADOR LE GANG, 
to 

a and 
UNITED NATIONS, NEW YORK 212-686- a 

8534 

WINSTON LORD, U.S. STATE DEPT. WASH- 
INGTON DC: 202-647-3750 

Also, alert Senators Jesse Helms FAX 202- 
224-7388; and 

Bob Dornan FAX 202-225-2762 [END OF 
QUOTING] 

OTHER IMPORTANT 
NOTICES : 

M. 0. M. ) 

c/o P. 0. Box 1486 

Noxon, MT 59853 

(406) 847-2246 voice/fax 

or 847-2735 

The people from the Militia Of Montana (M.O.M.) 
who were unlawfully arrested this past week (and ar- 
raigned in the night) also need a focus on their situa- 
tion. There is far more to this than I can offer here but 

as citizens you MUST VOICE YOUR OBJECTIONS to 
the treatment of other citizens. Even if you do not 

belong to or even favor militias-you DO HAVE 
CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS TO BELONG TO A 
MILITIA AND SUPPORT FIREARMS AND RIGHTS 
TO “GATHER”. DO NOT CONFUSE WHAT I SAY 
ABOUT REFRAINING FROM VIOLENCE OR JOIN- 
ING AN ARMY-WITH DEMANDING ATTENTION 
TO “CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS”. Remember the 
PEN! Remember the PEN! Remember the PEN! I ask 
that contact numbers be given for both the 

” newsletter (EXCELLENT PUBLICATION), Mi- 
litia of Montana and a receiving place for letters to the 
appropriate “officials”. Now I think you can better see 
WHY the increases in mail rates. As your incomes 

Sheriff Paul Smith 

(406) 323-1402 OR 

(406) 323-123 1 

John Trochmann (of M. 0. M. ) 

c/o Yellowstone County 

Detention Center 

3 165 King Ave. 

Billings, MT 59 102 

diminish (and even Social Security will diminish), all good; but whiLe cazLing 
costs of phones, faxes and mail-WILL INCREASE. on the gods, a man 

This is a PLANNED step in the PROGRAMMED PLAN 
to isolate you and deny you VOICE. How long do we 
continue? Until change is accomplished OR you are hand. - Hippocrates 
stopped for whatever reason. People who deliberately 
get themselves arrested are also USED to diminish your 
ability to do much about anything else. IT IS A TIME 
FOR WISDOM-NOT IMPULSE REACTION IN 
FOOLISHNESS. 

ALL ONCE 

3078 

93921 

5 

3536 

It seems everything comes at once? YES IN- 
DEED-IT IS PART OF THE PLAN. YOU HAVE TO 
HAVE TOTAL CHAOS (Remember the TV program 

SO THAT YOU CAN’T ATTEND EV- 
ERYTHING. MOREOVER, THE “PLAN” INCLUDES 
GETTING LEADERS ARRESTED SO THAT YOU 
ARE DISTRACTED FROM OTHER MORE HEINOUS 
THINGS-TO ATTEND THE FRAGMENTS IN FO- 
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0. J. 794 

12919 
work night and day to accomplish a task. Do I agree 
with everything he does or says? NO! Hardly anything 
EXCEPT the proclamation of regaining Constitutional 

he lead our nation into freedom and new government?” LAW! Do I actually “think he can produce funding and 
Not if he so thoughtlessly urges you to hook up with help?” Yes, he already has proven that he can do a far 

CONTACT, on “unorganized militias” wherein you get on the arrest better job than I of getting you-the-people to pay him 
list. “Why does he have a newspaper that only projects for far less than you would receive elsewhere. Beyond 
his ‘Rush Limbaugh’ egotistical opinions about every- that I suppose we all wait and see if he is or has 
thing’l” Because it is the only way he can get his “Rush ANYTHING My duty is to NOT JUDGE THE MAN! 

3/7/95 #l HATONN 

DICK THORNBURGH 

Of you who are keeping up with the O.J. Simpson 
circus of the stars, how many are also keeping tabs on 
the EXPERTS? One of the permanent 
panelists, as you note, is Dick Thornburgh. This is the 
same Dick Thornburgh fame. This is the 
same Thornburgh who is apparently a child molester 
and pedophile. 

Ah, but on the subject of ABUSED SPOUSES he 
has tears in his eyes and “can’t abide domestic vio- 
lence”. This is the same man who was in charge of 
EDUC4TION. THIS is the “AUTHORITY” on the 
“LAW” that Larry King sets forth as expert professor of 
law. Does he beat his wife? Who cares? Is not “being 
a pedophile” worse than beating your immediately 
available spouse? The point is that these are STILL the 
SAME ONES WHO RUN YOUR NATION. 

I can respect and, yes, even honor anyone who truly 
believes within his being that he is doing the right 
thing in the hopes of homeland and peaceful unifica- 
, tion of nations and people. Perhaps, even, Dershowitz 
fits in that category-somewhere right under the cat- 

50 

108 

96821 

Limbaugh” opinions out to you-the-people, 1 suppose. 

Also, he had to have funds to cover phone bills and 
egory of “money”. The DELIBERATE ABUSE of the secretarial services. “The signa- 
“INNOCENTS” of your world has no redemptive quali- ture on his edicts and speakings 
ties-that is evil in its raw and purest form. isn’t really his signature so who is 

the ghost writer?” I don’t know 
MILITIAS/RONN JACKSON but I believe it to be the signature 

of Betty, his secretary. “Why does 
You who receive the direct orders of Mr. Jackson to she sign?” I don’t know, I guess 

go sign up with an “unorganized militia”: WHY ARE those are his orders. “We are los- 
YOU ASKING ME ABOUT IT? ing respect for you, too, Com- 

All I see of this “unorganized militia(s)” is total mander, as we watch the never- 
flaunting of the laws and threats-and DISorganization. ending lies of Ronn Jacksonl” 
I hope that is not placing such on its Tele- Wow, then you haven’t REALLY 
phone Hotline. We try to get INFORMATION spread HEARD a word I’ve said. Ronn 
quickly as is possible. We have just again been blasted Jackson is a prisoner in a prison in 
by Grandma who blames and Dr. Young for the State of Nevada. He has been 
no information from her. She claims she got many railroaded Constitutionally by the 
hundreds of calls about her money and how many authorities. He is paying for crimes 
MORE she would have gotten if we were still spreading HE COMMITTED-fraud and con- 
truth and didn’t work for the CIA. I believe she doesn’t games. The points of LAW are not 
have the foggiest idea of what is going on- it is one of on the crimes but his lack of repre- 
those “things”; she doesn’t subscribe to has sentation, the total irresponsibil- 
insulted and ordered around our staff until they do not ity of his files and case attention. 
wish to hear her name and STILL WE RAN A COUPLE He was promised concurrent terms 
OF THINGS SHE FELT WERE IMPORTANT-AND and is receiving consecutive 
THAT IS THE ONLY REASON SHE GOT ANY lockup. “Is he a bull in a china 
CALLS AT ALL! shop?” YES. And perhaps even 

Now, in response to the pile of recent letters re- dancer in a buffalo herd. What has 
garding Ronn Jackson and his CLAIMS: Readers, I that to do with anything? 
cannot help WHAT Ronn Jackson claims. Why do I honor him and offer 

“Are there (does he have) 3 l,OOO,OOO people on his his 
mailing list?” NO. “Is he the reincarnation of Judge Because he has the strength to get’ 
Roy Bean?” If so, he should NOT be proud of it. “Can things done and the willingness to 

While you are distracting yourselves with wonder- 
ing about Ronn Jackson-why don’t you shift your 
mailings to Ron Carlson, head of Phoenix Project Com- 
mittee of 50 States? My understanding is that Dr. 
Carlson has a group who could help him open and sort 
mail-so you could get your voice HEARD there and he 
is free and able to get something done. So too can 
America East and Dr. Cloutier. When the push for 
Ronn Jackson’s organized effort was first undenvay- 
he THOUGHT he would be free momentarily. He still 
believes he will gain freedom-however, seeing how 
the courts work-it is not likely. From our first contact 
he was going to be out “tomorrow”. Life is what 
happens while we make other plans. You have been 
sending your ballots of support to somewhere, TO the 
name of BUT CONTACT IS NOT RE- 
CEIVING TEEM! I am told that they are being 
diverted to “save us the bother!” I don’t have other 
comment-they are not flowing as addressed, appar- 
ently. Ronn claims over 31 million pieces of mail 
which were mostly addressed through but I 
understand there haven’t been more than a couple of 
hundred passing through-I have no further informa- 
tion on the mail-route. You will have to ask Mr. 
Jackson about Mr. Jackson. Our paper staff is getting 
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so many complaints, however, about the continuation WOULD HAVE BID AT LEAST FIVE DOLLARS! I WELL NEVER ASK YOU TO BLINDLY DO ANY- 
of the notice in the paper that perhaps the flow of While you quibble over Jackson and go to the O.J. THING. I am not judge and jury of what God may well 
petitions should be directed elsewhere. “What about Simpson circus attraction in L.A., U.S.A., things are have in mind for ANYONE-EXCEPT MYSELF. Ah, 
the money sent for the project?” I have no idea-we happening! Moreover they ARE NOT GOOD! THIS is but you say, LL . . .yeah, but God won’t let YOU fall or get 
watch more support moving in that direction and noth- what should be on hot-lines and FAXED far and wide- caught...” Won’t HE? I AM RESPONSIBLE FOR ME 
ing returning and have to assume that you are either NOT INCIDENTAL URGINGS TO JOIN UNORGA- TO HIM. I will 
supporting Ronn’s project or he has funds somewhere. NIZED MILITIAS. REMEMBER: there is a GLOBAL Never mind getting letters and newsletters to and 
I am not in charge of Ronn’s financial adventures. He ECONOMIC PLAN 2000 and a GLOBAL IDENTIFI- from Ronn Jackson -take a couple of $20 bills and get 
has offered and promised to deliver some funds to help CATION PLAN 2000, A ONE WORLD RELIGION 2000 about PLAN 2000 from Jordan Max- 
us with our projects when he attains freedom. For that PLAN 2000 AND ON AND ON AND ON-AND THAT well or keep IN PRESS. 
I greatly appreciate the offer and am confident that if he IS HAPPENING. I DON’T EVEN LIKE RONN I hold a letter from a reader who JUST DISCOV- 
can ever do anything-HE WILL. I have NO CON- JACKSON’S PLAN 2000 BECAUSE FROM SOME- ERED OUR PHOENIX JOURNAL: 
TROL NOR VERY MUCH INPUT INTO WHAT RONN WHERE ALONG THE WAY IT CEASES TO BE SIM- NOMlC AND I AGREE, PARTS OF THAT 
JACKSON AND/OR HIS SECRETARIAL POOL AND PLY CONSTITUTIONAL LAW-IT BECOMES ELDERLY EARLY JOURNAL SHOULD BE RUN IN 
STAFF PRESENT OR DO. You, however, do continue JACKSON’S PLAN 2000, OBVIOUSLY BACKED THE PAPER WE TOLD YOU ALL OF IT AND IT 
to ask ME what you should and could DO? In al1 BY ARMIES AND POWER PUPPETS. You must HAS NOW COME TO PASS. WE CAN DO NO 
fairness and realization of that which we can’t “seem to discern and judge-I SHALL NOT DO IT FOR YOU. MORE PerhapswecouldrunthatandgiveDharmaadayoff. 
do”, I can only suggest other avenues of BEING WE DO NOT LOLLYGAG JACKSON’S Knowledge will bring your freedom-not listening 

HEARD-so, REDIRECT YOUR MAIL. Ronn be- FEET-WHY DO YOU? IF YOU DON’T LIKE WHAT to an incarcerated man’s urgings to run off and join the 

lieves that al1 3 1 million of you are HIS FOLLOWERS. HE OFFERS-QUIT SUPPORTING IT. “Does he work army of disorganization. THE GOVERNMENT UN- 
I can’t believe that to be so-since you responded at our for God?” THAT IS BETWEEN HIM AND GOD!! DER JANET RENO PLANS TO ARREST ALL PER- 

request. I would hope that YOU ARE GOD’S FOL- More importantly, however, is WHY DO yoU ASK SONS ATTENDING AND ASSIGNED TO ANY PA- 
LOWERS AND DESIRE FREEDOM WITHIN YOUR ME? When you do something I request-YOU MUST TRIOT GROUP OR ACTIVE MILITANT ORGANI- 
WONDROUS NATION. I CANNOT BELIEVE THAT DISCERN THAT IT BE “RIGHT” AND “CORRECT” ZATION-AND MILITIAS 
YOU WOULD FOLLOW A JUDGE ROY BEAN WHO AS RELATIVE TO GOD’S AND CREATION’S LAWS. 
WAS-THE LAW (ACCORDING TO HIMSELF) WEST 
OF THE PECOS!” BEAN WAS JUDGE, JURY AND 
HANGMAN! 

I do remind the at OF OUR RE- 
SPONSIBILITY TO OFFERTRUTH AND NEWS AND 
NEVER TO DELIBERATELY CAUSE READERS TO 
ACT IN VIOLENCE OR SUBVERSION. OURS IS 
NOT TO GET EVERYONE ARRESTED AND SI- 
LENCED-ONLY TO BRING NEWS. WE WILL 
ALWAYS SHARE WHAT IS 
EVERY EFFORTTO BEINGSELECTIVELY WISE 
AS TO ONLY CALLING TO “ARMS” WITH WEAP- 
ONS OF THE PEN AND TRUTH-NEVER GUNS 
AND TROOPS. 

Bo Gritz said to me once, a few years ago: “What 
kind of a warrior are you?” when I didn’t proclaim arms 
and violence and marching into war. I AM THE KIND 
OF WARRIOR WHO WINS WARS!! 

PEOPLE KILLED THROUGH FOOLISH- 
NESS! We do not censor the news-we offer the 
news-both sides, so that YOU can choose your direc- 
tion among the various avenues of actions and passage. 
IF YOU WANT TO JOIN A MILITIA, ORGANIZED 
OR DISORGANIZED, DO SO-BUT DON’T SAY, 
EVER, THAT WE SO MUCH AS SUGGESTED THAT 
YOU DO SO. I SUGGEST THAT YOU DO WDO 
SO!! 

BUT HOW CAN WE...?? 
WITH NO MONEY??? 

What you are REALLY asking me is, “When are 
you SENDING the money for your projects?“-so you 
can make movies, do gardening, build bungalows and 
thus and so. I could ask you: “When are you going to 
fund these projects we need?” I didn’t say, “I have it!” 
Gunther Russbacher said he .could fund everything! 
Ronn Jackson says he can get everything funded! Many 
have said they could do these tasks but they have not. 
That is all there is to it, readers. They said they could- 
they haven’t. Does this make them good or bad? 
Neither. They either can’t do what they say-or they 
will do what they can when they can-no more and no 
less. 

ALL THINGS ARE POSSIBLE 

Stop picking and look at some things which are 
happening as we speak. THE OLDEST BANKING 
INSTITUTION 
FOR ONE DOLLAR AND FIFTY CENTS!!! TOA 

NO Does this seem a bit odd to 
ANY OF YOU’? My, my, if we had realized there was 
a possibility of purchasing that institution-WE 

EO,Box7442 

Burbank,California91510 

818-769-1071 
& 

1959, a 

3 

100 a 

2000.” 

$25. 

$20. 

$25. 

3 $25. 

$25. 

$20. 

Add a11 

cash to “Jordan Marwell”. 
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TO NATION. TO PEOPLE 

As we sit to write this morning we are again 
finding, as last week when we scooped the piles of 
paper and items off the desks and placed them into piles 
on the floor, we are unable to reach the keyboard. 
EVERY ITEM IS WORTHY OF A PAPER EDITION 
OR A JOURNAL, UNTO ITSELF. Obviously we can’t 
touch it all and many important questions go begging. 

WHY RONN 

When our contact with Mr. Jackson was first made- 
IT WAS BECAUSE OF LEGAL FILINGS HE HAD 
DONE WHEREIN THE JUDGE WAS SAID TO HAVE 
RULED IN FAVOR OF JACKSON. That was a CON- 
STITUTIONAL issue and many well-known “constitu- 
tional” groups were already working hard and fast with 
Mr. Jackson. The contact was asked and made through 

and Mr. Martin. 
Today I find that half the phone calls and at least 

half the mail is either from Mr. Jackson-to urgently 
print or Fax-or regarding Mr. Jackson’s projects that 
have absolutely no to do with us in any way whatsoever. 
Moreover, the staff members are now upset over the 
seemingly endless tasks presented by one Ronn Jack- 
son. This is NOT Jackson’s fault-if YOU ACCEPT 
the orders then it is your fault if you be overloaded. As 
a matter of fact, Jackson actually asks for almost no 

. from here-but he does ask now, of almost all readers 
who have responded to him--to at the least, take his 
newsletter, which now comes back to US as somehow 
not what you expected, and I (or “we”) are somehow to 
blame. No, I do not accept such accusation and the 

honors input from any and all 
newsletters, which are of merit. 

For instance, is about the best ongo- 
ing newsletter that comes through these offices. 
the 

a 

When the military might of the United Nations 
goes forthand arrests (as they now have done with some 
members of MOM throligh local police), the newsletter 
will most likely be damned also. 

We shall neither 
advocate nor participate in any organization or group 
bent on any kind of violence in organized form. Why? 

Because, number one, it is against the Laws of God to 
KILL. In taking up arms--the intent is always to use 
FORCE IF NECESSARY-AND IT WILL BE NECES- 
SARY. Moreover, you put a bunch of guns in the hands 
of the radicals-and you WILL have killing-if no 
more than to SET YOU UP. 

So, we are called “cowards”, “treasonists to the 
cause” and all sorts of cute terms by the radical “PA- 
TRIOTS”. We stand as being patriotic, NOT “patri- 
ots*. We organize with words and, hopefully, ballots 
and we stand NOT AGAINST WASHINGTON DC 

There 
are no laws in the for the (u)nited States 
that say you MUST HAVE A CENTRAL GOVERN- 
MENT IN WASHINGTON DC WHO RULES THE 
PEOPLE LIKE A DICTATORSHIP. 

But, ah yes, why Jackson7 Because, quite frankly, 
Dharma, even added to by staff, CANNOT DO ALL 
THE WRITING LOAD. YOU can’t absorb much more 
from a paper edition that is larger than a book. Please 
note how many times the writings identified in the 
paper as “Hatonn” appear in CONTACT-while in 
addition, journals are coming forth one-a-week now. I 
don’t allow Dharma even the help of a scanner for copy 
work for I want to comment on every item presented 
through her keyboard. THIS IS OUR VERY PURPOSE 
OF SERVICE. 

There are, however, myriads of other material YOU 
NEED and a NEWSPAPER needs to present that kind 
of material. We do not serve only the patriots-we 
serve the citizens-whoever they be. 

This is WHY IS NOT, and never shall 
be-FOR SALE. If it is taken over and made into a 
great commercial venture-it will NOT be through our 
team. Under the controlled press and media you have 
no other resources than these tiny publishers of truth- 
and there are many, some with far larger subscription 
viewers. To stay in press we have to have help for we 
will NOT succumb to the pressures of printing anything 
inciting to riot or subversion. We will certainly CON- 
TINUE TO PRINT notices wherein others may well be 
gathering-if asked to do so. For instance there is a 
meeting, I understand, on the 18th of March, in 
Bakersfield, CA. Mark from Michigan heads the speaker 
list. The picture on the brochure shows a military-type 
person, armed, and standing at ready to serve. Fine, if 
YOU desire to do this-do it. I happen to have “inside” 
information that the group will, if not raided on the 
spot for arrests, be photographed and every person 
identified, who attends. Is that bad? No, they already 
know who YOU are. If you want to go to a peaceful 
gathering-you certainly may do so and any member of 
the Press can do so. However, if arrests begin for any 
reason and JUST ONE gets foolish-ALL WILL PAY 
DEARLY. 

At the time of beginning association it was obvious 
that whatever Mr. Jackson may be-he has contacts 
which allow him to get news from “higher up the 
ladder”. Iconsider that “confirmation”, not news. We 
get no NEWS from Mr. Jackson and that is the major 
complaint-that somehow I have gotten you to sign up 
for a newsletter, etc., and there isn’t any “news”. We 
get blasted in that Mr. Jackson’s “news” is five years 
old-if you are a CONTACT/journal reader. 

Well, Mr. Jackson says that he has access to MA- 
JOR funding resources-which we need, you need and 

thus and so. He OFFERED to fund projects-starting 
with with absolutely NO STRINGS AT- 
TACHED. He has honored that and at any time that he 
has overstepped that boundary in push and shove-he 
has apologized for the inferred intent. Ronn Jackson is 
like any of you, only seemingly without fear, who sees 
a need and wants to get the job done. THAT is why I 
support Mr. Jackson. Does he make errors? In my 
opinion, yes, but you who are without error-step forth 
for the first throw. Do “I” make errors? Yes, but Mr. 
Jackson is NOT one of them. 

Mr. Jackson was going to start a newsletter WHEN 
WE MET HIM. I see no reason a person cannot begin 
to present opinions as well as any other. YOU have to 
decide whether or not YOU wish the information, no 
more-no less. You make that decision every week with 

1,500 

It is BECAUSE of the connec- 
tion with ME that allows for that little fact. The very 
reason ones fear to subscribe is THE SAME REASON 
you CAN do so. We compile truth and it serves as an 
ongoing “contact” reference for, not the least of which, 
you within OUR TEAM. 

Mr. Jackson was doing whatever he was doing 
when he met us. I see no reason he cannot continue to 
do whatever he was and is doing now that he has done 
so. Furthermore, we will talk to ANYONE who offers 
to get funding for our projects, which are totally worthy 
and without any “groupie” connotation whatsoever. 
There is one project which was already set for construc- 
tion in Texas, called which has been 
enlarged to take in a major Television system and 
would be the most advanced Motion Picture studio set- 
up in the world. THAT IS GOOD BUSINESS, READ- 
ERS. IT IS NOT A CULT OPERATION-IT IS A 
GOOD BUSINESS VENTURE! YOU MUST BUILD 
ON EXCELLENCE, IN GOOD BUSINESS, AND LAY 
A FOUNDATION FOR EMPLOYMENT IN ORDER 
TO REBUILD YOUR REPUBLIC. You cannot have a 
WELFARE system which enslaves you-you need jobs 
and a foundation of security upon which to build. The 
studio is only one facet but it is a $125 MILLION 
construction. DO YOU HAVE THE FUNDS TO DO 
THIS? Well, neither do we! But Mr. Jackson says he 
has contacts who DO. Further, the investors CAN NOT 
HAVE CONTROLLING INTERESTS FOR THEIR 
OWN DIVERSION OF TRUTH. Mr. Jackson says his 
investors won’t demand that for they will want an 
offering of decent material in presentation. Corpora- 
tions in these instances will OWN THEMSELVES (a 
nice fundamental allowance in NEVADA). Investors 
will be well paid for their venture capital by over- 
borrow. That means they loan us “fees” when they loan 
us investment money and then NO USURY. Hard to 
find such investors? Yes indeed. 

Our hopes were, and are, that when Mr. Jackson is 
available to serve in freedom, that he will do a lot of 
writing on political and intrigue matters in revealing 
truth and uncovering the dark side ofyour existence. If 
that be OF GOD, fine; if not-fine. We are BRINGERS 
OF TRUTH, not “warriors” for a;bloodba,$h of some 

However, we had a fine IN THE WORKING with 
gold into which Mr. Gunther Russbacher became inad- 
vertently involved. I will speak on that subject at our 
next meeting because I am weary of the GARBAGE 
being put to press by Rayelan Russbacher. Rayelan and 
Ede Koenig, in their thrust for “understanding” and 
cause to somehow show you that we are somehow of the 
CIA are not only stupid, but it must be assumed that 
THEY DO INDEED want Gunther KILLED! It matters 
not what Gunther knew at onset of his CONNECTIONS 
with US-he got involved because of his honorable 
contacts with Austria’s major BANK. No more and no 
less. Now the whole turns into one of the biggest gold- 
plays of the generations, THE WHITE ROBE OPERA- 

kind. And, the MINUTE we become such in the latter TION, and little Miss Rayelan, to prove her goodly 

category-THE PAPER, THE PEOPLE AND THE 
RESOURCE WILL BE TAKEN OUT. 

IS UNIOUE 
SOURCE OF TRUTH 
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intent-has written her story-AND WORSE, THE about Ronn Jackson is his very refusal to be a servant to I certainly did NOT know that these elaborate and 
STORY IS NOT TRUE. Why do you people continue to the enemy. His problem is that he recognizes not the enemy! totally whirlwind s were taking place as to the organiz- 
think LIES are better and more exciting than TRUTH? How often do YOU fail to recognize your enemy? ing and writing of any of Ronn’s work through this 

Cathy O’Brien, Michael Maholy, Richard Snell, You complain that it certainly seems that the people resource. When we met Ronn the works were being 

Mark Phillips and on and on and on- ARE TRUTH and Ronn “uses” come from our little “community”. Yes, it done, we understood, by Light Bridges. I DO ACTU- 

it seems to me to be about as clandestine and intriguing is true and it brings me sorrow. However, it appears ALLY have other things to attend. I believe that the 

as any ever put to print. that Jackson believes in himself and what he says he older writings are worthy of attention and publica- 
can do if he is ever FREE to do it. If YOU have not tion-THEY HAVELITTLE BEARINGONTODAY’S 

KNOW WHO YOUR patience enough to continue work while allowing that MASSIVE PROBLEMS. What more can I say?? The 

FRIENDS ARE! legal course to take its pathway-THEN YOU ARE TRUTH needs to come forth but Mr. Jackson’s esca- 
RESPONSIBLE FOR THAT WHICH YOU DO. I asked pades on the DARK SIDE are fun and games but then, 

Well then, do I think that somehow Ronn Jackson you to support with letters (AND I STILL DO); I have so are the escapades of James Bond. 
is involved in any of this OTHER intrigue with Austria NEVER suggested you send Ronn Jackson any other YOU are going to need leaders who DARE! Where 

and such? OF COURSE-do you really think this than letters, support and perhaps some stamp money. I are you going to get them? Most of you are so in FEAR 
government of big dark intent would leave him alone most certainly did not ask that you send any money to that you only initial, or less, your correspondence to 
when they KNOW he works WITH THE GALACTIC the cause with your “ballots” for freedom. He says that ME. A MAN IS LIKE MONEY, READERS, NEITHER 
CONFEDERATION OF THE “GOODLY” ALIENS? over $2 million dollars were sent. I have no comment GOOD NORBAD. MONEY WILL PURCHASE WHAT 
IT IS WHO CAN’T MAKE UP YOUR MINDS on that matter-for if so, he certainly has not, OBVI- YOU CHOOSE, GOOD OR BAD. A MAN IS THE 

ABouFcs= NOT THE SERVANTS OF OUR EN- OUSLY if he continues to get from you, used any of it SAME-HE CAN CHOOSE TO SERVE IN GOOD- 
EMY. THEY KNOW US AND THEY NOT ONLY for himself, unless, of course, it be for lawyers or some. NESS OR IN EVIL. I JUDGE NOT SAVE ACTIONS. 

REALIZE THEIRLIMITATIONS AGAINST US-BUT Funds for his [newsletter] paper and secretarial staff Jackson has NEVER said a about leading you back to 
AGREEMENTS ARE IN PLACE FOR THEIR COOP- are obviously coming from subscription funds. GOD OF LIGHT. He has said LOUDLY, to almost 

ERATION WITH US REGARDING Work on his book was funded for the writers by one saturation point, that he will push for a Constitutional 

AND OUR PROJECTS-JUST AS LONG AS WE AD- of your own, Pierre Cloutier of America East, who also Republic of you-the-people. He is quite human and is 
VOCATE NO VIOLENCE. YOU NEED NO VIO- is the largest single contributor to This is not an ET from my Command so don’t ASSUME OTH- 
LENCE. IN a fine young man, a physician, who does every he can, ERWISE, Moreover, THESE are things we could ex- 

including “doing without” himself, to serve wherever plain and share--IF WE DIDN’T HAVE TO SPEND 
he can and then apologizes for making errors and being SO CONFOUNDED MUCH TIME ON SUCH AS THIS. 
unable to do more. I did not suggest this connection Dharma, since you have other obligations at this 

save to ask Wally Gentleman if he wouldenjoy present- time,wewiRendthisandallowyoutogo. Thankyou. Iwould 

I have agreed in exchange to NOT ing a motion picture one day of some of Ronn’s stories. wanttoreturntoourongoingtopicswhenmFeturn,please: 

PULL THEIR POWER PLUGS. GOD DOES NOT 
NEED GUNS OR TOY BOMBS AND YOU HAVE 

We, on the other hand, are commis- 
sioned to see to you of HIS people-BUT NEVER 
AGAINST THE WILL OF YOU-THE-PEOPLE. WE CONTACT 

ARE COME TO SHOW CREATION-NOT DE- CONTACT 
STRUCTION. 

If YOU cannot see the wisdom in such actions then 
there are no bindings holding you to us or to the paper, 

TRUTH is all you need to finally topple the 
box, 

religious and outrageous lies foisted off on you by the 
. 

myriad generations of LIARS and cheats. Truth will Dear Grandma: 03-06-95 

topple the Evil Empire as they kill off each other. Why 
would you want BLOOD on your hands and soul? 
THEY WILL DEVOUR THEMSELVES! 

THE TRAP IS TO TRICK YOU 
INTO VIOLENCE 

The question comes, however: “But how can WE 
survive?” Well, I respond: NOT THROUGH VIO- 
LENCE. The adversary of freedom WANTS YOU TO 
GET VIOLENT so he can shoot you. Is that simplistic 
enough? SATAN 
WORLD AND ALL PROPERTY THEREIN AND 
THEREON-INCLUDING YOUR SOULS. CAN he do 
it? YES! The third-dimensional worlds in coalesced 
manifestation ARE his PLAYGROUND. The physical 
senses of man are his TOOLS. Until you can under- 
stand THIS you can understand nothing about what is 
taking place, and if you think you can rise up with 
weapons of war against him-HE LAUGHS AT YOUR 
CHILDISH LEVEL OF COMPREHENSION. So be it 
for the confrontation of lifetimes is arriving and FREE- 
DOM is in KNOWING. 

I have been following you since I began subscribing 

Since Russell has passed away, I have 
bitter and angry lady bashing and lashing the very people that want 

to help you. Commander Hatonn and the staff at Contact have 
allowed you to present 

beneficiaries to receive funds 
You have on several occasions threatened to withdraw 

have 

Will. please stop feuding with “us”, as we 

time hashing 

when 

As to whatever else Mr. Jackson and his newly- 

aboard workers are doing is not only not my business 
but I don’t even bother to keep up. If Ronn wants his 
books published and it takes no from here or from our 
readers-fine. That seems to be what has happened- 
except for one thing : you who have come to serve him 
are not happy campers. I’m sorry; THAT has to be 
taken up with HIM-not When he is in service to 
OUR NATION and OUR PEOPLE and doing so in the 
service OF GOD CREATOR, even if he understands it 

AM IN HIS SERVICE! NO MORE AND NO 
LESS. I have far different agreements with people who 
THINK they control Ronn Jackson. The beautiful 
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News Watch On: 
IT’S COMING DOWN! 

Get ready, readers who are in major Patriot groups 
and gatherings AND MILITIAS-it is under way. 
Militiamen of Montana was only a localized skirmish. 
Worse, you will, before it is over, realize that some of 
the militia groups are set up, as will be meetings about 

4 u-n cl 

the country-to coincide with this period of time start- 

.nn 7-n 

111 e 

ing March 9,1995, to make sure a LOT of you ^PATRI- 
OTS” are flexing your muscles. Then when you think 
things are about as bad as they can get against citi- 

3/10/95 #2 

SIMPSON SHOW 
AND TELL 

I am amused at you “up-with-it” people who have 
now stopped, or only occasionally are, watching the 
Simpson goings on while the cute attorneys refer to the 
Bailey cross-examination of Fuhrman as the Barnum 
and Bailey show. WHAT EVER HAPPENED TO THE 
GOOD OLD USA WHEN A MAN WAS PRESUMED 

UNTIL AND “IF” PROVEN GUILTY? 
DO YOU NOT SEE THAT YOU EACH ARE FALLING 
FOR THE HYPNOSIS TRICK OF BORING YOU TO 
DEATH AND THEN SHOCKING YOU INTO 
TRANCE? This is the first lesson learned by a good 
hypnotist. 

FUHRMAN 

Did Fuhrman plant the glove? Did Fuhrman do 
much of anything other than turn up the evidence? NO 
to both. THE glove was tossed over the fence from the 
Salinger property (remember the footsteps outside 
Rosa’s window?). I can tell you now that if the murder- 
ers had known she was around she would not have lived 
through it. Everything was perfected in plan as to 
timing, locations, “missing” maids and neighbors and 
only a couple or three things went wrong. The glasses 
were one error not planned for. BUT, Mr. Goldman was 
going to Nicole’s ANYWAY so it was easier for Nicole 

if he just brought the glasses along. All the rest was 
. beautifully and perfectly staged. Because of O.J.‘s 
children and threats against them and other members of 
the family4.J. MUST REMAIN SILENT-AT LEAST 
FOR NOW, 

Everything was set up and Fuhrman has his full 
COVER. He is also going to be given FULL RETIRE- 
MENT-EARLY-so he can go live with his buddies in 
Idaho after all this is over. The actual desire is not to 
convict O.J. but to make it nasty and racial enough to 
pull off the riots on schedule. The Mishpucka certainly 
had some blood to smear around but it didn’t come from 
any of the before-mentioned resources. Everybody in 
the courtroom, including O.J., KNOWS that he didn’t 
do this-Bailey best of all. YOU ARE WATCHING A 
PLAN UNFOLD-SO FAR, TO PERFECTION. Don’t 
fail to keep up with Gary Wean’s updates. We don’t yet 
have any and I may have to spend some time jogging 
memories with him-but this is just about the most 
perfect and EVIL I have thus far witnessed your 
“bring the world down” Elite Mishpucka pull off and 
they do pull off some real dandies. Fuhrman is simply 
playing a card as being the “fall-guy” to get butchered 
for the “cause”. He is not only a racist but a woman- 
hater and “naughty” policeman from L.A.‘s finest. We 
don’t have the privilege of just sitting and enjoying the 
show so you have to understand we miss a lot of details. 

I would tell you this however: even the plastic BAG 
in O.J.‘s car will be claimed to be a premeditated 
disposal sack for Nicole-complete with shovel. The 
only problem is that the shovel isnot a “digging” spade. 
They will undoubtedly say that 0. J. had to abandon his 
plans for burial, etc., by the surprise of Ron Goldman. 
Ron Goldman even had HIS OWN alibi set up by setting 
“other” arrangements into play. Note that the call from 

Q zens-the O.J. Simpson resulting riots will begin and 
you will be shut-down as riots spread and are subdued 

the one he was supposed to spend the evening with- across the nation(s). Then, when you think you can’t 
did not come until MORNING! What an evil surprise handle any MORE-THERE WILL BE MORE. It will 
for Mr. Goldman. Further, it was ASSUMED that probably come in the form of large quakes to further 
knowing it was Rosa Lopez’s regular day off and damage rain-soaked areas. The big one? I truly don’t 
Salingers were in England-it was assumed SAFE to yet know because it has not yet been DECIDED. It will 
use the path along side (and under) Rosa’s window to have to be done appropriately or the riots won’t happen 
plant the glove “over the fence by the cooler”. I think in proper sequence but when you dump too much water 
NOBODY realizes how REALLY DANGEROUS IT onto these faults it is hard to hold the mountains. 
HAS BEEN FOR A LITTLE INNOCENT LADY FROM 
EL SALVADOR. 

The place where it almost fell apart, in the plan- 
ning for O.J. to be in town, was by him ALMOST going 
directly to his next location for prearranged business 
and bypass Los Angeles and his daughter’s recital. 
They really laid a trip on him to make him feel guilty 
enough as a father to cause him to make THAT TRIP 
HOME. The “set-up” cost two people their lives while 
they were a party to the staged events. Evil recognizes 
no boundaries. 

NEWS AS A HOOK 
WHAT ARE THEY HIDING? 

Meanwhile, as you are preoccupied with a step-up 
in the trial, all sorts of things can go on in the area, and 
world actually, to keep you distracted from the real evil 
afoot. Why do you think that you have unheard-of 
storms in the area? For distraction7 Yes and no. When 
the news comes on and especially when court is not in 
session-there has to be some MAJOR topic of interest 

that plugs everyone into the “news” broadcasts but 
there is no time left in any of the segments for ANY 
NEWS AT ALL! 

For instance, there will be smatterings of news tid- 
bits, except things like the coming into law of Execu- 
tive Order 12949 ON MARCH 9TH, 1995 WHICH 
BACKS UP LAW 666. IT IS DONE, CITIZENS, AND 
EVEN THOUGH THE SUBJECT WAS CAREFULLY 
NOT RELATIVETO THIS, YOU WILL HAVE NOTED 
JANET RENO ON A LOT OF TELEVISION SCREENS 
YESTERDAY IT HAPPENED. 

Since so much of this week’s paper is devoted to the 
“Grandma Sanctions” I can only trust that these pieces 
of information are passed onto the Telephone “Hot”- 
line. I think the adversary wil1 have a really bad 
weekend just to have the Fuhrman information out 
there1 Bailey doesn’t have to bug Fuhrman very much 
because he KNOWS Fuhrman did not PERSONALLY 
plant the glove. Those places were so well scoped out 
that it is totally laughable at the almighty garbage 
being thrown about. How is it that THE network news 
and channels-all over the world-are running almost 
NOTHING ELSE. THIS IS 
CHANGE FOREVER THE 
Nobody even notices the devastation of financial mar- 
kets and stability. 

BANKS AND INTRIGUE 

By now, I hope, at least you readers or phone callers 
will KNOW that Barings has been purchased-for S 1.50. 
You may well even know that it was purchased by a 
Dutch bank. But how many of you know that THAT 
bank in Holland is guaranteeing against loss in the 
defunct institution? How can that be? Easy! Aclue can 
easily be seen in that one of the EXECUTIVES IN 
THAT DUTCH is who is one 

Svstem”. Perhaps it means nothing7 So be it! 
I found it interesting while all eyes are on Judge Ito: he 
is the one who defense attorneys, according to the 
records of a nice talk show called LARRY KING LIVE, 
say that Johnnie Cochran OWNS JUDGE ITO. Your 
system can’t get much sicker than this, can it? 

to 

to 

1 

- Daymon Runyon 
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More Research On MPD: 

a 

CONTACT 
gang. 

#2 

Let us get back to the MK-Ultra program. I would 
like to approach it from a different source, however, for 
most of you will be so absorbed in the focus of beautiful 
one, Cathy O’Brien, and indeed she is BEAUTIFUL by 
every meaning of the term, that you will forget our 
LESSONS on MIND-CONTROL in Soviet Russia, in 
the U.S., Montauk, Project Rainbow and all Phoenix I, 
II, III, etc., so I would like to share a portion of a book 
called by Michael 

Talbot, Harper Collins Publishers, 10 East 53rd St., 
New York, New York (10022). I’m using only a short 
portion for I have no copyright information and we will 
step on another writer’s property. What we have has 
been sent, for our interest, and nothing else is avail- 
able. We give full credit to Mr. Talbot and can only 
suggest that you avail yourselves of the volume if you 
have interest. 

The portion of the book I shall offer is begun on 
page 72 and appears to continue AFTER the excerpt. 

by Michael Talbot 

Excerpt beginning pg. 72: 

[QUOTING:] 

number of researchers have used the holographic 
model to explain various aspects of the thinking pro- 
cess itself. For example, New York psychiatrist Edgar 

Levenson believes the hologram provides a valuable 
model for understanding the sudden and transforma- 
tive changes individuals often experience during psy- 
chotherapy. He bases his conclusion on the fact that 
such changes take place no matter what technique or 
psychoanalytic approach the therapist uses. Hence, he 
feels all psychoanalytic approaches are purely ceremo- 
nial, and change is due to something else entirely. 

Levenson believes that something is resonance. A 
therapist always knows when therapy is going well, he 

observes. There is a strong feeling that the pieces of an 
elusive pattern are all about to come together. The 
therapist is not saying anything new to the patient, but 
instead seems to be resonating with something the 
patient already unconsciously knows: “It is as though a 
huge, three-dimensional, spatially-coded representa- 
tion of the patient’s experience develops in the therapy, 
running through every aspect of his life, his history and 

there is a kind of ‘overload’ and everything falls into 

place.” 
Levenson believes these three-dimensional repre- 

sentations of experience are holograms buried deep in 
the patient’s psyche, and a resonance of feeling be- 
tween the therapist and patient causes them to emerge 
in a process similar to the way a laser of a certain 
frequency causes an image made with a laser of the 
same frequency to emerge from a multiple image holo- 

gram. “The holographic model suggests a radically 
new paradigm which might give us a fresh way of 
perceiving and connecting clinical phenomena which 
have always been known to be important, but were 
relegated to the ‘art’ of psychotherapy,” says Levenson. 
“It offers a possible theoretical template for change and 
a practical hope of clarifying psychotherapeutic tech- 
nique.” 

Psychiatrist David Shainberg, associate dean of the 

Postgraduate Psychoanalytic Program at the William 
Alanson White Institute of Psychiatry in New York, 
feels Bohm’s assertion that thoughts are likevortices in 
a river should be taken literally and explains why our 
attitudes and beliefs sometimes become fixed and resis- 
tant to change. Studies have shown that vortices are 
often remarkably stable. The Great Red Spot of Jupiter, 
a giant vortex of gas over 25,000 miles wide, has 
remained intact since it was first discovered 300 years 
ago, Shainberg believes this same tendency toward 
stability is what causes certain vortices of thought (our 
ideas and opinions) to become occasionally cemented 
in our consciousness. 

He feels the virtual permanence of some vortices is 
often detrimental to our growth as human beings. A 
particularly powerful vortex can dominate our behavior 
and inhibit our ability to assimilate new ideas and 
information. It can cause us to become repetitious, 
create blockages in the creative flow of our conscious- 
ness, keep us from seeing the wholeness of ourselves, 
and make us feel disconnected from our species. 
Shainberg believes that vortices may evenexplain things 
like the nuclear arms race: “Look at the nuclear arms 
race as a vortex arising out of the greed of human 
beings who are isolated in their separate selves and do 
not feel the connection to other human beings. They 
are also feeling a peculiar emptiness and become greedy 
for everything they can get to fill themselves. Hence 
nuclear industries proliferate because they provide large 
amounts of money and the greed is so extensive that 
such people do not care what might happen from their 
actions.” 

child expresses, the very essence of the unfolding- 

Like Bohm, Shainberg believes our consciousness 
is constantly unfolding out of the implicate order, and 
when we allow the same vortices to take form repeat- 
edly he feels we are erecting a barrier between our- 
selves and the endless positive and novel interactions 
we could be having with this infinite source of all 
being. To catch a glimmer of what we are missing, he 
suggests we look at a child. Children have not yet had 
the time to form vortices, and this is reflected in the 
open and flexible way they interact with the world. 
According to Shainberg the sparkling aliveness of a 

peded. 
If you want to become aware of your own frozen 

vortices of thought, Shainberg recommends you pay 
close attention to the way you behave in conversation. 
When people with set beliefs converse with others, they 

to their identities by espousing and defend- 
ing their opinions, Their judgements seldom change as 
a result of any new information they encounter, and 
they show little interest in allowing any real conversa- 
tional interaction to take place. A person who is open 
to the flowing nature of consciousness is more willing 
to see the frozen condition of the relationships imposed 
by such vortices of thought. They are committed to 
exploring conversational interactions, rather than end- 
lessly repeating a static litany of opinions. “Human. 
response and articulation of the response, feedback of 
reactions to that response and the clarifying of the 
relationships between different recponses, are the way 
human beings participate in the flow of the implicate 
order,” says Shainberg. 

Another psychological phenomena that bears sev- 
eral earmarks of the implicate is multiple personality 
disorder, or MPD. MPD is a b arre syndrome in which 
two or more distinct personalities inhabit a single body. 
Victims of the disorder, or “multiples”, often have no 
awareness of their condition. They do not realize that 
control of their body is being passed back and forth 
between different personalities and instead feel they 
are suffering from some kind of amnesia, confusion, or 
black-out spells. Most multiples average between eight 
to thirteen personalities, although so-called super-mul- 
tiples may have more than a subpersonalities. 

One of the most telling statistics regarding mul- 
tiples is that 97 percent of them have had a history of 
severe childhood trauma, often in the form of mon- 
strous psychological, physical, and sexual abuse. This 
has led many researchers to conclude that becoming a 
multiple is the psyche’s way of coping with extraordi- 
nary and soul-crushing pain. By dividing up into one 
or more personalities psyche is able to parcel out the 
pain, in a several personalities bear what 
would for just one personality to with- 
stand. 

In this sense becoming a multiple may be the 
ultimate example of what Bohm means by fragmenta- 
tion. It is interesting to note that when the psyche 
fragments itself, it does not become a collection of 
broken and jagged-edged shards, but a collection of 
smaller wholes, complete and self-sustaining with their 
own traits, motives, and desires. Although these wholes 
are not identical copies of the original personality, they 
are related to the dynamics of the original personality, 
and this in itself suggests that some kind of holographic 
process is involved. 

migraine-like headaches, tendencies toward self-muti- 

Bohm’s assertion that fragmentation always even- 
tually proves destructive is also apparent in the syn- 
drome. Although becoming a multiple allows a person 
to survive an otherwise unendurable childhood, it brings 
with it a host of unpleasant side effects. These may 
include depression, anxiety and panic attacks, phobias, 
heart and respiratory problems, unexplained nausea, 

his participation with the therapist. At some point enfolding nature of consciousness when it is unim- lation, and many other mental and physical disorders. 
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person’s brain-wave pattern does not change even in occur as a multiple shifts from one personality to 

Gunther's latest mailing address: 
state, _Cextreme emotion. Brain-wave patterns are not next also profound implications for the relation- 
the only thing that varies from personality to personal- ship between mind and health, and will be discussed at 
ity. Blood flow patterns, muscle tone, heart rate, greater length in the next chapter. 
posture, and even allergies can all change as a multiple 
shifts from one self to the next. 

3021 
Another of Jung’s great contributions was defining 

the concept of synchronicity. As mentioned in the 
koo introduction, synchronicities are coincidences that are 

so unusual and so meaningful they could hardly be 
UP attributed to chance alone. Each of us has experienced 

a synchronicity at some point in our lives, such as when 
observe we learn a strange new word and then hear it used in a 

Startlingly, but regular aS clockwork, most multiples 
a 

his dark-side handlers around for he can’t remain in about an obscure subject and then notice other people 
talking about it. 

a A few years back 1 experienced a series of 
synchronicities involving the rodeo showman Buffalo 

Warning iS 

sion. One morning in January 1983, I was doing push- 
promise ups a 

t NO. myself shouting out the name “Buffalo Bill!” At first 
important puzzled by my 

game-show host had asked the question “What other 
Will, Frederick 

a 

consequence~guaran- 

mind had zeroed in on 

a 
Since brain-wave answered it. At time I did not 

think much of the occurrence and went about my day. A neuron or group of neurons, but are a 
few hours later a friend telephoned and asked me if I property of the brain, this too that some kind 

holographic process may be at work. as a could settle a friendly argument he was having con- 

multiple-image hologram can store and project dozens cerning a piece of theater trivia. I offered to try, 

of whole scenes, perhaps the brain can store whereupon my friend asked, “Is it true that John 
a persona& 

ties. In other words, perhaps what we call “self’ is also mate son of Buffalo Bill?’ n I thought this 
a and when the brain of a multiple clicks encounter with Buffalo Bill was odd but still chalked it 
from one holographic self to the next, these slide up to coincidence until later that day when asmirhsonion 

projector-like shuttlings are reflected in the global magazine arrived in the mail, and I opened it. One of 
be that take place in brain-wave as well as the lead articles was titled “The Last of the Great 

in the body in general. The physiological changes Scouts Is Back Again*. It was about... You guessed it: 

This idea seems borne out by the fact that multiples 
who reach their forties before they are diagnosed fre- 

quently report having the sense that if they did not seek 
help soon, any chance of recovery would be lost. De- 

spite the temporary advantages the tortured psyche 
gains by fragmenting itself, it is clear that mental and 
physical well-being, and perhaps even survival, still 
depend on wholeness. 

Another unusual feature of MPD is that each of a 
multiple’s personalities possesses a different brain- 
wave pattern. This is surprising, for as Frank Putnam, 
a National Institutes of Health psychiatrist who has 
studied this phenomenon, points out, normally a 

at 
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Buffalo Bill. overdose. It is also difficult to anesthetize some mul- 

tiples, and there are accountsof multiples waking up on 
the the operating table after one oftheir “unanesthetizable” 

go subpersonalities has taken over. 
write a bit on Buffalo Bill or some part Other conditions that can vary from personality to 

personality include scars, burn marks, cysts, and left- 
and clear.] and right-handedness. Visual acuity can differ, and 

THE HEALTH IMPLICATIONS OF 
MULTIPLE PERSONALITY 

Another condition that graphically illustrates the 
mind’s power to affect the body is Multiple Personality 
Disorder (MPD). In addition to possessing different 
brain-wave patterns, the subpersonalities of a multiple 
have a strong psychological separation from one an- 
other. Each has his own name, age memories, and 
abilities. Often each also has his own style of hand- 
writing, announced gender, cultural and racial back- 
ground, artistic talents, foreign language fluency, and 

Even more noteworthy are the biological changes 
that take place in a multiple’s body when they switch 
personalities. Frequently a medical condition pos- 
sessed by one personality will mysteriously vanish 
when another personality takes over. Dr. Bennett 
Braun of the International Society for the Study of 
Multiple Personality, in Chicago, has documented a 
case in which all of a patient’s subpersonalities were 
allergic to orange juice, except one. If the man drank 
orange juice when one of his allergic personalities was 
in control, he would break out in a terrible rash. But if 
he switched to his nonallergic personality, the rash 
would instantly start to fade and he could drink orange 
juice freely. 

some multiples have to carry two dr three different 

pairs of eyeglasses to accommodate their alternating 
personalities. One personality can be color-blind and 
another not, and even eye color can change. There are 
cases of women who have two or three menstrual peri- 
ods each month because each of their subpersonalities 
has its own cycle. Speech pathologist Christy Ludlow 
has found that the voice pattern for each of a multiple’s 
personalities is different, a feat that requires such a 
deep physiological change that even the most accom- 
plished actor cannot alter his voice enough to disguise 
his voice pattern. One multiple, admitted to a hospital 
for diabetes, baffled her doctors by showing no symp- 
toms when one of her nondiabetic personalities was in 
control. There are accounts of epilepsy coming and 
going with changes in personality, and psychologist 
Robert A. Phillips, Jr. reports that even tumors can 
appear and disappear (although he not specify 
what kind of tumors). 

Dr. Francine Howland, a Yale psychiatrist who 
specializes in treating multiples, relates an even more 
striking incident concerning one multiple’s reaction to 
a wasp sting. On the occasion in question, the man 
showed up for his scheduled appointment with Howland 
with his eye completely swollen shut from a wasp sting. 
Realizing he needed medical attention, Howland called 
an ophthalmologist. Unfortunately, the soonest the 

ophthalmologist could see the man was an hour later, 
and because the man was in severe pain, Howland 
decided to try something. As it turned out, one of the 
man’s alternates was an “anesthetic personality” who 
felt absolutely no pain. Howland had the anesthetic 
personality take control of the body, and the pain 
ended. But something else also happened. By the time 
the man arrived at his appointment with the ophthal- 
mologist, the swelling was gone and his eye had re- 
turned to normal. Seeing no need to treat him, the 
ophthalmologist sent him home. 

After a while, however, the anesthetic personality 
relinquished control of the body, and the man’s origi- 
nal personality returned, along with all the pain and 
swelling of the wasp sting. The next day he went back 
to the ophthalmologist to at last be treated. Neither 
Howland nor her patient had told the ophthalmologist 
that the man was a multiple, and after treating him, the 
ophthalmologist telephoned Howland. “He thought 
time was playing tricks on him.” Howland laughed, 
“He just wanted to make sure that I had actually called 
him the day before and he had not imagined it.” 

Allergies are not the only thing multiples can 
switch on and off. If there was any doubt as to the 
control the unconscious mind has 
over drug effects, it is banished by the pharmacological 
wizardry of the multiple. By changing personalities, a 
multiple who is drunk can instantly become sober. 
Different personalities also respond differently to dif- 
ferent drugs. Braun records a case in which 5 milli- 
grams of diazapam, a tranquilizer, sedated one person- 
ality, while 100 milligrams had little or no effect on 
another. Often one or several of a multiple’s personali- 
ties are children, and if an adult personality is given a 
drug and then a child’s personality takes over, the adult 
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Multiples also tend to heal faster than normal 
individuals. For example, there are several cases on 
record of third-degree burns healing with extraordi- 
nary rapidity. Most eerie of all, at least one researcher- 
Dr. Cornelia Wilbur, the therapist whose pioneering 
treatment of Sybil Dorsett was portrayed in the book 
SYBIL-is convinced that multiples don’t age as fast as 
other people. 

How could such things be? At a recent symposium 
on the multiple personality syndrome, a multiple named 
Cassandra provided a possible answer. 

Cathy- 
a Cassandra 

attributes her own rapid healing ability both to the 
visualization techniques she practices and to some- 
thing she calls As she explained, 
even when her alternate personalities are not in control 
of her body, they are still aware. This enables her to 
“think” on a multitude of different channels at once, to 
do things like work on several different term papers 
simultaneously, and even “sleep” while other person- 
alities prepare her dinner and clean her house. 

imagery exercises two or three times a day, Cassandra 
does them around the clock. She even has a 
subpersonality named Celese who possesses a thorough 
knowledge of anatomy and physiology, and whose sole 
function is to spend twenty-four hours a day meditating 
and imaging the body’s well-being. According to 
Cassandra, it is this full-time attention to her health 

Other 
multiples have made similar claims. 

We are deeply attached to the inevitability of things. 
If we have bad vision, we believe we will have bad 
vision for life, and if we suffer from diabetes, we do not 
for a moment think our condition might vanish with a 
change in mood or thought. a 

But the 
phenomenon of multiple personality challenges this 
belief and offers further evidence of just how much our 
psychological states can affect the body’s biology. If 
the psyche of an individual with MPD is a kind of 
multiple image hologram, it appears that the body is 
one as well, and can switch from one biological state to 
another as rapidly as the flutter of a deck of cards. 

The systems of control that must be in place to 
account for such capacities is mind-boggling and makes 
our ability to will away a wart pale. Allergic 
reaction to a wasp sting is a complex and multi-faceted 
process and involves the organized activity of antibod- 
ies, the production of histamine, the dilation and rup- 
ture of blood vessels, the excessive release of immune 
substances, and so on. What unknown pathways of 
influence enable the mind of a multiple to freeze all 

these processes allows them to 
suspend the effects of alcohol the 
blood, or turn diabetes on and off? moment we 
don’t know and must console ourselves with one simple 
fact. Once a multiple has undergone therapy and in 
some way becomes whole again, or she can still make 
these switches at will. This suggests that somewhere in 
our psyches we ALL have the ability to control these 
things. still this is not all we can do. 

[END OF QUOTING] 

This is enough for now. I just wanted you to know 
that I know what I am doing. I know that at times you 
have to question your own sanity and doubt me. That’s 
fine-JUST DON’T DOUBT GOD! Even J.S. will pop 
around when he wants to drive badly enough. There are 
some things you just can’t do as the “child”. There is 
nothing more fascinating than the mind of man-save 
perhaps the SOUL-of man. 

May you walk ever in the LIGHT. Salu. 

dosage may be too much for the child and result in an Hence, whereas normal people only do healing 
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